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ABSTRACT
A Case Study of the Contemporary Church Renewal Movement in Korea
Pil Won Min
This dissertation is a study of the church renewal movement that has recently
been happening in Korea using a case study approach. The Korean church has said that it
is in crisis not only because it has spiritual problems, but also because it lost good social
credibilit}' in Korean societ\ . In this situation, several renewal groups and renewing
churches have shown up and argued that the Korean church must be renewed. In this
study, the contemporar\' church renewal movement in Korea is analyzed and examined
through interaction bet\\'een Howard Snyder's renewal theory and the Korean context.
This stud\' w ill bring development of the contextual renewal theory for the Korean
church considering its religious, cultural, and social contexts.
Chapter 1 , "Characteristics of the Korean Protestant Church" is a foundational
study for the chapters which follow. Some characteristics of the Korean church which
have been formed throughout its history are introduced. In the religious-cultural aspect,
shamanistic and Confucian characteristics are studied. In the theological aspect,
evangelical and conservative characteristics and a futuristic understanding of the
kingdom of God are dealt with. In the socio-political aspect, secularization along with
economic growth is discussed.
Chapter 2 explores the problems of the Korean church which makes the Korean
church aware of a need for renewal and presents the research questions and methods for
this study. As a theoretical framework, Snyder's theory of church renewal, particularly its
ten marks of a mediating model, is introduced.
In chapters 3 and 4, two case study groups are dealt with�the Korean National
Association of Christian pastors (KACP) and the Christian Alliance for Church Reform
(CACR). These two groups are both representative of the Korean church renewal
mo\ ement even though they have different characteristics. Their motivations, goals,
acti\ities, and patterns of renewal are introduced.
From chapters 5 to 8, four selected churches, Yein, Didimdol, Nadulmok, and
Holy Light Kwangsung, are studied as cases of the renewal movement in Korea. The four
selected churches are different in many aspects ofministry, but they all have the same
recognition of the problems facing the Korean church and they are trying to do their
ministry differently from existing churches. They are also studied in terms of their
motivations, goals, characteristics, and patterns of renewal efforts.
In chapter 9, these six cases are analyzed in four categories; motivation for
renewal, theological foundation, goal of their movement, and renewal patterns. In
particular, the renewal pattern is analyzed through Snyder's mediating model. Overall,
each of these six cases satisfies the pattern Snyder suggests. However, they each have
their own strength and weakness. In addition, they have to be uniquely understood in
terms of the Korean context. Finally, some new renewal patterns are found beyond
Snyder's theory in its unique context.
To finish my study, chapter 10 suggests a theory of the renewal pattern of the
church in Korea modified from Snyder's theory in Korean context. This theory will
provide a tool to evaluate and analyze the renewal movement in Korea and a pattern to
follow for the renewal of the local churches in Korea. This theory will be followed along
with a general conclusion and future study suggestions.
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1CHAPTER 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE KOREAN PROTESTANT CHURCH
Several broadcast programs have recently criticized the problems of the Korean
church.' These broadcasting programs, who made the public perception of the Korean
church worse in Korean society, have created a bad impression of the Korean church and
a serious obstacle for evangelism. More seriously, several anti-Christian groups are now
active in Korea and through the use of the Internet, their numbers are rapidly growing.
For example, the Anti-Christianity CivilMovement, which is the most active anti-
Christianity group, now has 12,800 official members, and about 3,000 people daily
access their website, www,antichr ist . or.kr . In this sense, it can be said that the renewal of
the Korean church is declared from in and out.
The Korean church has a 125 year history and in that time it has exhibited a
variety of characteristics. Some generalizations will be necessary however in order to
reveal the roots of the current condition of the Korean church that is in need of renewal. I
will describe the cultural, religious, and socio-political attributes that distinguish the
Korean church from the Western church, however in this chapter, I will focus on some
unique characteristics that have been identified as problems by renewal movements.
These characteristics can be divided into three categories; religious-cultural, theological,
and socio-political even though these sometimes overlap and interact with each other.
Before dealing with these characteristics, a brief history of the Korean church will be
necessary to set the context for understanding the Korean church.
'
For example, "^^f^, -r-S] ^�^}'^ (Pastor, Our Pastor),'M/Zer A^ew^, MBC, broadcasted on
February 16th, 2008.
2A BriefHistory of the Korean Protestant Church
A history of the Korean Protestant church will be divided into three periods
according to some transitional situations of the Korean church. In addition, this division
of history into three periods is deeply related to the history ofKorea.
The Early Years of the Protestant Church in Korea (1876-1910)
It is said that there was an experience of contact with a form ofChristianity
during the Shilla Dynasty because some Nestorian stone crosses were excavated in the
Pulkook temple yard, which was built in the tenth year (751 A.D.) ofKing Kyunduk of
Shilla.- It was called Kyungkyo, a Nestorian sect. A long time later, through various
contacts with missionaries, mainly Jesuits who were working in either Japan or China,
some Koreans became Christians around the mid-sixteenth century. From 1777 onward.
Catholics started doing mission work in Korea with their converts although the
missionaries did not yet come to Korea. In 1795, the first Catholic missionary. Father
Zhou Wenmo, arrived in Korea. However, due to cultural conflicts� especially related to
ancestor worship and a pohcy of seclusion�and the so-called "shoegook" policy, many
missionaries were martyred and Korean believers suffered severe persecution under the
Choson dynasty for about 70 years. In 1871, formal persecution of the Catholic Church
ended, and it started to grow numerically.
Like the Catholic Church, the Protestant missionaries worked for the
evangelization ofKorea outside the country for a long time, mainly through translation
and distribution of the Bible. Missionaries started to arrive in Korea in the mid-1 880s.
Horace N. Allen of the Northern Presbyterian Church arrived in 1884, and Horace G.
^
John T. Kim, Protestant Church Growth in Korea (Belleville: Essence Publishing, 1996), 85.
3nderwood of the Northern Presbyterian mission and Henry G. Appenzeller of the
orthem Methodist missions arrived in Korea in 1885. Following them, many
lissionaries started coming to Korea from various countries like the United States,
.ustralia, England, Canada, and various denominations like the Presbyterian Church and
16 Methodist Church, among others.
As James Huntley Grayson mentions, by the end of the 1890's a foreign-mission
nterprise that could build on the foundations laid by the earliest converts was well under
^ay.'' At that time, the main missionary works by the early Western missionaries in
Lorea were social works such as establishing Western-style institutions, hospitals, and a
Western- style publishing house.
According to John T. Kim, since mission stations had been established almost
verywhere in Korea, the growth of the Korean Protestant church had begun.'* From the
890s onward, as the number ofChristians had grown, literature and other missionary
/orks became more active. In this situation, the Nevius mission policy^ had been
ccepted as the policy of Protestant missions in Korea. From 1903, under the dark
tmosphere of Japanese annexation, the Korean church experienced a great revival,
,^hich reached its climax in Pyungyang in 1907.^ After the revival, evangelistic passion
^as sparked and the Korean church kept growing in numbers. By 1910, the Korean
James Huntley Grayson, "A Quarter-Millennium ofChristianity in Korea," in Christianity in
orea eds. Robert E. Buswell Jr. & Timothy S. Lee (Honolulu: University of Havv-aii Press, 2006), 13.
Kim^ Protestant Church, 104.
^
To understand Nevius mission policy in Korea, see C. A. Clark, The Korean Church and the
'evius Methods (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1895) and Chapter 12 ofKyung Bae Min, ^^iHS] A]-
'istoiy of the Korean Church) (Seoul: Yonsei University Press, 1982), Keun Hwan Kang, ^^MS]
^ A^ l!f H '^^f'^ (Formation of the Korean Church and a Historical Analysis on the
fain Reasons) (Seoul: The Christian Literature Society of Korea, 2004), 142-176.
^
To understand this revitalization phenomenon under a colonialist context, see Anthony F. C.
/allace, "Revitalization Movements," American Anthropologist 58 no. 2 (April 1956): 264-281.
4urch was settUng its organizational formation. Grayson summarizes this as follows, "In
10, the institutional church was well established�the first seminaries had been
unded, the first seminary graduates had graduated, and the first Korean ministers had
en ordained."'' During this forming and developing of the Korean church, Korea was
tering periods of severe suffering, Japanese colonization (1910-1945) and the Korean
ar (1950-1953).
le Korean Church under Japanese Colonization and the Korean War (1910-1953)
During the difficult period of Japanese colonization, the Korean Protestant church
ew in numbers and played an important role in Korea socially and politically.
:cording to Grayson, "In 1914, there were 196,000 adherents or 1.1 percent of the
�pulation. By the end of Japanese rule in 1945, there were about 740,000 Protestant
iristians, or over 3 percent of the population."^ This growth was deeply related to the
le the Korean church played during this time of difficulty. Belief in Christianity gave
?reans a sense ofpatriotic national identity, which served as an alternative force to
panese colonial assimilation.^ In addition, Korean Christianity played a leading role in
omoting nationalism. Many Christians actively participated in the national
dependence movement, including The March 1st Movement of 1919, while Western
issionaries were negative about Christians participating in political activities. Kim
aphasizes, "The credibility ofChristianity increased because of the promotion of
Grayson, "A Quarter-Millennium," 14.
^
Grayson, "A Quarter-Millennium," 15.
Kim, Protestant Church, 109.
5riotism by Christians.
One noticeable thing during this period was that Korean Christians were strongly
tted. hi 1919, "The Federation Council of Churches and Missions" was established,
mging its name to "The National Christian Council" in 1924. This organization was
"ticipated in by the Korean Methodist Church, the Presbyterian Church and foreign
ssionaries for the cooperation in the evangelization ofKorea.
Another hardship was coming to the Korean church. In 1930, the Japanese began
�cing Korean Christians to participate in Shinto worship. Even though some of the
nominations approved participation in Shinto worship as an act ofpatriotism under
Danese pressure, a lot of Korean Christians resisted and were killed or imprisoned for
s. Despite this heavy persecution and suffering during the Korean War, the population
Korean Christians had grown a lot during this period.
te Korean Church and Modernization (1953-todav)
After liberation from Japanese colonization and the Korean War, the Korean
urch suffered some conflicts and divisions due to some problems which happened
der Japanese occupation as well as some theological differences, especially among
esbyterian Churches. However, along with the rapid modernization of Korea, the
Drean church came to experience remarkable church growth during 1960's and 1970's.
�ayson says, "The rapid growth of the church started in the 1960's when church growth
ught the attention of the clergy and laity."'
'
Kim, Protestant Church, III.
^ ^
Grayson, "A Quarter-Millennium," 20.
6Protestantism Catholicism Buddhism
Number Growth Rate(*}{)) Number Growth RateC'/-o) Number Growth
te(�/
32 736000 590000 687000
70 3192000 333.7 779000 32.0 4943000 619.5
?5 6489000 103.3 1865000 139.4 8059000 63.0
)1 8037000 23.9 2476000 32.8 11729000 45.5
)4 8146000 1.4 2640000 6.6 10921000 6.9
gure 1.1) Membership Trends between 1962 and 1994 (From The Yearbook ofKorean
ligion (1962, 1970) and Office of Statistics (1985, 1991, 1994)''
cording to The Yearbook ofKorean Religion (1962, 1970), the growth of the Korean
)testant church was remarkable. During the eight years between 1962 and 1970,
mbership grew by 333.7%.'^ This rapid growth continued until the mid-1980's as
ure 1.1 shows.
Characteristics of the Korean Church
The Korean church has formed in its unique historical context and now has some
ique characteristics. These characteristics can be explained in religio-cultural,
uctural, and socio-political characteristics.
ligio-cultural Characteristics of the Korean Church
There have existed a lot of religions during the 4300-year history ofKorea. These
igions have interacted with each other throughout Korean history. In particular,
amanism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Christianity have been dominant and
luential religions. These religions' interaction gave the Korean church some unique
tural characteristics. In particular. Shamanism has affected Koreans' worldviews and
jstyles up till today.
Cited from Sung-ho Kim, "Case Study," 27.
'�^
Sung-ho Kim, "Case Study: Rapid Modernisation and the Future of Korean Christianity,"
igion 32 (2002): 27.
Shamanism
Among rehgions in Korea, Shamanism has been a root for rehgiosity of Koreans and
been observed by the early Western missionaries. The first Presbyterian missionary in
"ea, Horace G. Underwood says, "Before Confucianism and Buddhism ever entered
�ea it held sway and, from all that we can learn from history, and from what we see
ay, it is very evident that even when Buddhism and Confucianism were at their prime,
ier all, and through all. Shamanism still held its own."'"* This Shamanism has existed
he Korean Peninsula for a very long time. Even in the stage of tribal states,
imanism existed. Lee and Bary argue, in the Korean Peninsula, Neolithic people
ieved in animism (Shamanism). '^According to them, "The most popular among the
fied objects ofworship were the sun god and the spirits of ancestors. Gods and spirits
re either good or evil, the latter bringing misfortune and calamity to human
ngs."'^Tongshik Ryu argues, "It was after the fourth century when Confucianism,
ddhism, and Taoism started coming to Korea. Before that, the only ancient religion in
rea was Shamanism." '^This Shamanism affected Korean religious history
itinuously as it did not disappear even though state religions were changed by
lasties or governments which ruled Korea. In fact, the Choson Dynasty (1392-1910
Horace G. Underwood, The Call ofKorea: Political-Social-Religious (New York: Fleming H.
/ell Company, 1908), 84.
Peter H. Lee and Wm. Theodore de Bary, Sources ofKorean Tradition Vol. I (New York:
umbia, 1997), 29.
Lee and Bary, Source ofKorean. Vol. I, 29.
Tongshik Ryu, The Christian Faith Encounters the Religions ofKorea (Seoul: The Christian
irature Society ofKorea, 1965), 15.
Pil Won Min, "Shamanism as Religion and Culture: A Study of the Relationship between
manism and Revival Movements in Korean Church Growth" (Th.M. Thesis, Calvin Theological
8made Confucianism its political ideology. As a result. Shamanism and Buddhism
ime objects of severe oppression; shamans and monks were treated as outcasts. This
not imply that Shamanism was simply pushed to the margins of society."'^ Although
pie who were in high and ruling class under Confucian patriarchy considered
manism to be demonistic or superstitious, and enforced its repression, women and
er class people all resorted to and believed in Shamanism.'^^'The persecution of
manism did not fade even during the period of Japanese rule (1910-1945 A.D.). Japan,
ch recognized Shamanism as the base of Korean religion and culture and the driving
;e of Koreans' energy, attempted to demoHsh it, only to fail.""^' Accordingly, it is
ious that Korean Shamanism has affected Koreans' religious and cultural
racteristics as J.H. Bavinck points out, "That is why every aspect of culture originates
n religious sources."" If so, how has Shamanistic culture affected Korean
istianity? The first shamanistic characteristic in the Korean church is the seeking of
erial needs or blessings. Andrew Lee explains the characteristics of Shamanism as
ows, "The most striking characteristic of this folk religion is its preoccupation with
emphasis on the fulfillment ofmaterial wishes. In fact, the fundamental purpose of
manism is to fulfill practical needs; people solicit the service of a shaman in hopes of
inary, 2004), 15.
Cho Hung-youn, "Cultural Interbreeding between Korean Shamanism and Imported Religions,"
renes 187 (47/3) (1999): 51.
^� Cho Hung-youn, "Cultural Interbreeding," 51.
Cho Hung-youn, "Cultural Interbreeding," 51.
J.H. Bavinck, The Church between Temple andMosque: A Study of the Relationship between the
stian Faith and Other Religions (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1981), 21
9zing their material wishes, such as longevity, health, male births, and wealth.""^^
Drding to Grayson, this characteristic of Shamanism can be found in Buddhism too.
nentions, "In virtually every Korean Buddhist temple there is a Sansin-gak (mountain
shrine) which is devoted to the Mountain God, one of the major deities of Korean
religion."'"* This place is devoted to a powerful spirit for petitions and for
sings.
In this view, Jung Han Kim speaks about influence of Shamanism in Korean
istianity as seeking worldly blessings. He says, "Christianity was accepted by many
eans as a religion of individual success and national prosperity. The core of the
ching in the Protestant church was recognized as enjoying material blessings and
liar prosperity by accepting Christ as Lord. Its most representative example being the
1 for blessing preached by Yonggi Cho of the Full Gospel Church, which at present is
largest church in the world."^^
A second shamanistic characteristic of the Korean church is its Pentecostal
.ency. Chung Soon Lee claims, that the reason for this tremendous growth in the
ean church arises from Pentecostalism.^^ According to Lee, "It is undeniable that
tecostalism is an important form ofChristian spirituality in Korea. Of course,
Andrew E. Kim, "Korean Religious Culture and its Affinity to Christianity: The Rise of
istant Christianity in South Korea," Sociology ofReligion 61, no. 2 (2000): 119.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation to Korean Religious Culture: A Personal
ographic Perspective," Missiology: An International Review, 114, no. 1 (January 1995): 54.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 54.
Jung Han Kim, "Christianity and Korean Culture: The Reasons for the Success ofChristianity in
a," Exchange 33, no. 2 (2004): 134.
Chung Soon Lee, "The Pentecostal Face of Korean Protestantism: A Critical Understanding,"
Journal ofTheology 20, no. 2 (Oct. 2006): 399.
10
ecostalism in Korean is unique, because it has been influenced by other traditional
ions such as Shamanism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism." In this thinking,
also points out the characteristics of Korean Pentecostalism as follows, "It is true that
ecostal Christianity in Korea is only concerned about conservative personal piety and
ch growth rather than the social, political issues that the society as a whole faces.
"""^
ows that the strongest influence came from Shamanism. In particular, Pentecostal
acteristics of the Korean church are seen in its worship. Grayson mentions, "To the
;h American or European visitor, one of the striking features ofKorean worship is the
tional vigor with which hymns are sung and prayers are prayed individually or
actively.
"^� This feature ofworship is deeply related to shamanistic culture, Han and
myung. 'Han' can be said to be a form which reveals a unique characteristic of
san Shamanism.^^Dongsoo Kim argues, "One of the primary reasons Shamanism has
32
ived in Korea is that it has a real frmction to unravel the Han of ordinary people."
can be defined with a sentence, "It is the abysmal experience ofpain.""
nmyung'' is also an important cultural characteristic of the Korean Shamanism.
ording to Junshik Choi, "This Shinmyung is a phenomenon found in Kut. When a
lang receives spirit in Kut, she comes to be in ecstasy ofShinmyung and plays in
Chung Soon Lee, "The Pentecostal Face," 399.
Chung Soon Lee, "The Pentecostal Face," 400.
^�
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 51.
Min, "Shamanism," 36.
Dongsoo Kim, "The Healing ofHan in Korean Pentecostalism," Journal ofPentecostal
'fogy 5 (October 1999): 127.
^'^ Andrew Sung Park, The Wounded Heart ofGod: The Asian Concept ofHan and the Christian
tine ofSin (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 15.
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niyung.'' The term shinmyung may be translated into English as "divine
;ement" for "shin" in a Chinese character means "heaven" or "divine" and "myung"
is for "brightness". Min concludes these two characteristics as follows:
Shinmyung culture has some characteristics. First, this culture shows up very
communally. Because Koreans' agriculture was practiced through cooperation
and harmony of their community, the singing and dance were also for all
villagers. Through the festival, every villager becomes one. The second
characteristic is ecstasy. As Kut is practiced in an ecstatic mood, Koreans'
Shinmyung culture is ecstatic culture. Interestingly, these two characteristics
which are mentioned above usually occurred at the same time, and the two have
a strong impact on each other. In fact, this situation is easily seen in Korean life
such as drinking culture, sports, and even churches.
Grayson mentions shamanistic accommodations in the Korean church through two
nples, Puhung-hoe and Kido-won which reflect two characteristics previously
tioned. Puhung-hoe can be translated to revival meeting in English, but it is,
rding to Grayson, the American revival meeting transplanted onto Korean soil.^^ In
tion, Kido-won is considered a place for a religious retreat as the American Protestant
of a retreat center. However, in Korea, Puhung-hoe and Kido-won are very
lected to the shamanistic curative traditions of Korean folk religion.
Confucianism
In terms of leadership pattern, Confucianism has strongly influenced the Korean
Choi, Reading Korean Religions, 51.
Virginia Fabella, Asian Christian Spirituality: Reclaiming Traditions (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, ),
Mm, "Shamanism," 40.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 53.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 54.
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church even though the shamanistic influence is also found.^^ Grayson argues that the
leadership system in Korea functions very differently from the way in which Presbyterian
types of church structures function in Western nations.'*^According to his observation,
"The minister holds a paramount place in all affairs of the church both religious and
administrative, while the elders are expected to play a subordinate and supporting role.'"*'
This situation is deeply related to Confucian culture. Grayson describes it as follows,
"This perception of the minister's role represents an assimilation ofboth the Confucian
concept of the benevolent but autocratic father of the family and the Christian concept of
the minister as pastor of his flock. Another Confucian parallel to the minister's role would
be with that of the teacher who acts as a surrogate father.""*^ Grayson's thinking can be
described well when one understands "The Three Bonds" in Confucianism. According to
Wei-Ming Tu, "The Three Bonds, namely the authority of the ruler over the minister, the
father over the son, and the husband over the wife, have been depicted as three forms of
bondage and Confucian ethics condemned as despotic, autocratic, patriarchal,
gerontocratic, and male-chauvinistic.""^ In Korea, this principle has been dominant in all
social systems including the church.
In Korea, there is a tendency that pastors are seen as mediators to help people to be blessed
between God and them. Some say that it is shamanistic influence in that they consider pastors like shamans,
Mudang.
''�
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 50.
Grayson, "Elements ofProtestant Accommodation," 50.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 50.
'^'^
Wei-Ming Tu, "Probing the 'Three Bonds" and "Five Relationships" in Confucian Humanism,"
in Confucianism and Family, eds. Walter H. Slote and George A. DeVos (Albany: State University ofNew
York Press, 1998), 122.
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Theological Characteristics of the Korean Church: Evangelical/Consen^ative
To explain overall theological characteristics of local churches in Korea, Dae Young
Ryu says, "One peculiar phenomenon in the Korean Protestant churches today is that
most churches, regardless of their size and denomination, assert that they are
'evangelical'.'"*'* He calls this 'revivalistic-evangelical' because, in the Korean church,
revivalistic temperament is the strongest character of evangelical tendency. He also adds
a revivalistic-evangelistic temperament with theological conservativism as notable
characteristics of the Korean church.�*' In other words, revialistic-evangelical and
conservative theological characters are shown in a mixed sense in churches in Korea.
According to Ryu, "Nearly all Korean congregations across denominational lines observe
the century-old tradition of annual and semiannual revival meetings'*^ that place a heavy
emphasis on the Bible, conversion, and evangelism."*^
This theological characteristic of the Korean church cannot be understood without
understanding the theological characteristics of the early Western missionaries in Korea
as Ryu argues; "The theology ofKorean Protestant churches during this period was
practically equivalent to that of the American missionaries, because they were the
48
organizers, pastors, and teachers of churches." Their pnmary theological charactenstic
was, in a word, conservative. He finds this through church confessional statements
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics of Evangehcal Protestantism in Korea at the
Turn of the Twentieth Century," Church Histoiy 77, no. 2 (Jung 2008): 371.
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 371.
''^
A term, "Revival meetings" in this article is ''Puhunghoe" referred by Grayson.
' '
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 371.
''^
Dae "^oung Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 375.
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adopted by the Korean church. According to him, "American missionaries transplanted
their home church's confessional statements into Korean soil."'^^He shows this in both the
Methodist and the Presbyterian history in Korea. He shows that these two denominations
were the largest ones and that first Korean Methodist creed (1890) was a Korean
translation of the Twenty-Five Articles ofReligion. The first confession of the Korean
Presbyterian Church (1907) was a summary of the Westminster Confession of Faith.^�
Main theological subjects of these confessions revealed conservatism: the absolute
truthfulness and authority of the Bible, Christ's virgin birth, his redemptive death, and
bodily resurrection were all common ingredients.^'
Nevertheless, the early Western missionaries were evangelicals, a term which at
that time referred to, at that time, all varieties ofmainstream Protestantism rather than
just to theological conservatism.^"^ hi these theological characteristics ofmissionaries, "It
is understandable that Korean converts were determined to follow the steps of
missionary-teachers faithfully Once transmitted by the missionaries to Korean adherents,
evangelical theology and practices became 'the' tradition, and new developments such as
higher criticism were not welcomed."^^ In the same sense, Myung Soo Park emphasizes
that because the early missionaries pursued one evangelical church in Korea, it is better
to call it evangelical than conservative.^"*
''^
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 375.
^�
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 375.
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 375.
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 376.
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 385.
Myung Soo Park, Hankookgyohoe Booheung Woondong Yungoo (A Study on the Revival
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If so, what was the characteristic of evangehcalism at that time? Ryu argues, "A
key element of nineteenth-century American evangelicalism was revivalism. It seems no
coincidence that the Korean Protestant churches that American missionaries gave birth to
and nurtured came to have, and still maintain, a peculiarly emotional, Bible-centered, and
evangelistic character."^^ For this reason, missionaries prayed for revival in the Korean
church. Finally, from 1903 to 1907 they experienced a great revival of spiritual
exploration in the Korean church. In 2007, several united worship services and prayer
meetings were held to celebrate the 100-year anniversary of the Pyungyang Great Revival
of 1907. Although there are various theological colors in each denomination, it is true that
conservatism and revivalistic evangelicalism are common characteristics of the Korean
church.
Heung Soo Kim adds one theological characteristic of the Korean church as
follows; "The typical missionary of the first quarter century after the opening ofKorea
was strongly conservative in theology and biblical criticism, and he held as a vital truth
the pre-millenarian view of the second coming ofChrist."^^It can be called a primary
eschatological characteristic of the Korean church. Chong Bum Kim considers that this
eschatological tendency came from early church leaders in colonial Korea. However, it
was not made by them, but accommodated to Korean folk religious belief He takes the
example ofRev. Son-ju Kil, considered the father ofKorean Christianity. According to
Kim, one Christian doctrine that had a powerful hold on Kil was the Second Coming; the
Movement in the Korean Church (Seoul: Institute of the Korean Church History, 2003), 14.
Dae Young Ryu, "The Origin and Characteristics," 390.
Heung Soo Kim, "Is Christianity a Korean Religion? One Hundred Years of Protestant Churches
in Korea," Evangelical Review of Theology 30, no. 2 (2006): 163.
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belief that Jesus would come again in the near future to estabhsh his kingdom. Kim
also argues, "Millermiahsm was a major feature of folk religion and instilled the idea of a
future messianic deliverer in the popular consciousness. "^^Kim's argument is based on
popular millennialism in the late Choson period. This millennialism had been written in
the Chonggam nok found in 1785. Based on geomancy and other omens, Chonggam nok
foretold the collapse of the Choson dynasty and the establishment of future, successive
dynasties. Another feature of the eschatological characteristic of the Korean church is
about dispensationalism. Havie Conn claims that through Western missionaries, moderate
dispensationalism came to the Korean church and a futuristic emphasis on the Kingdom
ofGod was spread.^� He points out, "Even today, numerous Korean pastors do not
rightly recognize the presentness of the Kingdom ofGod."^'
Socio-political Characteristics of the Korean Church
The Korean church has always had a deep relationship with Korean society. Early
missionaries even helped Koreans developed Western medical and educational systems.
In particular, Christianity under Japanese colonial pressure became an escape for Koreans
fi^om a strongly neo-Confucian society. Also, the Korean church played an important role
in relation to the independence movement in Korea. In this view, Jung Han Kim argues
that the success ofChristianity in Korea was caused by Christianity's going hand in hand
Chong Bum Kim, "Preaching the Apocalypse in Colonial Korea," in Christianity in Korea, eds.
Buswell and Lee, 150.
Kim, "Preaching the Apocalypse," 151.
Kim, "Preaching the Apocalypse," 157.
^� Havie H. Conn, Studies in the Theology of the Korean Presbyterian Church (Seoul: Siloam
Publishing House, 1988), 34.
Conn, Studies in the Theology, 34
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62\Mth nationalism. According to him, "the Christian church became a center for the
independence movement during the Japanese occupation time."^^ Christians participated
in the independence movement in various forms, and the church's organizational
structures were used for the independent movement.
The relationship between the church and Korean society continued after the
achievement of national independence and the Korean War During so-called,
industrialization periods, the Korean church has grown remarkably with rapid social
change. Grayson speaks about this in positive terms. According to him, "It is interesting
to note that recently the greatest growth in Protestant adherence took place precisely
during the period of greatest urban industrial development, when large numbers of people
moved fi-om the country to the city, and when, with rapid industrialization, there was an
accompanying rapid change in social values and social dislocation."^'' According to him,
it is possible "because it (Protestantism) could offer meaning for life amidst social change,
and through the church community it could offer a replacement for the face-to-face
village community which had been lost when people moved to the anonymous cities.
"^^
However, many people talk about the problems of the Korean church during that
time. Although Korea's rapid industrialization by the military regime had been achieved
during that time, there were several side effects in Korean society. Sungho Kim picks five
effects. According to him, rapid modernization or industrialization resuUed in 1) an
Kim, "Christianity and Korean Culture," 136.
Kim, "Christianity and Korean Culture," 136.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 47.
Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 47.
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imbalance between mral and urban populations, 2) political insecurity, 3) conflict
between traditional values and new, Western values and 4) economic inequality.^^ In this
situation, some of the Korean Protestant churches participated in social issues including
the democratization of Korea. However, the majority of conservative Korean Protestant
churches focused on numerical growth because many Protestants considered their task
that of spreading the gospel. Yong-Shin Park argues that at that time the Korean church
showed a "religious materialism" like other religions in Korea. "Economic affluence has
been worshipped to the extent that the biblical concept of 'blessing' has come to mean
achie\ ing socio-economic prosperity.
"^^
Accordingly, the Korean church has lost
influence in Korean society and has become a cell ofprivatized spirituality.
In these various understandings of the characteristics of the Korean church, the
Korean church's contemporary problems and renewal movements will be studied in the
next chapter In addition, the research questions and method for this study will be
introduced.
Sung-ho Kim, "Case Study: Rapid Modernisation," 28-9.
Sung-ho Kim, "Case Study: Rapid Modernisation," 32.
Park, "Protestant Christianity," 520.
Park, "Protestant Christianity," 520.
Park, "Protestant Christianity," 520.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
Background of the Problem
Since Christianity came to Korea 125 years ago, the Korean church has grown
rapidly. Although Korean Christians suffered severe persecution under Japanese
colonization and during the Korean War, the Korean church did not stop growing; rather.
Christian faith provided spiritual power for many Koreans to overcome those crises.
According to statistics from the Korean National Statistical Office in 2005, about 19% of
Koreans are Christians. ' There are many mega-churches in Korea in various
denominations, including Yoido Full Gospel Church, known as the largest church in the
world, Myungsung Church, the largest Presbyterian Church in the world and Kwanglim
Church, the largest Methodist Church in the world. They are all located in Seoul, the
capital city of South Korea.
Such growth has been a source ofpride to the church in Korea for a long time and
has made it famous in the world. However, the Korean church is now facing huge
challenges. Externally, the growth ofKorean Christianity has plateaued over the last
twenty years; some even say it is declining. More seriously, the Korean church came to
have problems with its role and mission in Korean society which is rapidly changing. The
most serious problem is that the church is losing its credibility in Korean society.
'
"Distribution ofPopulation by Religion," Korean National Statistical Office, 2005 Population and
Housing Census Report.
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According to Population and Housing Census Report by Korean National Statistical Office, the
population of Christian is changed from 19.66% (1995) to 18.32% (2005) during ten years.
Additionally, the Korean church is being criticized from within the church as well as
from without.
The situation of the Korean church is not easy to e\'aluate because several factors
are deeply connected. Nevertheless, most Korean Christians agree that the Korean church
has to be renewed. According to a survey on Korean church renewal consciousness
conducted by a periodical, Monhe wa Sinhak {^�^ ^ ^ Ministiy and Theology), 68.4%
of respondents said that the Korean church needs to be renewed.^
Religious and Spiritual Problems
Church renewal has been demanded in the Western church as Wilbert Shenk
writes, "In the late twentieth century all ecclesiastical traditions in the West recognize the
need for renewal.""* Several types of renewal movements are currently active in the U.S.
However, renewal is not only for the West anymore. As Shenk points out, "Most
churches in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, founded as a result of the modem mission
movement, are now several generations old. The vitality and commitment of the first and
second generations are not being reproduced in the third and fourth generations, and these
churches now face the numbing effect of nominality."^ In Shenk's understanding, the
Korean church may be one of the churches experiencing nominality.
Nominality is related to the weakness of religious commitment as Eddie Gibbs
calls it "in name only," referring to people who want to identify themselves with a cause
^
Samyeol Park, "512] 2^ 7l]^4n^^'^l cflt^^^ 7l]^51oil-S^ <?1^ 2:4 (Research on
Consciousness of Korean Protestants about Renewal and Revival of the Church)," Mokhoe wa Sinhak ^�
S) ^ {Ministiy and Theology) 178 (April 2004): 167.
Wilbert R. Shenk, "The Priority ofMission for Renewal of the Church," Direction 28, no.l (1999):
101.
^
Shenk, "The Priority ofMission," 101.
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or a movement, but without becoming actively involved.^ This nominality could be
revealed in somewhat different types according to religious and cultural backgrounds.
In religious and spiritual aspects, there are two kinds ofproblems that are viewed
as Korean types of nominality by Young-gi Hong.^ First of all, there are recent Christians
lea\ ing the church or not attending church. According to statistical research on Koreans'
religions and religious consciousness by Gallup Korea m 2005, quite a few Christians
are leaving their churches. According to this research, for the twenty years from 1985
through 2005, 16.2% of religious people experienced proselytism. Among them, 45.5%
converted from Protestantism to other religions. Differently from the West, Korea has
been a religious pluralistic society; religious proselytism can happen very naturally. For a
long time, religious proselytism, in Korea, happened when other religions like Buddhism
or Shamanism converted to Christianity. However, recently the reverse phenomenon is
happening.
Second, there are Korean Christians who attend church for non-religious purposes.
According to a Gallup report about the reason why people have religion, 59.4% of
Protestant respondents say that they go to church to get "peace ofmind", and 10.7%
responded "material blessings." Only 22.7% ofChristian respondents say that they are
religious to attain eternal life or salvation. Compare this to the same survey in 1985. At
^
Eddie Gibbs, In Name Only: Tackling the Problem ofNominal Christianity (Wheaton: A Bridge
Point Book, 1994), 13.
Young-gi Hong, "Nominalism in Korean Protestantism," Transformation:An International Dialogue
on Mission and Ethics 16, no.4 (October 1999). The definition of nominalism in Korean perspective will be
studied in detail in "Definition in Key Terms" section.
^
Gallup Korea, "^�^<?]1-S] <?] -^^ 2i^> (Report of the Religions and Religious
Consciousness of Koreans) (1 ), (2), (3)," (May 2005, accessed 20 April 2008);available from
http://www.gallup.co.kr/gallupdb/reportContent.asp?seqNo=78&pagePos=l&seiectYear=0&search=2&sea
rchKevword=^ ; Intemet.
that time, 47.1% Protestant respondents responded "salvation and eternal hfe," 38.2%
said "peace ofmind" and 6.5� o "health and prosperity." This research shows that the
number of Korean Christians who attend church to get peace ofmind and material
benefits are rapidly increasing while religious commitment is decreasing.
Answers 1985 2005
Material Blessings 6.5 % 10.7 %
Eternal Life/Salvation 47.1 % 22.7 %
Getting Peace in Mind 38.2 % 59.4 %
Figure 2.1 : Answers of Christians to Survey on the Reason ofHaving Religions (Gallup
Korea 1985, 2005)
About this situation, Yong-shin Park affirms that religion in contemporary Korea
is perceived as providing social-psychological means for a more comfortable and affluent
life in this world.^ According to him, this situation is deeply related to the socio-historical
and religious contexts of Korea. As Korean society has been modernized and westernized,
the Korean has had a unique form in connection with materialism. In other words, in
Korea since its industrialization, the transcendental heritage ofChristianity has produced
a 'religious materialism'.
'� Economic affluence has been worshipped to the extent that
the biblical concept of 'blessing' has come to mean achieving socio-economic
prosperity." Park argues, "Hence the Christian 'success story' in Korea is to be
^
Yong-Shin Park, "Protestant Christianity and Its Place in a Changing Korea" Social Compass 47, no.
4 (2000): 520.
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understood as a result of its affirmation of the doctrine of economic greed allied with the
familial social structure that has supplied a source of both social cohesion and division."'"^
However, the this-world orientation of Korean religion needs to be understood
more deeply in the context ofKorean religious culture. Andrew Eungi Kim describes this
very well; "Influenced by Shamanism's emphasis on the appeasement of spirits for the
fulfillment of material wishes, Korea's religions, both traditional and new, have
reinforced this-worldly and materialistic tendencies ofKoreans."'^ As a rehgion and
culture, Shamanism has affected the everyday life as well as religious life. This
shamanistic characteristic was studied in chapter one.
This phenomenon is also deeply connected to "privation" of the faith. According to
Park, "Today Protestant churches have no influence in the public sphere, because they
have been retreating into a cell of 'privatized' spirituality, while accommodating the
culture of economic prosperity, consumerism, and the pleasures of personal hfe."'"* This
points to a wider problem in relation to Korean society.
Socio-Cultural Problem: Bad Social Credibility
Since Christianity came to Korea, the Korean church has historically had a deep
relationship with Korea's political and socio-cultural situations. It is true that Christianity
played an important role for modernization of the old Korea. Missionaries provided
Koreans with Western medical services and educations. This caused huge changes in
Korean society. Under Japanese colonization, many individual Christians and Korean
churches actively participated in the independence movement. The Korean church played
Yong-Shin Park, "Protestant Christianity," 520.
1 3 Andrew Eungi Kim, "Characteristics ofRehgious Life in South Korea: A Sociological Survey,"
Review ofReligious Research 43 no. 4 (2002): 296.
"
Yong-Shin Park, "Protestant Christianity," 520.
an important role in Korean society for a long time. However, since the 1960s, although
the Korean church has grown, the public impression of the Korean church in Korean
society has been getting worse. Since Korean society has become modernized and
pluralistic, the exclusiveness and selfishness of the Korean church has come to be
criticized. In addition, a number of the megachurches have come to be symbols of the
Korean church's materialism and individualism.'^ In this situation, according to the
research ofGallup Korea, 58.9% ofProtestant respondents think that religious
organizations are losing their original vision. 63.5% of Protestant respondents see that the
church as only interested in growing the number ofbelievers. From this survey, it is
obvious that a strong local church emphasis on individualism and denominationalism has
been perceived negatively.
The Korean church has also been criticized by non-Christians. Criticisms include
claims ofweak ethics among Korean Christians, the financial misdeeds in mega-churches,
the affluence ofChristian pastors, the strong exclusiveness ofChristians with regard to
other religions and secular culture, as well as political conservatism and an indifference
to social problems. This means that despite its remarkable numerical growth, the Korean
church has developed a negative image in Korean society which is rapidly changing and
becoming more pluralistic. Statistics show that Korean churches and pastors are
perceived negatively in Korean society among non-Christians. Only 12.3%) of non-
Christians in Korea, according to Gallup's research, were favorable to Protestants.'^ This
Young-Gi Hong calls this aspect, "McDonaldization" of the Korean Mega-churches which
symbolizes influence ofmodernity in Korean church, Young-Gi Hong, "Encounter with Modernity: The
'Mcdonaldization' and 'Charismatization' of Korean Mega-Churches." International Review ofMission 92
no. 365 (April 2003): 242.
Gallup Korea, "Religions and Religious Consciousness of Koreans."
is significantly lower than either Buddhism (37.4%) or CathoHcism (17.0%)). According
to recent research presented by the Christian Ethics Movement of Korea in November
2008, the degree of social reliability of the Protestant church in Korea was 40.95 out of
90.00, which is a C- grade. About 50% of respondents said that they do not trust the
Korean Protestant church. However, the degree of social reliability of the Korean church
among non-Christian respondents is 35.00 out of 90.00, which is a D+.'^ In addition, this
research shows that the younger respondents' ages are, the lower the degrees of social
reliability are. For respondents between 19-29 years of age, the degree is 37 out of 90,
which is D+ compared to people in their 30's (37.6), 40's (40.8), 50's (45.1), and 60's
(47.3).'^ In conclusion, Byung Yeon Kim writes, "The result of this opinion survey on the
degree of the social reliability of the Korean church shows that the Korean church is in a
more serious crisis than we expected. This report indicates that the Korean church is
unreliable, isolated, and broken off from the society and is in a crisis of
communication.
''Byung Yeon Kim, "^^-liiJl^i �s^^fl-?}^S2]2] a}s\^
^ (Presentation on Analysis Report: Opinion Research on the Degree of Social ReHability of the Korean
Church: Purpose, Methodology, and Result)," Report from "2008\1 tl^iis) $] ^ -^S]^
^-1 ^S. M] ^1 4 (A Seminar for Presenting the Degree of Social Reliability of the Protestant Church in
Korea)," held by the Christian Ethics Movement of Korea and Church Trust Network, (November 20,
2008): 27.
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Statement of the Problem
Because of this situation, there have been efforts to bring about the renewal of the
Korean church.^' The starting point that the church renewal movement in Korea had
launched was "98 Declarations for Korean Church Reform," which was presented by 200
Korean Christian leaders including pastors and professors regardless of denominations or
theological perspective. In this declaration, participants show the necessity ofKorean
church renewal:
Lo\ ely brothers and sisters of the Korean church! When the church stands rightly,
the nation does so too. The suffering which came to this land is God's whip
toward a decomposed society and the church and God's voice to demand
repentance and reform. Quite a few Korean Christians who must be the salt of the
world are being thrown away and stepped on like the salt that lost its taste.
Although the society is anxiously looking for the light of truth and justice from
the church, the church is covered by the darkness ofmaterialism and
authoritarianism. Even though God established the church as the body ofChrist
and the community in which the koinonia of the Holy Spirit overflows, the
Korean church has been divided into hundreds of divisions. The Korean church
loves money more than knowing and loving God and boasts about numbers and
size more than in nurtured healthy and mature Christians. In addition, the leaders
who should have been models of serving and sharing have stand on authority and
religious power. The position of the lay Christians are shrinking and social
responsibility is ignored, and the church that must be a community in the Holy
Spirit has been divided. Accordingly, the Korean church lost the ability to
transform and lead the society. Therefore, for church renewal and recovery of the
22
leadership power of the church, we declare as follows. . .
In this thinking, they suggest seven factors to be reformed in the Korean church as
follows: 1) Removing authoritarianism in the church, 2) importing a system of terms of
Some of the church renewal movement can be found in the history of the Korean church in various
types such as, Pyungyang Great Revival in 1907, the church renewal movement under Japanese
colonization in 1930s and minjung church movement. However, this study focuses on the contemporary
renewal movements in Korea.
A Committee ofDeclaration for Korean Church Reform, "tt^ ^ZS) 7)] ^^ '98 ^ ('98
Declaration for Korean Church Reform)," Christian Alliance for Church Reform ed., 5151 7}- i4
5} 71- 51 5] 7l]^^ ^ t!- '98 {When the Church Stands Rightly, the
Nation Stands Rightly: Commentaiy and Source Book of '98 Declaration for the Korean Church Reform)
(Seoul: CACR, 1998), 7.
offices for pastors and elders, 3) denouncing elections through financial influence in
Presbytery or convention, 4) securing soundness and transparency of church finance
operation, 5) denouncing individual local churches' focus on numerical growth and
building up cooperation between churches, 6) social responsibility of the church and
unity and hannony of the churches, and 7) improvement ofministerial quality and
nominalization of theological education. "^These factors became the main elements of the
Korean church renewal movement.
From that time, for the church renewal movement in Korea some church renewal
organizations have been active. They have pointed out the problems of the Korean church
and argued for renewal of the Korean church through various means like magazines,
seminars, consultations, and web sites. Also, some "renewing churches" have recently
begun to appear. They have tried to become renewed churches in contrast to existing
churches. These renewal groups and churches have drawn attention among Korean
churches. They have been representative examples of the Korean church renewal
movements. However, while some church leaders and Christians have accepted this
movement positively, some other church leaders, especially conservative denominational
leaders, have taken a negative view. In other words, it is unfortunately true that these
renewal movements are creating division among Korean churches. Accordingly, at this
point, it is necessary for the Korean church to observe and evaluate their movement for
future renewal of the Korean church.
This study asks: what efforts are being made for the renewal of the church?
Several groups and churches have declared that the Korean Protestant church, as a whole,
A Committee of Declaration for Korean Church Reform, "'98 Declaration for Korean Church," 7-8.
is in need of renewal. Even Korean society seems to be unhappy with the Christian
church. What steps are these groups and churches taking? How do those steps correlate
with the Mediating Model provided by Howard Snyder in his study of renewal
movements in Korean context? This study is a case study of the contemporary renewal
groups and renewing churches in Korea. Because it is a case study, this study is basically
descriptive, but it is also analytical and critical of the contemporary renewal movements
in Korea. For this, Howard Snyder's church renewal theory, the mediating model""* is
used as a proposition. In other words, searching for a renewal movement in Korean
context is a main focus of this study. In this sense, this project shows theological,
missiological, socio-cultural foundations that Korean church renewal movements are
proceeding and practices which are being carried out by them.
Research Questions
1 . Why do the selected renewal groups and churches say that the Korean church must be
renewed? What does church renewal mean for them?
2. What theological and missiological foundations are necessary for Korean church
renewal? What theological and missiological foundations do the present selected renewal
groups and churches have?
3. What socio-cultural contexts ofKorea are considered for the renewal of the Korean
church? How do the renewal groups understand socio-cultural contexts ofKorea where
renewal of the church is needed?
Howard A. Snyder, Signs of the Spirit: How God Reshapes the Church (Eugene: Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 1997) 276-282.
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4. What specific practices are being performed by the renewal groups and churches for
Korean church renewal? What ministry practices are performed by renewing churches
that are different from what existing churches are doing in Korea?
5. What missiological implications for future renewal of the Korean church can be drawn
from the ministry and activities of renewal groups and renewing churches?
Delimitations
1. Although there are a lot of Korean immigrant churches all over the world which also
need renewal, this study is limited to the Protestant churches in South Korea.
2. This study did not deal with all the renewal groups and churches in Korea. The intemet
centered-church renewal groups were excluded in these cases despite their significant
membership and influence as opinion groups because they do not show practical efforts
25and activities.
3. This case study was limited to two renewal movement organizations and four local
26
churches which have made renewal efforts.
4. hi this case study, numerical church growth is not to be considered a main criterion of
the church renewal even though church growth can be a cmcial visible result of the
renewal efforts. Thus, in this study, a healthy church does not necessarily mean a
numerically growing church.
For example, Soongsari Reform Forum has 4,400 members and is active as an opinion group.
See its website, http://cafe.daum.net/soongsari
Case selection criteria will be addressed in methodology part.
3U
Definition ofKey Terms
Renewal
Snyder's definition is mainly applied in this study. According to him, "Church
renewal is the process by which God's Holy Spirit, working through willing and
spiritually sensitive believers, restores the church to health and vitality.
"'^^ William
Abraham describes this term in its development. According to him, "We have developed
over the years a whole family of concepts to capture what we might broadly refer to as
renewal. Some speak of 'revitalization,' some of 'reform,' some of 'awakening,' some of
'revival,' and some of 'restoration.'"^^ Due to this term's broadness and because this
study is about the Korean church, it is necessary to understand this term in the Korean
conceptual context.
hi Korea, renewal and reform are used as synonyms. Renewal can be translated as
"Gaengshin (^S ^,MifT)." This word came from two Chinese characters which mean,
"^S M(again)"+ ^(new)"="Becoming new again." Literally, a Chinese character M
includes a meaning, "forcing to move to obvious point through giving the cane."^^
Accordingly, "Gaengshin" means, "forcing to move to new." It must be a very radical
movement. However, the Korean church prefers the term, "Gaehyuk." Although
"Gaehyuk" is synonym to "Gaengshin," there is slightly different nuance. "Gaehyuk
(7]]^, 3^^)" directly means 'reform.' Literally, Gae(7fl, 3^) means, "straightening
something bent." It must mean "improving something wrong." Hyuk(^ ,^) literally
27 Howard A. Snyder, "The Energies of Church Renewal," Journal of Theology, United Theological
Seminary (1989) : 3.
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Abraham, The Logic ofRenewal (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 1.
Naver Hanja Dictionaiy (accessed 15 July 2009), available from
http://hania.naver.com/hania.naver?where=brow iania&id=12359: Intemet.
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means, "leather." This word is a hierogl^^h expressing, "peeling leather with hands.
"^�
Accordingly, Gaehyuk means, fixing newly through peeling away an old cover.
Generally speaking, the word, "Gaehyuk" does not have much meaning in spiritual
revival. In fact, in the Korean church, the word 'revival' cannot be wholly identified as
the same word as "renewal" because the word "revival" is used in double meanings.
Revival (Booheung, iKM) is used not only about spiritual rebirth or revitalization, but
also numerical growth. In other words, the Korean church has usually used the word
"revival" as the meaning of "numerical growth" regardless of its spiritual meaning.
In the context of the Korean church, the term, "renewal" must be understood as
having a more comprehensive meaning. In other words, the term, "renewal" can include
religious and social meanings at the same time. In its religious meaning, renewal is
"refounding and recovering the religious and spiritual meanings and powers of the
church." In its social meaning, it is "fixing structural problems in relation to
contemporary social situations ofKorea". In other words, renewal of the church can
mean becoming a social organization able to play a good role spiritually and socially in
the society to which the church belongs.
Renewal Movement
Snyder defines a 'renewal movement' as "A sociologically and theologically
definable religious resurgence which arises and remains within, or in continuity with,
historic Christianity and which has a significant (potentially measurable) impact on the
larger church in terms of number of adherents, intensity ofbelief and commitment, and/or
Naver Hanja Dictionaiy
the creation or revitahzation of institutional expressions of the church.""
' In this study,
the renewal movement focuses on efforts and practices of groups or local churches and
their networks to renew or to revitalize the Korean church.
Renewal Groups
In this project, the word, "renewal groups" means Protestant organizations for the
church renewal movement. These groups are a collective movement of people who agree
that the church has to be renewed. They work in various ways like holding seminars or
discussion meetings, printing magazines, papers or websites, and directly contacting
church leaders and congregations. Some groups work within denominational structures,
and others are interdenominational.
Renewing Churches and a Renewed Church
In this case study, "renewing churches" means local churches which have strong
reformative efforts to do church differently from existing traditional and institutional
churches. Their efforts usually start with the criticism that an existing churches' ministry
is not faithful to God, His Word or the society and culture in which the church is included.
In this sense, a renewed church as Snyder defines it, means one which operates
functionally as the Body of Christ exhibiting the essential character of the church as
described in the New Testament (for example, in such passages as Ephesians 4, 1
Corinthians 12-14, and Romans 12). In this study, a renewed church will be measured
by ten marks of Snyder's mediating model. These ten marks will be listed in the
theoretical fram.ework.
Howard A. Snyder, Signs of the Spirit: How God Reshapes the Church (Eugene: Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 1997), 34.
Snyder, 'The Energies," 3.
Nominality/Nominal Christians
Nominahty is an acknowledged problem in second and succeeding generations of
Christians who have lost the joy and fervor of the new birth.'
" A nominal Protestant
Christian was defined by the report of the Consultation on World Evangelization which
was held in Pattaya, Thailand in 1980 as follows; "One who, within the Protestant
tradition, would call himself a Christian, or be so regarded by others, but who has no
authentic commitment to Christ based on personal faith."'''' Under this definition, Korean
nominal Christians simply means Koreans who have registered at and attend local
churches on a regular basis but are not committed to the faith and practices that the Bible
teaches. However, it is necessary to this study to understand this term in a Korean context.
In Korean, the words, "Nominal Christians" are translated to "Ikmyungeui ^ ,
anonymous) Christians" which means Christians who are not registered in any local
churches or "Myungmoksang(^ nominal)," which means Christians who do not
have obvious faith even though they are registered church members. Young-gi Hong, in
his article, "Nominalism in Korean Protestantism," describes the characteristics of
nominalism in the Korean church well. His study can be helpful in deciding what
nominality is in the Korean church. Hong agrees with the Lausanne definition, however,
as Eddie Gibbs argues, the condition of nominality is complex both in relation to the
symptoms and the causes. Therefore, any definition must be comprehensive in order to
Mikel Neumann, "Nominal, Nominal Christian," A. Scott Moreau ed. Evangelical Dictionaiy of
World Missions (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2000), 694.
Lausanne Occasional Paper 23, "Christian Witness to Nominal Christians Among Protestants,"
Report of the Consultation on World Evangelization, Mini-Consultation on Reaching Nominal Christians
Among Protestants held in Pattaya, Thailand From 16-27 June 1980, 2.
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embrace its various facets. He also shows various forms of nominalism in the Korean
church which he categorizes into two forms. First of all, in Korea, nominalism must be
understood among those w ho deserted the Protestant Church and are non-attenders of the
church.^^ hi Korea, there are a lot ofChristians who confess Christian faith but do not
attend the church. They must be understood as nominal Christians in a Korean context.
Second, in Korea, nominalism must be understood in the religious system. Due to its
religiously pluralistic characteristics, in Korean society, there are many church attendees
who ha\ e non-religious purposes like psychological comfort or visible blessings. These
are deeply related to the syncretistic religious system of Korean society. They can be
contact points for ex angelism, but for many church attendees, they are main reasons for
church attendance.
Secularization
"Secularization" has been mentioned several times in this study, especially in the
field research for the case study as today's problem of the Korean church. However it is
not a simple word to define because the term is very scholarly and controversial. For this
study, it is necessary to understand secularization in Korean socio-cultural contexts.
Recently, some Korean religious sociologists have studied secularization in the Korean
church. Most of them cite the theory of sociologist Peter Berger to explain the
secularization process and characteristics of the Korean church. According to Berger,
secularization means "the process by which sectors of society and culture are removed
Eddie Gibbs, In Name Only, 21.
Young-gi Hong, "Nominalism in Korean Protestantism," Transformation:An International
Dialogue on Mission and Ethics 16, no. 4 (October 1999): 138.
from the domination of rehgious institutions and symbols.
"^^
Although it is tnte that his
definition can provide a basic meaning of secularization, there are a lot of socio-cultural
complexities to define it in Korea because it is so different from the Western context.^^
Yong-shin Park and Jaeyoung Jung argue that secularization of the Korean society is
different fi-om that taking place in Western society.^^ According to them, "while Western
society has been dominated by, Christianity, it is a new religion in Korean society."''^ In
Korea, there have been religions that previously dominated the Korean society such as
Buddhism and Confucianism. However, there is no dominant religion of insfitutions and
symbols in Korean society anymore. In this view, they add "privafion" to Berger's
definition as a phenomenon of the secularization in the Korean religion. In other words,
"It is obviously secularization in that being removed fi-om dominafion of religions and its
symbols and religions are developed to depending on individuals' private interests.'"*' In
this definition, it is obvious that the Korean church is on the wave of secularization of
religions. Based on Berger's secularization theory, Park and Jung explain the
secularization of the Korean church in term of three characteristics by Peter Berger. They
are religious pluralism, privation of religion, and standardization and marginal
differentiation.
Peter L. Berger, The Sacred Canopy: Elements ofa Sociological Theory ofReligion (Garden City:
A Doubleday Anchor Book, 1969), 107.
Interestingly, Peter Berger recently argues "The Desecularization" observing world's religious
trends so-called "resurgent of religion." See Peter L. Berger, "The Desecularization of the World: A Global
Overview," Peter L. Berger ed., The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent Religion and World Politics
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999). Nevertheless, his secularization theory is useful to understand the Korean
religious phenomenon and the church because the Korean church is still in the wave of it.
Yong-shin Park and Jaeyoung Jung, "Secularization and Growth of the Korean Church," in Yong-
shin Park and Jaeyoung Jung, Contemporary Korean Society and Christianity: The Role of the Korean
Church in Changing Korean Society (Seoul: Handle, 2006), 214.
'"^
Yong-shin Park and Jaeyoung Jung, "Secularization and Growth," 214-5.
Yong-shin Park and Jaeyoung Jung, "Secularization and Growth," 215.
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Theoretical Framework
Snyder's Church Renewal Theory
Snyder's church renewal theory starts from his definition of a "renewal movement"
as the process by which God's Holy Spirit, working through willing and spiritually
sensitive believers, restores the church to health and vitality.'*^
hi this definition, Snyder notices three important biblical understandings about
the church, which form the basis of his renewal theory.
(1) An organic understanding of the church: Snyder argues, "Biblically, the church is
viewed as an organism, not fundamentally as an organization or institution."''^ This
understanding of the church provides an important view on church renewal. For him,
church renewal must be viewed essentially as an organic process.'*'*
(2) A charismatic understanding of the church: According to Snyder, the church is
charismatic in a double sense; first, because it is created by God's grace [charis], and
second because it lives and ministers through the operation of the charismata, the "gifts
of grace" which the Holy Spirit provides for the vitality and effective ministry of the
Body.'*^ hi Snyder's view, "Church renewal is a matter of the church actually operating
functionally as a charismatic organism, regardless ofwhat insfitutional or structural forms
it may take."'*^ Snyder thus emphasizes that this is important so far as renewal is
Snyder, "The Energies," 3.
'^^
Snyder, "The Energies," 3.
'''^
Snyder, "The Energies," 3.
Snyder, "The Energies," 4.
Snyder, "The Energies," 4.
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concerned, and serves as a safeguard against an over-emphasis on technique, formulas, or
institutional approaches to renewal.'*^
(3) The church in terms of the Kingdom ofGod: According to Snyder, "Scriptures
present the church as central to God's purpose to manifest God's reign on earth as in
Heaven.""**^ hi other words, the church is an agent of the Kingdom of God."*^ hi terms of
church renewal Snyder argues, "It serves as a safeguard against the dangers of viewing
church renewal too narrowly�the danger ofbeing too concerned with 'church business'
and not enough with 'kingdom business.
'"'^^ He also emphasizes, "From the Kingdom
perspective, church renewal is not an end in itself but is a means toward the reconciliation
and transformation of all things, as promised in Scripture."^'
Five Dimensions ofRenewal Movements
According to Snyder, the renewal movement is not done in one dimension but
five dimensions. The Korean church needs to understand these dimensions in order to
evaluate what has been going on so far and to suggest what must be done for the future.
1) Personal Renewal: As a general concept of renewal, personal renewal may be a
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dramatic, decisive experience or simply a deepening that gives us greater peace and joy.
However, it is not everything on the church renewal movement. For Snyder, whatever
^'
Snyder, 'The Energies," 4.
"�^
Snyder, "The Energies," 4.
''^
For detail about this understanding see Howard A. Snyder's book. The Community of the King, Rev.
Edition (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004).
^�
Snyder, "The Energies" 4.
Snyder, "The Energies" 4.
Snyder, Signs, 2^5.
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else renewal is, it surely must be personal, although renewing individual behevers is only
part of the story because God wants to see the whole body of Christ renewed.^^
2) Corporate Renewal: Snyder calls the broader renewing work of the Spirit corporate
renewal, the renewal of the whole body.^"* He argues that God wants to renew his church
in all its members, until the whole community of believers takes on a corporate renewed
life. " " According to him, "this may have been marked by a dramatic spirit of revival
sweeping the church, or simply by a gentle quickening of the church's life which affected
the whole group of believers.
"^^
3) Conceptual Renewal: Conceptual renewal, according to Snyder, is a new vision for
the church's life and mission.^^ This conceptual renewal comes from necessity of
rethinking what the church is really all about. Snyder also emphasizes that it is important
to see that God works upon our minds as well as in our hearts because conceptual
renewal can be just as much the work of the Spirit as is a powerful revival. ^^He strongly
argues, "I believe God is at work today, weaning us away from old, static views of the
church to new, dynamic visions of the committed, intimate covenant community."^^
4) Structural Renewal: Structural renewal is about forms and structures. According to
Snyder, structural renewal is simply finding the best forms in our day and age, for living
Snyder, Signs, 286.
Snyder, Signs, 286.
Snyder, Signs, 286.
Snyder, Signs, 286.
Snyder, Signs, 288.
Snyder, Signs, 288.
Snyder, Signs, 289.
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out the new hfe in Chiist.^� For him, "Renewal is more likely when believers begin to
share their faith together in homes, when traditional forms are periodically reevaluated,
and when the structural vitality and flexibility of the early church are rediscovered."^'
5) Missiological Renewal: While a church needing renewal is focused inward, a
renewed church focuses outward to mission and service in the world. hi other words,
missiological renewal means that the church is moved to carry on the very works Jesus
did, for the sake of his kingdom. Thus, for Snyder, genuine renewal will include
missiological renewal because a church has not really been renewed until it has found its
unique mission for God's kingdom in the here and now.^''
Two Views of the Church Renewal Movement
According to him, there are two ways to see the church renewal movement. The
first view is the institutional view. In this view, "The church is God's saving institution
on earth,"^^ and "The given structures of the church (theological and especially
organizational) are not to be questioned.
"^^ In this perspective, because there is no
fundamental problem with the church, the necessity of church renewal is understood as a
demand of the spiritual renewal of individual persons or of the general body ofbelievers
Snyder, Signs, 290.
Snyder, Signs, 291.
Snyder, Signs, 291
Snyder, Signs, 291.
Snyder, Signs, 291.
Snyder, Signs, 270.
Snyder, Signs, 270.
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as the mere aggregate of individtial members. According to Snyder, there are three
Dossible resuhs of the church renewal movement in this perspective:
The renewal body will either (1 ) become increasingly radicalized and eventually
leave or be forced out of the institutional church, as with the Waldensians, the
Montanists, and the Methodists (and inevitably, it seems, forces are at work on
both sides tending toward schism or sepration); (2) lose its vitality to the point
where it is no longer a threat to the institutional church ( the Continental Pietists);
or (3) become accommodated to the institutional church by being given a
recognized but limited place within the structure (as with Catholic religious orders
and some of the contemporary expressions of the charismatic renewal within
Roman Catholicism and some Protestant denominations).^^
The other \'ie\\ is the charismatic view. In this view, "the church in any age must be
in direct contact with God and a clear channel of his grace (charis) in order to have life
and power."'''' Snyder sees that because of its emphasis on vital experience and its
rehgious idealism, the charismatic view is typically concerned with the whole experience
of the church. They are also concerned with the visible expression of the church as a
renewed community and people, not just private, individual experience.
^� There is a
conflict between this view and the institutional view because champions of the
charismatic view typically perceive (often correctly) that many of the obstacles to
7 1renewal are enshrined in traditional and institutional forms. Thus, Snyder suggests a
mediating perspective as a model of the church renewal. This is an attempt to find an
incorporated way for church renewal. Snyder points out weaknesses and strengths of both
Snyder, Signs, 270-271.
Snyder, Signs, 111.
SnyAtr, Signs, 271-272.
'�
Snyder, Signs, 212.
Snyder, Signs, 272.
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/iew s and tries to form a mediating model through which to incorporate the tnith of
)0th7^
Viediating Model
In a word, a mediating model is one that combines elements of both the
nstitutional and charismatic perspectives.^^ This model is good for discussing the
"enewal of the Korean church in that it tries "to conceive of a renewing structure which
Drings new life to the larger church without either compromising its own validity or
:ausing a split."'"* Snyder suggests ten marks of this model. These ten marks are used as
standards by which to evaluate renewing efforts that are made by cases chosen by the
researcher. Howex er. these marks, at the same time, will be evaluated in Korean contexts
because these elements were found in the past renewal movements especially the Western
context. In other words, as a theoretical proposition, these marks are used for interactive
work between Snyder's theory and the Korean context.
1 ) The renewal movement "rediscovers" the Gospel: This means people discover a new
dynamic in the Christian faith. Snyder believes this is a distinctive factor in renewal
movements and should therefore be a key element of any mediating model. ''^In the
Korean church renewal movements it is extremely important to rediscover the dynamics
of Christian faith because it is obvious the Korean church is losing its holistic view of the
gospel over the 125 years since Christianity came to Korea. Accordingly, rediscovering
the Gospel can be an important standard to distinguish renewing churches because
Snyder, Signs, 275.
Snyder, Signs, 276.
Snyder, Signs, 276.
'^^
Snyder, Signs, 277.
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enewal must begin by finding errors in the church using the Bible. This study asks how
hey understand the Gospel and read the biblical messages differently from existing
churches.
I) The renewal movement exists as an ecclesiola: Ecclesiola means "a smaller, more
ntimate expression of the church within the church."^^ According to Snyder, "It sees
tself not as the true church in an exclusive sense, but as a form of the church which is
lecessary to the life of the larger whole, and in turn, needs the larger church in order to
3e complete."^^ This view can provide the Korean church renewal movement with an
mportant insight in that they should try to avoid exclusivism. Renewing efforts cannot
survive apart fi-om the larger church. If the efforts are separated fi-om the larger church,
;hey will be considered another denomination or sect. In this view, this studywill
evaluate how they have kept connection to the larger church because they cannot
influence the larger churches without a connection.
3) The renewing movement uses some form of small-group structure: For Snyder, this
small group means an ecclesiola not only in a vague or general sense but also on a
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specific small-group form within the local congregation. Externally, m Korean churches,
small-group structure cannot be a criterion by which to distinguish renewing churches
because almost all Korean local churches have a small group structure. However,
internally, it should be standard in terms of ecclesiola. In the Korean church, small
groups have existed as a strategic tool for numerical growth. However, ecclesiola must
Snyder, Signs, 111 .
Snyder, Signs, 211 .
Snyder, Signs, 211.
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sxist as a church within a church which provides an experience of true Christian hfe.
Therefore, this study will focus on its faithfulness as ecclesiola, not as a structure.
4) The renewal movement has some structural link with the institutional church: Snyder
considers this to be crucial if the renewal structure is to exercise a revitalizing impact
without bringing division. The effort to avoid division must be a standard for renewal.
In the Korean church, there are a lot of denominational divisions, especially in the
Presbyterian Church which is said that it has over one hundred divisions. In this context,
renewal movement cannot be another division. For this, the renewal movement has to
keep a structural link to the church. It will be examined in this study.
5) The renewal structure is committed to the unity, vitality, and wholeness of the larger
church because it sees itself not as the total church but as a necessary part of the church.^�
The renewal movement exists not for self-satisfaction, but for renewing the larger church.
Furthermore, this movement should be committed to unity, vitality, and wholeness of the
church because local church individualism and denominationalism are also objects of
renewal.
6) The renewal structure is mission-oriented: Snyder says, "It senses keenly its specific
purpose and mission, conceived in part as the renewal of the church and in part as witness
to the world."^' Mission will be a very important standard by which to distinguish
renewing churches and organizations. In the Korean church, mission focus is not a new
perspective. However, it is true that missions in the Korean church are deeply cormected
Snyder, Signs, 111 .
�
Snyder, Signs, 278.
'
Snyder, Signs, 278.
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o numerical church growth, hi this study, understanding the relationship between the
;hurch and mission is mainly dealt with.
0 The renewal movement is especially conscious ofbeing a distinct, covenant-based
;ommunity: Snyder emphasizes community for the renewal movement as follows, "The
enewal prizes face-to-face relationships, mutuality, and interdependence. It especially
;tresses Scriptures which speak of koinonia, mutual encouragement, and admonition
w ithin the body, and sees itself as a primary structure for experiencing these aspects of
he church." - Without the good community, there is no renewal of the church. This
element should be emphasized in the Korean church renewal. For a long time, the Korean
;hurch has been proud of its strong community due to its cultural background. However,
t is true that a lot of schisms have happened in the Korean church as the Korean society
las been rapidly westernized there by affecting the community. In this situation, figuring
Dut how to keep good community is the most important starting point for renewal. This
:onimunity must be a Kingdom community. In his book. Community of the King, Snyder
identifies a Kingdom community as follows, "People sold out to Jesus Christ and living
For his reconciling, liberating purposes is what the kingdom of God is all about. This
neans seeing the church as God's people in relation to God's kingdom�in other words,
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as the messianic community, the community of the king."
S) The renewal movement provides the context for the rise, training, and exercise of new
forms ofministry and leadership: Snyder picks leadership change as a result of the
renewal movement in that it provides both opportunities for leadership and service and a
Snyder, Signs, 279.
Snyder, Community of the King, 60.
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latural, practical environment for training new leaders. ^^In other words, church renewal
s leadership renewal especially from clergy-centered to lay-centered. Throughout the
Corean church's history, especially during the period of rapid church growth, charismatic
md strong pastoral leadership have played a crucial role. However, as Korean society has
)een democratized, strong leadership from one person has become less acceptable. In
)articular, ethical problems of some megachurch pastors have given people a negative
iew about that. In this context, the leadership problem becomes one of the important
elements for Korean church renewal.
)) Members of the renewal movement remain in close daily contact with society, and
especially with the poor: Snyder speaks, "Movements which appeal to and spread among
he poor are both more radical and more socially transforming than those which do not,
hough this might require some qualification in particular contexts. "^^ In this regard, the
Corean church renewal movement must be questioned about its concem for the poor and
)Ocial transformation. For a long time, the Korean church has been criticized about its
ndifference to social responsibility. Renewal efforts in the Korean church should be
considered in relationship with social responsibility, not just for evangelism's sake, but
)ut of obedience to the mission God commands.
10) The renewal stmcture maintains an emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the basis
)f authority: It stresses the norm of Scripture and the life of the Spirit and maintains both
)f these in some tension with the traditionalism of the insfitutional church. In other
A'ords, the renewal movement stresses the Spirit and the Word as the ultimate ground of
Snyder, Signs, 279.
Snyder, Signs, 279-280.
Snyder, Signs, 280.
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lUthority, but within hmits, also recognizes the authority and traditions of the institutional
;hurch.^^ For the renewal movement, tension is unavoidable; rather, the tension can be
inergy by which to move forward. This tension must be considered to evaluate the
Corean church renewal movement because it could easily ignore Christian tradition and
he work of the Spirit out of its passion for radical change.
Methodology
lesearch Strategy: Library Research and Case Study
For this study, two research methods were used to answer the research questions:
ibrary research and case study.
!^ibrary Research
Even though case study is the main research method of this study, to provide a
heoretical framework, phenomenological, historical, social, theological backgrounds,
md for analysis, library research has been used. Library research was used for two
purposes. First of all, library research in this study focused on renewal theory. Even
hough this study will mainly use Snyder's theory, especially the 'mediating model' as a
heoretical framework, other previous and contemporary studies on church renewal were
studied in order to attain a wider understanding. Secondly, library research focused on
listorical and contemporary contexts of the Korean church. To understand these contexts,
lot only a phenomenological study but also social, cultural, and historical studies were
ipplied. This study in particular became chapter two and provides knowledge about the
�Corean church's various contexts and characteristics.
Snyder, Signs, 280.
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Library research was conducted at the B.L. Fisher Library ofAsbury
^heological Seminary and Hekman Library ofCalvin Theological Seminary while the
esearcher stayed in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Some seminary libraries and bookstores in
Corea were also used to collect information written in Korean. In addition, Intemet sites
vere also used to gain information about the contemporary context of the Korean church.
Zase Study
This study mainly used a case study research strategy. A case study is a type of
[ualitative research method. This method can be defined as follows, "Case study is a
itrategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a particular
;ontemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of
;vidence." This case study is "bounded by time and activity, and researchers collect
letailed information using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period
89)f time." The researcher mainly applied Robert Yin's case study method for this study.
In particular, this case study was a multiple-case study because the researcher
itudied six cases: two renewal movement organizations and four renewing churches. Also,
his multiple-case method used replication logic rather than a sampling logic as Yin
nentions; "The replication logic is analogous to that used in multiple experiments.
According to Yin, "The logic underlying the use ofmultiple-case studies is the same.
iach case must be carefully selected so that it either (a) predicts similar results (a literal
Robert Yin, quoted by Colin Robson, Real World Research 2 edition (Maiden: hslackweli, 2002),
.78.
R. E. Stake, quoted by John W. Creswell, Research Design: Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed
VIethods Approaches 2"'' edition (Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 2003), 15.
^� Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design andMethods 3"' edition (Thousand Oaks: Sage
'ubHcations, 2003), 47.
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replication) or (b) predicts contrasting results but for predictable reasons (a theoretical
replication)."^' The cases of this study were selected in predicting similar results.
Data and Data Collection
This project will depend on collecting various types of data. Yin suggests six data
sources for a case study. They are: 1) documentation, 2) archival records 3) interviews, 4)
direct observation, 5) participant-observation, and 6) physical artifacts. hi this project,
the researcher mainly used three data collection methods: documentation, interviews, and
direct observation.
Documentation
First of all, in the method of documentation, the researcher collected various
documents regarding the cases as follows; 1) mission, purpose, and vision statements or
the bylaws of the organizations or churches, 2) written reports of their events or other
works and weekly bulletins, 3) agendas, armouncements and minutes ofmeetings, 4)
reports and other articles introducing these organizations or churches and their activities
which appeared in the mass media, 5) books or articles written by leaders of cases, 6)
any magazines or introductory materials distributed by cases, and 7) other information
from their websites.
Interviews
In this project, interviews were conducted with people who are in charge of
operating the groups. In the cases of organizations, one co-representative and a general
secretary were objects of interviews. In the cases of churches, the senior pastors were the
main objects of interviews.
Yin, Case Study, 47.
Yin, Case Study, 86.
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Ym emphasizes that researchers have two jobs throughotit the inter\'iew process: 1)
to follow their own line of inquiry, as reflected by your case study protocol, and 2) to ask
their actual (conversational) questions in an unbiased manner that also serves the needs of
their line of inquiry. The interview schedule that the researcher used has been attached
as an appendix.
Direct Observation
Additionally, this research used direct observations. Yin says, "Observational
evidence is often useful in providing additional information about the topic being
studied."'*"* For this, the researcher attended the main worship services of target churches
and seminars held by church renewal organizations and official meetings.
Case Selection Criteria
Cases have been selected according to the following criteria. The cases which are
selected by the researcher satisfy each criterion.
1 ) These cases are selected from various types of renewal movements
denominationally and theologically.
2) In the mission, vision, and purpose statements or introduction of the
organizations or churches, there is an obvious objective of church renewal.
3) Local churches or organizations that have been featured in books, newspapers,
periodicals, or broadcastings about their renewal efforts or activities over two
times or more.
4) In case of the local churches, they have obvious features which differentiate
them from existing churches.
Yin, Case Study, 89-90.
Yin, Case Study, 93.
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5) In case of the organizations, those that have physical headquarters and visible
activities.
6) In case of the local churches, those that are recommended as healthy or
renewing churches by church renewal organizations or church renewal
websites.
7) In the case of local churches, those that have a network with other renewal
groups or churches.
8) Local churches or organizations whose pastors or leaders have written books
or articles or have spoken on church renewal.
Analytic Framework (Data analysis)
Analysis of Case Study
According to Robson, "The fact that a study is a case study does not, in itself, call
for a particular approach to the analysis of the qualitative data which it produces.
" ''^Yin
suggests three kinds of general analysis strategies; relying on theoretical propositions,
thinking about rival explanations, and developing a case description. Among these
strategies, an analytic strategy that the researcher chooses for this study is relying on
theoretical propositions because the research will rely on Snyder's church renewal theory.
This strategy is to follow the theoretical propositions that led to the researcher's case
study.^^Yin says, "This proposition is an example of a theoretical orientation guiding the
case study analysis. Clearly, the proposition helps to focus attention on certain data and to
ignore other data."^^In addition, "The proposition also helps to organize the entire case
Robson, Real World Research, 473.
Yin, Case Study, 111.
^'
Yin, Case Study, 112.
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Study and to define alternative explanations to be examined."'^^In this study, the specific
theoretical proposition is Snyder's "mediating model" for church renewal. Ten marks of
this theory were used for an analysis and an evaluation of church renewal movement in
Korea. At the same time, this theory was also evaluated through a contextual
understanding of the church renewal movement in Korea.
In this strategy, a specific technique of data analysis, "pattern matching logic"
was employed. According to Yin, "Such a logic compares an empirically based pattern
with a predicted one (or with several alternative predictions)."^^Among six cases, some
renewal patterns were found. In the light of Snyder's renewal theory, these patterns were
analyzed and ex'aluated. Because of contextual difference, contemporary church renewal
movements in Korea showed obviously different pattems from the past and the Western
theories.
Also, this study will use analytic induction and theory development. Jane F.
Gilgun says, "The chief features of analytic induction are the use of hypotheses to guide
the research, having theory development as its purpose."' �� In particular, this study is
seeking to modify hypotheses in a context. Yin also calls this "Theory-building structure"
and says that the logic will depend on the specific topic and theory, but each chapter or
section reveal a new part of the theoretical argument being made.'�' Through a case study
Yin, Case Study, 111.
'''^
Yin, Case Study, 116.
Jane F Gilgun, "Case-Based Research, Analj'tic Induction, and Theory' Development: The Future
and the Past [article on-line] presented at the 31" Annual Theory Construction & Research Methodology
Workshop of the National Council on Family Relations, Rochester, NY, November 2001, accessed 22
October 2009); available from http://www.scribd.com/doc/19055381/Case-Studv-Research-Analytic-
Induction-and-Theory-Development; Intemet.
Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 4* ed. (Thousand Oaks: Sage Ltd,
2009), 177.
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of the contemporary church renewal movement in Korea, Snyder's mediating model
theory is modified in the context of the Korean church. Finally, this study will develop a
theory of church renewal in Korea.
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CHAPTER 3
CASE STUDY:
THE KOREAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN PASTORS
The Korean National Association of Christian Pastors (KACP) is an organization
for Korean church renewal, which consists of reformative Christian pastors from fifteen
denominations. The headquarters of the the KACP are located at the building ofDisciple
MakingMinistries International, in Seochodong, Seoul, South Korea.
Establishment of THE KACP
The KACP was established by pastors of reformative groups from fourteen'
denominations on November 26, 1998 at SaRang Community Church, Seoul, South
Korea. The fourteen groups involved in the the KACP have worked for church reform
and renewal of pastors in their denominations. They united in the KACP for a renewal of
the Korean church. The key figure in the establishment of the KACP was Dr. Han-heum
Ok , who was the senior pastor of SaRang Community Church and was also the founder
and first president of the Council of Pastors for Church Renewal from the General
Assembly of Presbyterian Church in Korea (Hapdong). In the inaugural meeting of the
KACP, he became its first permanent president. Through his inaugural address, one can
' There are fifteen reformative groups in the KACP now including a group from Lutheran Church
in Korea which joined KACP later.
^ Dr. Ok studied at Chongshin Seminary (M.Div.) in Korea, Calvin Theological Seminary (Th.M.),
Grand Rapids, ML, and Westminster Theological Seminary (D.Min.). He has well known as a pioneer of a
discipleship program for local churches in Korea since he wrote a book, Pyungshindorul Kaewoonda
(Liberating the Laity) (Seoul: Duranno, 1999).
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discern the nature of this organization. He says, "We are a kind ofNGOl This means that
our organization is an indigenous organization for reform and renewal of the Korean
church. We recognize that the Korean church is in a crisis, accept our responsibility for
the crisis and will cope with it together."'' It shows that the obvious target of this
organization is the renewal^of the Korean church.
15 Groups Involved in the KACP
Since the mid-1990s, some of these reformative groups have shown up among
several denominations. They have made an effort to renew their denominations and
pastors through various ways. They have joined the KACP for the renewal of the Korean
church. See figure 3:1.
Leadership Structure
The KACP has a very united leadership stmcture that helps it operate in harmony.
It has a representative president as its main leadership and a permanent general of affairs.
However, under the representative president, all leadership is shared with all groups from
the fifteen denominations. Thus, there are fifteen permanent presidents, and fifteen
chairmen, fifteen vice-presidents, and fifteen co-generals of affairs. Secretaries, treasurers,
and chairpersons of each committee are shared, regardless of denominations. For office
work, there is a general secretary.
' Non-Government Organization. In Korea, organizations which are consisted of volunteered
members are called as this term. Because K.A.CP is an organization that are consisted of pastors who
voluntarily participated in it. Ok calls it NGO.
"
Sungmoon Yoo, "H 7^ ^ ^ (A Present State ofWork and Prospect of Council
of Pastors for Church Renewal)," Sori ie] (Sound) 1 (May 2007): 20.
^
In this address, two words, "'reform" and "renewal" seem to be used in different meanings. A term,
"reform" focuses structural change and a term, "renewal" focuses spiritual revitalization. In other words, he
may mean a very comprehensive change of the Korean church.
Denominations Names of the Reformative Groups
The Anghcan Church m Korea
The Presbyterian Church of Korea
The Korean Methodist Church
The Presbyterian Church in the Repubhc of
Korea
The General Assembly of Presbyterian Church
in Korea (Koshin)
The General Assembly of Presbyterian Church
in Korea (Hapdong)
The Presbyterian Church of Korea Daeshin
The Korean Assembly of God
Sungkyul Church
The Korean Evangelical Holiness Church
The Korea National District Church of the
Nazarene
The Korean Presbyterian Church
The Korean Baptist Convention
Presbyterian General Assembly of Korea
Lutheran Church in Korea
A Clergy for Justice and Peace
Council of Pastors for Life Ministry Practice
Pastors Association for Authentic Ministry
Practice
Council of Pastors for 21^' Century
Pastors Association ofKoshin
Council of Pastors for Church Renewal
Love Daeshin Council of Deashin Pastors
Pastors Association for Spiritual Ministry
Practice
Council of Pastors for Recovery ofHoliness
Council of Pastors for Authentic Ministry
Movement
Nazarene Council of Pastors
Institution of Reformation Ministry
An Assembly of Pastors to Prepare for Future of
the Baptist Church
Council of Pastors for Authentic Ministry
Council of Pastors
Figure 3T: A List of Fifteen Groups Involved in the KACP^
Motivation for the Renewal Movement
Motivation for the church renewal movement of the KACP has developed over
time. When the organization was established, there was a timely and direct motivation. At
that time, Korea was in a difficult situation, the so-called 'TMF economic crisis."^ Li the
crisis, a lot of companies were shut down, and many people lost their jobs. The founding
Declaration of the KACP shows its deep awareness ofKorea's crisis at that time. They
^ The order of this Hst is based on the order of estabhshment.
' Due to the foreign exchange crisis, the South Korean government asked IMF for rehef financing
in Dec. 5*, 1997. Koreans call this incident the "IMF economic crisis" or the "IMF financing crisis."
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thought the economic crisis was also polarizing Korean society.^ The reformative pastors
from fourteen denominations felt the Korean church had a role to play in the time of
national crisis. They saw a lot of social problems because of the crisis and became aware
that the church had not played a good role in Korean society. In other words, they
recognized that the Korean church had not played the role ofChrist's body in a rapidly
changing and developing Korean society.
According to the Founding Declaration, "In an unjust history, although we
acclaimed justice with our lips, we have avoided the way of discipleship with our lives.
Also, they confess, "We repent that we have stuck more to numerical growth and
enlargement of our churches than we have tried to reveal authentic features. In addition,
we have disregarded the Lord's mission mandate to 'take nothing for the joumey-no staff,
no bag, no bread, no money, on extra tunic' as being withered before mammon's
power."'^ In a word, the starting point of their renewal movement was repentance for
what they had done wrong up until that time. Accordingly, in 1999, the KACP released,
"A Bill of Indictment to the Korean Church" through major daily newspapers and
websites." In this bill of indictment, they listed seven wrong things that Korean pastors
had to repent of as follows:
^ THE KACP, "Founding Declaration"( Nov. 26*, 1998, accessed 15 September 2009); available
from http://\\'v\'w.kpastor.org/inews/inews.html?oo id=l 8&oo dav=200806 1 4 1 742 1 5&code=300-
010&mode=view; Intemet.
^ THE KACP, "Founding Declaration."
'� THE KACP, "Foundmg Declaration."
" That means that "A Bill of Indictment to the Korean Church" was presented not only to
Christians but also to non-Christians in Korea.
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We indict ourselves before God and before the people ofKorea''
1 . Repenting and lamenting while tearing our hearts, we indict ourselves because
God's glory has been covered up and His name has been insulted due to our sins
and faults.
2. We have attached weight to individual church-centered and numerical growth
and have emphasized material blessing seeking faith. We are grieved that we did
not teach a thoroughly authentic and faithful Christian life and indict sin.
3 . We indict ourselves that we have preferentially treated people who have wealth
and power over people who are poor and weak, and we have not used resources of
the church for the realization of social justice and service to our neighbors.
4. We indict ourselves because we have not lived a poor but honest life of sharing
and service in light of the suffering caused by the IMF financial crisis in Korea, the
hunger ofNorth Koreans, and the hunger of 100 million people in the world.
5. We make a complaint ourselves that the schism of the Korean church was a sin
because we did not follow God's commandment to be one in the Holy Spirit.
6. We indict our sins that, although we have to deny ourselves and exalt the name of
Jesus as disciples and servants of Jesus Christ, we have achievement and heroism to
raise ourselves.
7. When the church historically faced crises of faith like the enforcement of Shinto
shrine worship under Japanese colonial power, we bowed down to the idols of
power and mammon and did not confess our loyalty to God only. We indict
ourselves that today's crisis is rooted in this disloyalty.
In these repentances, they had to be united because they thought that the division
of the Korean church was the most serious obstacle and has made the Korean church
unable to play its role and as a starting point for the renewal of the Korean church. In this
sense, they declare, "Despite various reasons and excuses, it is obvious that we have to
repent that the church, as one body, has been divided into many churches."'^
Recent Motivation
The KACP has recently focused on the problem of social credibility in the Korean
church. In an interview, Sang-hwa Lee, the general secretary of the KACP, pointed out,
"Although the Korean church has a lot of good qualities, because it does not use them
"We Indict Ourselves to God and the Korean People," Chosun Ilbo, 9 September. 1999.
THE KACP, "Founding Declaration."
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effectively, the social credibility of the Korean church is getting worse."'"* In particular,
the KACP believes the problem of bad social credibility can only be improved when the
awareness of pastors is renewed. This is due to pastors who are in the public eye even
though this problem is a problem for all Korean Christians.'^ On this subject, Lee says,
"Our work is to teach pastors how to work toward our goal."'^ In other words, they
belie\ e that the renewal of pastors is directly connected to church renewal. It is obvious
that recovering the social credibility of the Korean church has become an important target
for the church renewal movement of the KACP. It shows in the 10-year anniversary
Vision Declaration presented in Nov. 25'\ 2008. The KACP declared, "We, participants
in the KACP from 15 denominations, stand at a turning point to look back over the last
10 years and look toward the horizon. We affirm that we are going to make all the effort
that the Korean church can stand as a stump of hope that the church will be trusted in
Korean society through our faithful practices."'^
Theological Motivation
The theological motivations for the renewal movement of the KACP can be
grouped into two categories. First of all, they argue that the church has to be constantly
reforming. Sang-hwa Lee says, "Our theological motivation at the KACP is that the
] 8
church once reformed is a church which must always be reforming itself" This is
Sang-hwa Lee, interview by author, 14 October 2008, Seoul, South Korea, MPS recording.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
KACP, ""5]:^^ 10 (The 10-year Anniversary of the KACP
Establishment Vision Declaration)," (Nov. 25*, 2008, accessed 15 September 2008); available from
http://www.kpastor.org/inews/inews.html7oo id=176&oo dav=20081202092923&code=300-
010&mode=view; intemet.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
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based on 2 Corinthians 4:16: "Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we
are being renewed day by day (NIV)." He argues that the church as an organism cannot
stop changing.'^ Thus, he emphasizes continuity and purity in the change as an authentic
renewal.
A second motivation comes from a spirit of "open conservatives and open
liberals." It is particularly important for the mission to express unity in variety. In the
KACP, conservati\ es and liberals work together even though they have different
theological perspectives. For these works, they have to recognize their differences and to
concede to each other because if they close their minds with each focusing on their
differences, it will be impossible to be united and to become one.
Mission Statement
The mission statement of the KACP is found in almost all materials published or
presented by the KACP as follows:
THE KACP is an association of pastors and the local churches they serve that seek to
fulfill roles of the church to be established by the Lord as light and salt in the world
by encouraging one another with love. There are three main missions: the unity of the
divided Korean church, renewal of the churches they involve, and service {diakonia)
for the social weakness through being a voice for justice and practicing honest
. 20
poverty.
In this statement, one can realize that there are three main missions of the KACP: unity,
renewal, and diakonia.
Three Main Missions
Unity, renewal, and diakonia, these three missions of the KACP were presented
on March 25*, 1999 at the first, "Open Conversation" which was held under the topic,
Sang-hwa Lee. Interview.
^� Information Brochure ofTHE KACP available in Christianity Today Korean Edition 1 (June
2008), 15. This mission statement can be found in almost all materials published by THE KACP.
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"Toward a Hopeful New Millennium for the Korean Church-With Unity, Renewal, and
Diakonia.'" Since this meeting, these three missions were declared as missions of the
KACP under the title, "Ministers' Declaration toward Hopeful a New Millennium of the
Korean Church." In this declaration, the meanings of these three missions can be
understood in the Korean context.
First of all, unity comes from a critical self-examination ofKorean church history,
so-called local church individualism and denominationalism which has ruled the Korean
church during its history of rapid growth. This declaration emphasizes "unity in
diversity."''They emphasize that divided denominations must make an effort to be
reunited. Furthermore, they argue for the unification of two largest councils of the
Korean church, The National Council ofChurches in Korea (NCCK)^^ and The Christian
Council ofKorea (CCK)^^ Sang-hwa Lee explains this as follows, "Although these two
organizations differ in their theology, they can be united for diaconal ministry to build a
better society in Korea."""* For them, the unity of the Korean church is the starting point
and the most urgent task for Korean church renewal. In other words, unity is an obvious
expression of the will for renewal.
THE KACP, "tt^iHSl, s]�o^5] ^I'A, ^j^JAS (Toward Hopefol
New Millennium of the Korean Church-With Unity, Renewal, and Diakonia)," (March 25, 1999, accessed
15 September 2009); available from
http://www.kpastor.org/inews/inews.html7oo id=21&oo dav=20080614 17421 5&code=300-
010&mode=view; Intemet.
"
NCCK, which was established in 1924 as The Council of Chosun Christian Assembly, is an
ecumenical organization which includes eight denominations including Korean Methodist Church,
Salvation Army. It has a deep connection with WCC (World Council ofChurches). It represents
ecumenical and liberal side of the Korean church.
The Christian Council of Korea, which was estabhshed in 1989, is an organization which consist
of sixty two denominations and eighteen organizations. CCK is the representative organization of
conservative Christian churches in Korea.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
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The second main mission is renewal. A consistent principle of the KACP is that
the Korean church must be renewed. Despite its remarkable numerical growth, the
problems of the Korean church that need to be renewed include materialism,
authoritarianism, numbers-centered ministry, and a lack of genuine spirituality. They also
list some practical things that need to be renewed in the Korean church: 1) recovering
community which has been lost and building the order of servanthood, 2) regaining
vitality of the Word and essence and impression of the sacraments, 3) encouraging the
laity to participate in ministry, 4) respecting all spiritual gifts as having the same value,
and 5) fixing wrong customs toward women in the church."''
The third main mission of the KACP is Diakonia. They declare that as Christ
became reconciliation through the cross which broke down all walls, they will serve as
apostles of reconciliation in a Korean context of division between the North and South
and hostility between the East and West.'^^ Furthermore, they promise to lead in helping
the poor and the weak all over the world.^^
Recently, the KACP presented its "Vision Declaration" for its 10* Anniversary
on November 25*, 2008. Although some things were expressed differently to the
changed context, these three main goals were still kept. However, in this declaration, they
added some practical elements to complete their missions. They emphasize unity to
recover social credibility for the Korean church and believe that, "Without a united voice,
we cannot recover credibility which has been seriously damaged in Korean society."
"
THE KACP, 'Toward a Hopeful New Millemiium."
THE KACP, "Toward a Hopeful New Millennium."
" THE KACP, "Toward a Hopeful New Millennium."
THE KACP, "The 10-year Anniversary ofTHE KACP."
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Regarding renewal, they connected the importance of church renewal to social reform. In
other words, as they have argued, the renewal of pastors is a cornerstone of church
29renewal and social reform. Diakonia was developed as an emphasis on cooperation with
citizens' groups to reform structural social evils which are inhumane.^� In other words,
there is a change in perspective on diakonal work as Sang-hwa Lee speaks, "Our point of
view about diakonia has changed from giving to sharing."^'
Purpose Statement
The purpose Statement of the KACP is clearly revealed in "The Articles of
Association," which were adopted during the KACP's establishment in 1998. According
to this document, the KACP proposes that the member organizations try to renew the
Korean church and society according to the Christian faith tradition which confesses that
Christ is Lord in fulfilling the following missions; 1) recovery of the vitahty of the
Christian faith, 2) the carrying out of prophetic mission and priestly ministry, 3) creating
Christian culture, 4) creating Christian ethics, 5) carrying out a missionary mandate for
the nation and society, 6) carrying out unity and corporate alliance for Korean church
renewal, and 7) playing a role in the unification and reconciliation of the nation in the 21^'
century.''"
THE KACP, 'The 10-year Anniversary of THE K.A.CP."
THE KACP, "The 10-year Anniversary of THE KACP
"
^' THE KACP, "The 10-year Anniversary of THE KACP."
" ?!:^^ (TheArticlesofAssociationofTheKACP)adoptedonNov. 26, 1998.
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Activities of the KACP
According to their website", there are several activities that serve the three main
goals�unity, renewal and diakonia. These activities are assigned to four committees;
ministry theology, information publication, social service, and policy committees.
Recent Practical Activities
It can be observed that there are several activities that have recently been
practiced by the KACP for renewal of the Korean church since it was established such as:
holding special joint meetings, retreats for pastors and elders, theological seminars or
forums, open conversation conferences, publications, presentations of statements, and
social service sharing activities. Although most of these activities are practiced on a
regular basis, there are some special activities they hold or join irregularly as well.
Holding Special Joint Meetings
The KACP sometimes holds special joint meetings with the NCCK, the CCK, or
other Christian organizations. For example, it held the "Christian Social Welfare Expo"
in 2005, "A 100-year Anniversary Convention of The Korean Great Revival" in 2007,
and "The Easter Joint Worship Service" in 2008. These events have mainly been done to
expand their missions to the larger church and society.
Nation-Wide Retreats for Pastors and Elders
They hold a nation-wide retreat for pastors to share thoughts on renewal and to
awaken the spirituality of pastors who come from reformative groups of each
denomination. They hold it once a year and have held it ten times up to 2008. In addition,
they held a retreat for elders for the first time in 2008. The pastoral retreat was composed
http://www.kpastor.org
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ofworship, prayer, fellowship, forums, and seminars. Not only members of the KACP,
but also all Protestant pastors and their spouses who were interested in church renewal
were invited. Through these retreats, reformative thinking was shared, and they pray for
the Korean church and its renewal together.
Theological Seminars or Forums
They held theological seminars or forums to suggest subjects and
counterproposals for church reform. Various and crucial topics for the Korean church
have been dealt with through these opportunities as follows:
A direction toward unity and harmony of the Korean church
^ A right direction for joint events of the Korean church
? A transitional period; reformative spirituality to lead a new era
A direction of the Korean church in Korean society suffering from throe
A new millennium and the Korean church
Open Conversation Conference
This conference provided conversation opportunities for seniors and leaders of the
Korean church. It was held twelve times up to Fall 2008. The following subjects have
been discussed through this conference.
? The social service task of the KACP
A large irrationality and responsibility of the Korean church
? Unity and harmony in the Korean church; its possibility and direction
? What is an alternative idea the Korean church should provide concerning the
problem of nuclear testing in North Korea and peace?
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A desirable relationship between politics and the Korean church and its direction
^ Korean society and integrated leadership
*- Right attitude ofChristianity and Christians in a pluralistic society
I attended an Open Conversation Conference on Oct. 16*, 2008, which was held
in Yonsei University, titled, "Attitudes toward Christianity and Christians in a Pluralistic
Society." Two scholars were invited as speakers; Dr. Jinhong Jung^'* and Dr. Youngan
Kang'^^ Dr. Jung spoke, on the topic "Christianity in Pluralistic society," and Dr. Kang
spoke on the topic "What should Christians do in a pluralistic context?" They showed
very different views on Christians' response to religious pluralism. Dr. Jung emphasized
that Christians needed to throw away exclusivism and self-righteousness and open their
minds toward other religions. However, Dr. Kang argues, in a pluralistic society
Christians must have "A Christianity of conviction with civility, and a Christianity of
civility with conviction."" Through these two lectures and the discussion following
them, participants could hear various opinions on the subject and learn about contexts and
responses related to the topics.
Publications
The KACP has printed newsletters to share the rich experience and resources of
each denomination. Also, the KACP has published and distributed two collections of
A named endowed chair Professor at Ehwa Woman's University, Seoul and The chief director of
Korean Religious Culture Institute. He has taught religious studies at Seoul National University for a long
time.
Professor of Philosophy at Seokang University, Seoul.
^Mmhong Jung, ^1-2] ^<>llA-]o) yj^-Jil (Christianity in Pluralistic Society)," m Booklet
for Open Conversation Conference, 4^42] ^"^l^i^ 7]^^9lS] ;^l^i ed. THE KACP
{Attitude ofChristianity and Christians in Pluralistic Society), (October 16, 2008): 16.
"
Youngan Kang, ^c}-%i^i =L^�5.9l^ ^35^ �ll<^> t ^?l7l? (What
Christians have to do in Pluralistic context?)" THE KACP, Booklet for Open Conversation: 28.
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prayers; A Collection of40-Day Prayers for Hannony and Unity of the Korean Church in
2003 and A Collection of40-Day Prayers for Korean Church Renewal in 2004.-^^ These
two collections played a role in sharing the reformative ideas of the KACP and in
dreaming that Christians would pray together for unity and renewal of the Korean church.
Also, since June 2008, the KACP has been printing a Korean edition of Christianity
Today. This periodical is a communication to worldwide Christians and non-Christians
who live in the same age. hi the editorial of the first publication, general Editor, Sang-
hwa Lee says, "Through the Korean edition of Christianity Today in a rapidly changing
world. Christians and the church, who have unchangeable truth, the Gospel, are trying to
speak to their contemporaries with understandable language."^^ In a word, it exists for
Christians, and the church to soundly communicate the Gospel to the world. It is printed
monthly and its contents include original articles and information translated into Korean
from Christianity Today, the American edition, as well as news, articles and information
about the Korean church, edited by Korean editors.
Presentation of Statements:
The KACP sometimes presents statements to suggest counterproposals about
crucial issues of the church and nation. For instance, they presented statements on the
following issues:
*- A petition for marginalized neighbors
? A solution for church renewal and recovery of the essence of the church
38 "^s.^^ Ji7 5)73Al^ 40 7l�^ HflS (THE KACP distributed 40-days Prayer for
the Korean Church Renewal)," Internet Hangyurae, 30 (June 2004, accessed 29 September 2008); available
from http://www.hani.co.kr/section-009 1 00020/2004/06/009 1 0002020040630 1 758273 .html; Intemet.
Sang-hwa Lee, "^^?]S] 1": f-^^l^ rt^^ ^^c] (Editorial: Dreaming a Digmfied
Communication)," Christianity Today the Korean edition (1) (June 2008): 1 10.
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Our solution for the reconciliation and maturity of Korean society
A petition to the Korean church and Korean society for protection of teenagers
A petition for recovery of damage due to a typhoon, Messa, to the Korean church
and Korean society.
? A petition for peace in the Korean Peninsula in relation to the unclear problem of
North Korea
? A petition for human rights and the survival ofNorth Korean defectors to the
Korean church and Korean society
? A petition for human rights and the survival of the homeless by the Korean church
and Korean society
A petition to Korean church leaders for harmony and unity of the Korean church
A petition for human rights and survival of foreign laborers to the Korean church
and Korean society
^ We call for humanitarian treatment of Chinese Korean brothers and sisters
Christmas Worship and Sharing
Once a year. The KACP has held a "Christmas worship service with marginalized
neighbors" to practice hospitality and love toward neighbors. They have changed objects
for this service every year; for example, the homeless, multicultural families, the North
Korean defectors, teenagers, shack villagers, single moms, Chinese Korean brothers and
sisters, and foreign laborers. Through this worship service, the KACP tries to share
Christ's love through serving people who need help socially, financially, and spiritually.
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Renewal Movement Pattern of the KACP
To describe, analyze, and evaluate the renewal movement of the selected cases,
the mediating model of Snyder will be used. In each chapter, renewal pattems will be
described according to ten marks of this model, and they will be analyzed and evaluated
in chapter 9 based on the descriptions. Snyder's model consists of ten marks, but
sometimes, some of elements will come together or be skipped according to
characteristics and contexts of each case. This part will usually be studied based on an
interview with leaders or the senior pastors. The KACP's renewal pattems will also
mainly be described based on an interview with Sanghwa Lee, the general secretary of
the KACP.
Rediscovery of the Gospel and Its Dynamics
The KACP does not argue that the Gospel has to be rediscovered for renewal. The
organization's documents suggest that the gospel must be effectively communicated
according to the contexts. Sang-hwa Lee says, "Although the Gospel cannot be changed,
the point of our argument on the Gospel is that there are some aspects which are flexible
according to contexts which change continuously. In other words, for the KACP, even
though the Gospel is an unchangeable message, they do not want to ignore cultural
aspects into which the Gospel must be shared."*' It obvious that although the KACP
believes the traditional concept of the gospel, they feel that it needs to be relevant to
today's Korean context. Therefore, renewal works by the KACP are to renew the
d>aiamics of the Gospel through contextual efforts.
''�
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
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Existence as an Ecclesiola
The KACP recognizes the catholicity of each denomination and local church.
Sang-hwa Lee emphasizes that the KACP is an absolutely local church-centered
organization.'**^ They believe that there is no renewal without the foundation of the local
church though that does not mean the structure of the church is like organism.
Accordingly, it is obvious that the KACP wants to be an ecclesiola within the Korean
church for church renewal without causing any brokenness in church systems.
hnpact the Existing Church through Structural Link
Regarding the impact of the renewal movement, Sang-hwa Lee confesses, 'Tf
aggressive groups see us, they may think that we are reformists because we seek
progressive changes. The reason why they think this way is that they believe that the
traditional Korean church is too old to accept radical changes. Therefore, according to
Sang-hwa Lee, it is easy to break churches if the renewal is too radical and ignores old
traditions. Finally, it can be said that they are trying to find a moderate way to be
accepted by Korean Christians using detailed and dense methods. Nevertheless, it is
obvious that the strength of the renewal movement by the KACP is a structural link
because they consist of groups from different denominations. Even though their renewal
movement looks slow, it can bring practical and holistic changes.
Small-group Structure for the Church Renewal
Basically, as an organization, the KACP do not practice a small group system
themselves although they are pretty positive about the importance of sm.all group
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
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Structure for renewal. The researcher asked whether the KACP supports a small group
system for the renewal of the church and what type of small group structure is supported
by it. Sang-hwa Lee answered, "We encourage a small group system, but do not
recommend any single type."*^In fact, he is an expert who operates a website for small
group ministry; wavvv.smallgroup.co.kr.'*^ According to him, "The small group system is
absolutely essential for the church�especially in cormection with big groups, hi terms of
its form, the small group systems that we intend are not much different from existing
ones in most of the churches in Korea."*^ However, he emphasizes community
consciousness saying, "We believe that it is important for small group leaders to have
community consciousness. They need to have consciousness that they work within the
Church without local church individualism. It should be outreach, not a ghetto, and must
be operated voluntarily." For the KACP, a small group system is understood as a tool
to maintain community in the local churches, hi addition, the small group systems that
the KACP supports are not a new type but a better operated one. In fact, the researcher
could not find any practice or material of the KACP that deals with small group structure
for renewal except interviews with Sang-hwa Lee.
Commitment to the Unity, Vitality, and Wholeness of the Larger Church
Because the KACP is an association of 1 5 denominations, they are externally
committed to the unity and wholeness of the larger church. They call themselves open
liberals and open conservatives. Despite their theological differences, they try to be
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
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united. They are especially interested in the unity of the divided Korean church, which
has been a confirmed problem. Mentioned above, they recently worked for unity between
two organizations, the National Council of Churches in Korea (NCCK) and The Christian
Council of Korea (CCK). Even though they have many theological differences, they
believe that they can be united for diaconal ministry and for improving Korean society.
Sang-hwa Lee says they have been working to prepare the historical and theological
foundation for this.^^ Even though their efforts for unity are somewhat idealistic, it is a
necessary voice for the Korean church which historically has suffered too many divisions.
Also, they are committed to the vitality of the Korean church. Through pastors'
retreats, they want to bring spiritual vitality to the Korean church. The nation-wide
pastors' retreat can be the most important renewal effort for the KACP in that it is for
spiritual and conceptual renewal of pastors who can bring a strong impact to local
churches.
Becoming Mission-oriented for Renewal
When the researcher asked about this renewal pattern through mission-oriented
ministry, Lee says, "If the meaning ofmission here is multi-dimensional, the so-called
missional church concept, the KACP is very missional."^� In this view, especially the
diaconal works of the KACP can be considered mission works although other works are
also related to missions. When this researcher asked Lee about missional understanding,
he had a very good understanding ofmissional church theory through his own reading on
Sang-hwa Lee. interview.
Sang-hwa Lee. interview.
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the topic, hi addition, the KACP is applying the missional church concept to its ministry
to make their works relevant to contemporary contexts in Korean society.
Consciousness ofBeing a Distinct, Covenant-based Community
According to Sang-hwa Lee, when this organization was launched, there were
large denominations and small denominations. However, regardless of size, they have
been working together accepting and helping each other. Lee says, "If some groups are
more advanced, they wait for the groups which are a little slower to change."^' He
maintains, "Ifwe consider ourselves as people in community in the kingdom ofGod, we
are the same kinds ofbeings.""" The KACP not only supports the recovery of community
consciousness in each local church but also tries to become a community themselves.
New Forms ofMinistry and Leadership
For the KACP, who are in a denominational structure, leadership structure is the
most difficult to renew. Nevertheless, Sang-hwa Lee believes that Dr. Hanheum Ok has
been a model of leadership in ministry. For the KACP, the church is the Lord's. Thus,
they emphasize servant leadership, communal leadership and leadership working along
with lay people. They try to recommend this type of leadership to the Korean church
through retreats and seminars. However, it is very hard to find a church that shows
noticeable new forms ofministry in the KACP.
The Close Daily Contact with the Society and the Poor
Regarding the close contact with society, the KACP's diaconal ministry can be
mentioned. According to Lee, since the IC^CP's tenth anniversary, its diaconal ministry'
^'
Sang-hwa Lee. interview.
Sang-hwa Lee. interview.
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has been changing. So far, they thought they had to prox ide care in our society. Howe\ er,
their thinking has changed to include sharing and they now consider our society as
company. Their view on social work has also changed from giving to sharing."
Attempting to cooperate with citizens' groups is one of the practical ways of doing this. It
is notable that the KACP practices social services regardless of giving or sharing.
Nevertheless, in the practice of the KACP, the word "daily" is not satisfied although they
encourage it to local churches.
Emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the Basis ofAuthority
Lee says, "In the KACP, the Pentecostal church is also involved and we try to
pray a lot. We have held prayer meetings for the reconciliation and unity of the Korean
church. """'in addition, they pray diligently through pastor's retreats. The reason why they
focus on the spiritual dimension through retreats and joint worship is that they believe
only the Holy Spirit can renew the Korean church through His Word. In other words,
their renewal efforts are based on the revitalization of spirituality through the Word and
through prayer.
Summary and Evaluation
The KACP, which has reformative pastors groups from 15 denominations, was
established in recognition of the problems of the Korean church in the midst of an
economic crisis. The KACP is aware of the bad social credibility of the Korean church.
They express three main goals for the renewal of the Korean church: unity, renewal, and
diakonia. Unity is a key aspect of renewal in the KACP because it is a multi-
denominational group. For them, the Korean church faces a serious problem in that it has
"
Sang-hwa Lee, interview.
Sang-hwa Lee. interview.
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many divisions. Renewal entails fixing certain wrong ministry practices in the Korean
church in the pursuit and accomplishment of rapid numerical growth. Diakonia is
considered an important work for social reform through recovering the social credibility
of the Korean church.
To achieve its three goals, the KACP is engaged in several acfivifies. W holds
special joint meetings with other mulfi-denominafional organizafions, retreats for pastors
and elders, theological forums, and open conversation conferences. The KACP also
publishes newsletters, prayer collections and has started providing the Korean edition of
Christianity Today. It also presents some statements about the problems and issues in
Korean society and the Korean church. In addition, the KACP engages the marginalized
people in Korea through worship and sharing in the Christmas season.
The KACP satisfies eight elements out of ten elements of the mediating model by
Snyder. Two points that the KACP carmot satisfy are the rediscovery of the Gospel and
having a new leadership structure. Unity and structural links are the strongest elements. It
seems like the KACP has a very good renewal pattern in that its movement satisfies most
of the elements and is still actively working. However, in the Korean context, the weakest
elements are pretty essential ones for church renewal so it can be said that the KACP's
renewal movement cannot be evaluated as a successful movement.
First, the reason why rediscovery of the Gospel and its dynamics are important is
that the Korean church does not have a Kingdom consciousness in their understanding of
the Gospel. The Gospel is not only about individual salvation, but also about the
extension of the Kingdom of God in this world through the lordship of Jesus Christ.
Many problems which are happening in the Korean church have resulted from the
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absence of a Kingdom consciousness. Snyder emphasizes, "The church that does not seek
first God's glory and Kingdom and order its life accordingly is unfaithful, compromised,
undermined, and subverted.""'' This kingdom consciousness must be understood in terms
of the Gospel of the Kingdom of God.
Second, the KACP does not suggest a new form ofministry or leadership. The
KACP may emphasize the right practices of an existing church ministry and leadership
more than a new form of them. It is probably difficult for them because they are all
pastors who have to abandon something they have had, but, without any self-
abandonment, church renewal cannot happen.
The KACP is focusing more on pastors and spirituality than structural change and
are sure they can contribute to awakening pastors spiritually, hi particular, their starting
point with the repentance of pastors shows that. However, the renewal of the Korean
church needs structural renewals too because wrongly structured leadership types have
made a lot ofproblems in the Korean church even though they have been arguing for
spiritual reform. Finally, it can be said that THE KACP's renewal movement is missing
very essential elements and has limitations.
Beyond these pattems, one can find some unique renewal pattems from the
KACP. First of all, the KACP's starting point of the renewal movement was self-
criticism and repentance for bad social credibility due to lack of social responsibility.
Second, the KACP's renewal movement focuses on conceptual renewal as well
thj-ough theological fomm.s and open conversations. For them., transfonnation of
Howard Snyder, Liberating the Church: The Ecology ofChurch & Kingdom (Downers Grove:
IVP, 1983), 28.
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consciousness is the foundation of church renewal. For this, they choose very important
subjects for the forums and open conversations.
Third, the KACP used publishing for communication with Christians and society.
Publishing Korean edition of Christianity Today is done to reach Christians and non-
Christians alike. Although this might not be as effective as direct contact, it is effective in
terms of its spreading power.
Fourth, the KACP tries to have joint ministry with existing multi-denominational
organizations for a huge impact because unity is one of the the KACP's main goals.
Fifth, to recover the social credibility of the Korean church the KACP raise their
voices on social issues along with church issues. For the KACP, one of the reasons for
bad social credibility in the Korean church is because of its indifference to social
responsibility. In this sense, raising their voices on social issues shows their interest in
Korean society.
The next chapter is a case study ofChristian Alliance for Church Reform (CACR).
CACR has a different type of renewal movement compared with the KACP in terms of
its motivations, activities and pattems even though both organizations are obviously
pioneers for the church renewal movement in Korea.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY:
CHRISTIAN ALLIANCE FOR CHURCH REFORM
The Christian Alliance for Church Reform (CACR) is an organization in the
Korean church renew al movement that consists ofministers and lay Christians from
various groups in Korean Christianity. The headquarters of the CACR is located in
Hyehwadong, Seoul, South Korea.
Establishment of the CACR
The CACR was established on September 24*, 2002 by lay Christians and
ministers who were disappointed with the church renewal efforts that only looked outside
and church renewal voices that have been practiced by pastors who are already
considered to be renewed.' According to Dr. Deuk-hoon Park, one of the co-
representatives of the CACR, there was a "committee for a healthy church movement" in
the Christian Ethics Movement ofKorea (CEMK), and he was the chairperson of the
committee at that time.^ However, for better and more independent activities, it needed
to be separated from the CEMK.^ Accordingly, about 40 members of the Committee for
a Healthy Church movement, some lawyers, college professors, press companies like the
mission team of the CBS (Christian Broadcasting System), News and Joy, and Gospel
and Context, reformative local church members, and college students and youth groups
'
CACR, 'The History of the CACR," accessed 29 September 2008; available from
hnp://ww\v.protest2002.oro/com/com 4.html; Intemet.
^ Deuk-hoon Park, interview by author, 7 October 2008, Seoul, South Korea, MPS recording.
^ Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
including the Alliance of Korean Christian Students and Youth and Dawndew^ had
promoters' meetings twice, and finally declared the establishment of the CACR on
September 1 1*, 2002 through a press interview.^ They held an inaugural meefing on Sep.
24*, 2002 at Sanjunghyun Church, Seoul, South Korea and began their activifies for
Korean church renewal.
Motivation for the Renewal Movement
What made the CACR participate in the renewal movement? Why does the CACR
say the Korean church must to be renewed? The CACR's motivation for the renewal
movement can be described in various aspects.
Problems of the Korean Church
The founding Declaration of the CACR demonstrates their view about the
problems of the Korean church and their motivation for developing a renewal movement.
It says, "The Korean church is encountering two critical situations. "^These two situations
can be summarized as; 1) materialistic, dualisfic, and blessing-seeking faith and 2) lack of
will for church renewal. In the interview with Deuk-hoon Park, he also mentions the
former as a problem of today's Korean church. According to Park, in the Korean church
especially among mainline churches, "The Great Charter of the kingdom of God has
become like a skeletonV' For him, "The Great Charter" means the two commandments
"
A volunteered organization among Christian college students for evangelical social movement.
Visit official website at http://wwvv.dawndews.com
^
CACR, "The History of the CACR."
^
CACR, "The Founding Declaration," (Sep. 24*, 2002, revised on Feb. 16* , 2003, accessed 29
September 2008); available from http://www.protest2002.org/com/com_ 2.html; Intemet.
In fact, in the interview with Park, he used very special Chinese word, ^ ^s\-{M^it), which
means a condition becoming like a skeleton that has only its extemal form left without contents. Interview
with Dr. Deuk-hoon Park, Oct. 7*, 2008.
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that Jesus called the Law and Prophets� total love toward God and the practice of love
toward one's neighbors.^ For him, in the Korean church loving God has been substituted
with blessing-seeking faith. ]n other words, it is serving God and mammon at the same
time.^ hi the founding declaration, it is defined as a "materialistic, blessing-seeking, and
dualistic faith."'� Park says, "Although they call on God's name and seem to have
passionate piety, they actually became a slave to ambition using God to glorify
themselves."" In a word, "They look like they love God, but it is actually only an
extemal show."'" In terms of loving neighbors. Park argues, "Even though they look like
they have some interest in loving their neighbors, it is only extemal. Practices of faith are
not considered. They believe that because only faith is important, they have good faith
regardless of how it is practiced."'^
According to the founding declaration, a second problem is a lack of reformative
will. In fact, this problem is deeply related to the socio-cultural situation of the Korean
church. The declaration says that theologians and ministers with good sense and
numerous lay Christians have been forced into powerless silence under the oppression of
denominational and church politics. '"^Thus, it can be said that the will for renewal in the
Korean church has been blocked by the political and cultural stmcture.
^ Deuk-hoon Park. Interview.
' Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
CACR, "Founding Declaration."
' ' Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
CACR, "Founding Declaration."
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Park adds that there is a problem in understanding the identity of the Korean
church. He points out that the Korean church lost its identity as a church that pursues the
kingdom ofGod.'^ It is a criticism directed toward numerical church-growth-oriented
ministry without kingdom consciousness. For him, due to this tendency, which comes
from an absence of kingdom consciousness, a lot of problems like the heredity of
ministry, financially influenced elections, and the despotism of pastors happen in the
Korean church.'^
Theological Motivation
According to Park, the basic theological principle of the renewal movement of the
CACR is, simply, "Let the church be the church."'^ Also, the CACR agrees with the
principle from the reformation's spirit, "The church once reformed is a church which
must always be reforming itself"
According to Park, they follow Jeremiah's calling for reformafion. He says,
"When God called Jeremiah, He commanded him not only to 'uproot and destroy!
' but
also to 'plant and build!
'"'^ These biblical motivations provide the main renewal
methods of the CACR. Therefore, it can be said that the renewal movement of the CACR
has a twofold purpose�criticism and counterproposal. In other words, their movement
exists to 'break down things that are wrong and build up healthy ones."'^ According to
this principle, they work for the renewal of the church.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
i^euK-iioou raiK. unci view.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
This argument is based on the Jeremiah 1:10, "See, today I appoint you over nations and
kingdoms uproot and tear down, to destroy and overthrow, to build and to plant (NIV)."
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Religio-Cultural Elements
Park picked three religious and cultural elements that create a need for reform in
the Korean church. The first cultural characteristic is an emotional way of understanding
Christian truth. According to him, "Compared to the way Western Christians try to
understand the truth, oriental culture, including Korean culture, tends to want to feel the
9 920truth." As he puts it. "There is a tendency in Korean Christians if they experience
Catharsis, do not ask about the truth.""' Due to this cultural tendency, when Charismatic
pastors proclaim something, Korean Christians just follow without any consideration.^^
Furthermore, they do not even want to examine it because they think that examining what
they feel is unbelief
A second characteristic, according to Park, that makes the Korean church in need
of renewal is that Korean Christians are susceptible to authoritarianism. Park sees this as
related to Korea's historical experience of dictatorial governments. According to him, "h
is a masochistic character. Under strong power, they feel some stability and
happiness." Due to this tendency, many Korean pastors demonstrate dictatonal
leadership.
The third and the most influential characteristic of the Korean church is
shamanistic culture. Park mentions shamanism as the fundamental culture of Korea. He
" Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^' Paik compared this tendency to Cluibtians ofBerea in Acib 17. According to Acts 17:16, "Now
Bereans were ofmore noble character than the Thessalonians, for they received the message with great
eagemess and examined the Scriptures every day to see if what Paul said was true."
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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says, "There is a positive aspect in that shamanism makes us easily open our minds to
God. Also, during times of suffering in the past, it has helped us seek God."'^''
Nevertheless, for him, it is obvious that shamanism has caused a lot ofnegative
characteristics in the Korean church. He argues, "The problem with shamanism is that
there are no ethics, and believers do not grow into altruism. "^^Therefore, it can be said
that shamanism has been a detonator that has produced numerous Christians but has also
produced a lot ofChristians who use God for themselves.
General Pnnciples of the CACR: The Tasks ofKorean Church Reform
The main ideas and spirit of the renewal movement by the CACR are very well
expressed in the "General Principles" of the CACR. According to these General
Principles, there are eight urgent tasks for Korean church reform today:
� The church has to throw away blessing-seeking faith (Giboksinang) and to
recover holiness as the bride of Christ: For the CACR, private blessing-seeking
faith which tries to use faith for the sake ofprosperity is the ringleader in making
Christians avoid the way of the cross and compromising with every
unrighteousness.'^ Therefore, it is obvious that the Korean church has to recover
its identity as Christ's pure bride through kicking out sermons and lives that are
29
rooted in a distorted bless-seeking faith.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
CACR,'The General Principles," "Commentary of the General Principles" accessed 29 October
2008; available from http://www.protest2002.org/com/com 3.html; Intemet.
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
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� The church has to repent of dead faith and recover living faith along with
practices of love: The CACR declares that the Korean church must repent of the
fact that it has distorted the Reformation principle that people can be justified
only through faith and has created a separation between faith and ethics through
accepting dead faith that is not put into practice. In other words, "The Korean
church has to recover living and moving faith that is proved through the practice
of love toward one's neighbor."^'
� The church has to fix the distorted principle of the separation of religion and
politics and carry out its social responsibility: The CACR thinks the Korean
church must fully repent of the sin of extending its vested right through flattering
unrighteous political power, justifying the separation of religions and politics, and
recover its identity as a community of kingdom citizens. If so, what does the
identity of kingdom community mean here? According to the CACR, "The
church has to play a prophetic role in boldly proclaiming God's justice so God's
righteous rule can be expanded into every nook and cranny of Korean society.""
Furthermore, the church needs to encourage Christian social involvement and to
realize a righteous political and economic system that secures the interests of the
socially weak.^"*
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles.
CACR, "Commentary of the General Pnnciples.
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles.
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles.'
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles.'
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� The church has to overcome unjust discrimination and to recover its identity as
God's family: According to the CACR, the Korean church needs to repent of
unjustly discriminating and neglecting people according to standards like gender,
scholastic ability, appearance, prosperity, health, social status, and church jobs
since all people are God's children "The CACR argues that the Korean church
must be reformed to have an atmosphere and system for all Christians to live a
rehgious life in the same status.
� The church must overcome the desire for individual church growth and to build
up small and weak churches together: The CACR recognizes that though the
influence of the capitalistic growth model, the Korean church has become
competitively devoted to individual church growth. Due to this tendency, the
Korean church, according to the CACR, has come to have an unhealthy
admiration for mega churches regardless of their morality. These mega-churches
exercise their influence over smaller churches since non-independent churches
are now closing in upon 60% ofKorean churches." The CACR argues the
Korean church needs to thoroughly repent of the individualism and numerical
church-growth-focused mentality to build up weak brother churches and recover
38
the universality and unity of the body ofChrist through joint efforts.
� The church needs to dismantle its authoritarian political structure and thoroughly
actualize a democratic principle: The CACR claims the Korean church has given
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
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some church leaders a huge amount of authority,^^and although this has caused a
lot of corruption, cries of reform by lay Christians have been oppressed.''^ In this
situation, the CACR suggests some methods to actualize democracy in the church.
They argue that the church has to import term limits for pastors and elders or a
vote of confidence.""Furthermore, the CACR suggests instituting Church bylaws
that make it possible for lay Christians to participate in church leadership.'*^
� The church has to reject all financially influenced elections: This is about
elections within a denominations general meeting. The CACR urges repentance
in the Korean church because it has turned a blind eye to people who have bought
church power through making a gift ofmoney or providing entertainment in
elections. This has corrupted the Korean church.^^ To solve these problems they
suggest that the election management committee must be strengthened in its
powers for investigation and punishment, or that the election culture be purified
through the importation of a basic election system.'*''
� The church has to secure transparency and health in financial management: The
CACR argues the Korean church must repent of the fact that the use of offerings
has been decided by a few people or that offerings have been used too much on
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the Geneial Pnnciples."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of The General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
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individual church projects including the construction of luxurious buildings.'*''
For this, they recommend that local churches adopt a unified financial standard,
require regular financial reports, and open themselves up to financial inspection
by outsiders."*^ Furthermore, they suggest, for the financial health of the church,
the portion of funds used for reliefworks and social services should be raised to
at least 30%.*^
Mission Statement
The mission statement of the CACR can be found in every brochure or material
printed by the CACR. It states the following:
The CACR seeks not only church reform but also social reform through the church.
To this end, the CACR will educate Christians; build the church rightly through
making democratic bylaws, and build God's justice through fighting for Christians
who suffer due to church problems and the social problems of Korea."*^
The three main missions-educating Christians, making bylaws, and fighting for
justice-are the three main activities practiced by three departments, which will be dealt
with in the "Activities" section. These three main goals have been the core mission of the
CACR since it was founded.
Purpose Statement
According to the articles of alliance of the CACR, they have three purposes: 1)
building the church correctly, 2) social reform through building the church correctly, and
CACR, Commentary of the General Principles."
^"
CACR, "Commentary of the General Principles."
CACR, "Commentary of The General Principles."
Official Information Brochure released by the CACR.
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3) expansion of the kingdom ofGod through building the church correctly.*'* One can see
that the purpose of the CACR's ministry is not limited only to the church. They want to
expand the kingdom ofGod throughout Korean society. Church reform is considered the
essential starting point for that.
Structural Reform
t Having Democratic Bylaws
� Movement for Healthy Church
Finance
� Movement for Joint Coping with
Denominational General Meeting
Members
Executive Office
Executive Committee
Coping with Issues
� Church Counseling
� Issue Fighting
� Monthly Prayer Meeting
for Korean church Reform
Supporting Cooperation
I Educational Activity
i Nation-Wide
Networking Activity
Membership Activity
Joint Activity
Figure 4.1 Structure of the CACR's Activities
CACR, The Articles of Alliance of the CACR adopted on Sep. 24*, 2002.
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Renewal Activities of the CACR
The renewal activities of the CACR are practiced by three departments: coping
with issues, structural reform, and cooperation support.
Coping with Issues
This department plays a role in opening a door to reform by coping with problems
happening in denominations and local churches. It is a movement of active reaction
and protests which are acted when any local church appeals them, or when they see some
corruptions in objective view.^' In this department, there are three main practical
activities: 1) church counseling, 2) Issue Fighting, and 3) leading monthly prayer
meetings.
Church Counseling: Through website, phone, and church visiting, the problems of
local churches are received and counseled. According to the Ministry Report of the CACR
in 2007, the CACR receives about 85 cases in a year.^^ Most of the cases were related to
church disputes and among those, most were was related to Pastors' financial
arbitrariness (10), and other cases were related to Pastors' dogmatic church
administration (6), Pastors' degree forgery (4), and sermons that targeted or cursed
someone (4).
Issue fi ghting: This movement started to prevent the heredity of clergy positions
for the first time. For this, the CACR uses various methods such as visiting for protest.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^' Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
"
Woonhyung Jung ed., The Ministiy Report of the CACR in 2007 (Seoul: CACR, 2008), 38-39.
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sending letters, giving information to the press, and legal action. The CACR often uses
the media for this movement. A Christian newspaper company. News and Joy^serves as
the mouth piece of the CACR.
Monthly prayer meeting: This department leads monthly prayer meetings, ft is
held on the third Thursday of every month. They pray for the Korean church and also for
God's help and guidance for the church renewal movement of the CACR. This meeting
can be called the spiritual heart of the CACR.
Structural Reform
The CACR has adopted the investigation of structural problems in the Korean
church as a longtime study project and has suggested some right principles and direction.
There are two kinds of teams in this department: 1) a denominational constitution and
bylaws for the church team, and 2) a church financial problem team.
Denominational constitution and Bylaws for the church: The CACR points out
problems in denominational constitutions, studies them and suggests improvements.
Practically, the CACR suggests bylaws for the church, such as a democratic leadership
structure. This effort is called, 'Having democratic bylaws for the church movement.'
Pastors, lawyers, and professors of politics participated in making this sample.
Church Finance Problem: As mentioned above, financial problems have been a
huge issue in local churches. The CACR collects examples, analyzes the reality of
opaque church finance and undemocratic financial performance, and suggests fair finance
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Its official website is http://www.newsnjoy.co.kr
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principles and operating directions through suggesting a sample to local churches. The
CACR recently held a seminar, "2007: Transparent Finance to Restore the Church.
"^^
Cooperation Support
Passing over local churches, they intend a unity of the larger church. For this, they
connect and support regional units. There are three teams for this work: 1) an operating
team for nation-wide tour, 2) a team for church reform network, and 3) a team for
discipline for church reform.
Operating a nation-wide tour: Through this tour, the CACR has introduced
examples of the bylaws of church structure reform, hi addition, they try to connect with
Christians who suffer from church problems as well as local churches which want to
reform. Also, through visiting local churches, they find churches who want to take part in
building the healthy church movement and make a cormection with them.
Church reform network: Through various meetings, the CACR tries to network
with Chrisfians who want church reform. For lay Christians and ministers who have
church problems and who want to participate in church reform, they holds meetings,
worship, and conversation opportunities to share their sufferings and agony, to console
and encourage each other, and to fellowship. Also, through these opportunities, they
share informafion, know-how, and legal advice. Furthermore, this connection plays a role
in checking the absolutism of pastors and leaders of the Korean church. A church reform
network is being expanded. Several regional units for church reform groups have been
formed through this networking ministry. On March 21^', 2008, the CA.CP.. concluded
" This seminar, which was held in November 8*, 2008 at Cheongulam, Myungdong, Seoul, was
mainly led by Good Church Academy under the name, "A Network for Healthy Church Finance
Establishment," and the CACR and three Christian groups participated in it. In this seminar, several
practical methods to operate church finance clearly were introduced by financial experts like certified
public accountants.
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cooperation between industry and the academic world with the Westminster Graduate
School of Theology in Korea.^^
Discipline for church reform (Church Reform Academy): This is an educational
movement for consciousness of church renewal. Through this training, lay Christians
who are suffering from church problems and who are looking for a church to correct the
distorted logic which has been spread in the Korean church, can renew their
consciousness and become leaders for church reform.
Renewal Movement Pattern of the CACR
Renewal pattern of the CACR is also described according to ten marks of
Snyder's mediating model, and interview with Park is the main source for this.
Rediscovery of the Gospel and hs Dynamics
For the CACR's renewal movement, rediscovering the gospel is the most
important element because they believe that its loss is the most serious cause of problems
in the Korean church. As Park says, "I believe that the core of the Gospel must be Jesus'
message, 'The kingdom ofGod is near. Repent and beheve the good news! (Mark 1:15,
NIV).' That must be the main content of the gospel." According to him, "The life in
the gospel, therefore, is forgiveness of sins through accepting Jesus' cross and
resurrection, being bom again through Christ, experiencing the kingdom ofGod in this
world through being seated in heavenly places with Christ. In addition, we not only
Sejin Kim, "Theology Joins Hands with Church Reform Movement: the CACR and Westminster
Graduate School of Theology Concluded Cooperation Between Industry and the Academic World to Make
a Theological Ground Work for Church Reform Movement." News and Joy, accessed 22 March
2008;available http://www.newsniov.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=24340; Intemet.
"
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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experience the kingdom of God, but are also dedicated to extending it." For Park, the
Korean church has cut down the gospel to two things; forgiveness of sins and wellbeing.
Mentioning the message of the threefold blessing^^, he points out the problem ofwrong
understanding of the Gospel in the Korean church, hi Park's understanding, "That the
soul is getting well means sins are forgiven, that all may go well means that business is
going well, and that enjoying good health is healthy life."^� However, he argues that that
is a reduction of the gospel, and reduction is distortion of the gospel. In other words, for
him, "The Korean church has made the gospel of the kingdom of God a very private
thing. However, the gospel of the Kingdom is not private or selfish." He especially warns
against understanding the Gospel as blessing. He claims, "The blessing in the gospel of
kingdom of God must be the eight blessings from 'the Sermon on the Mount.' However,
the Korean church probably does not think that those are blessings."^' Thus, it is obvious
that the CACR has made an effort to rediscover the gospel distorted by the Korean
church.
Existence as an Ecclesiola/ Structural Link with Larger Church/Network with Other
Renewal Movements
Where is the location of the CACR in the Korean church? In the structural aspect,
there is no direct relationship because the CACR is a non-denominational independent
organization. However, in a spiritual aspect it can be called "A being which is hateful but
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Threefold blessing is a famous message by Paul Yonggi-Cho, the ex-senior pastor of Yoido Full
Gospel Church. See his book, Salvation, Health and Prosperity (Creation House, 1987).
^� Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^' Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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cannot be ignored.""" Park says, "For the mainhne churches, the CACR is such an
annoying being. Furthermore, it is criticized as a power which is trying to destroy the
church, but sometimes mainhne churches cannot ignore us."*'^ The CACR thinks that
they try to hsten to its arguments and to watch intently. For example, some of the key
members of the CACR are sometimes invited to speak in seminaries or conferences. It is
obvious that, although they do not like to be criticized by the CACR, there are a lot of
things they cannot ignore.
Additionally, in the interview with Deuk-hoon Park, the researcher asked about
the relationship between the CACR and the KACP. He answers as follows:
I believe that reformative groups of each denomination are main-force units. The
CACR is like an advance unit. Because we are not in any denomination, there is
no complex relationship, no necessity to study denominations' face and no
uncomfortable condition to do our works. Therefore, we speak directly without
any hesitation. In this situation, it is very difficult for us to settle down within
denominations. We are like an advance guard which cries out and dies on the
battlefield. However, the final victory flag will be stuck in by the main-force unit.
They would rather to try to reform whole denominations with a method which has
heavy weight. In this thinking, I am sure that both kinds of renewal movements
are necessary for the Korean church.^''
Small-group Structure for Church Renewal
Even though the CACR does not have small group structure for renewal
movement, it supports it as an important element for renewal. For the CACR, the small
group structure which has always existed in the Korean church in various forms is also an
object to be reformed because it has been operated for church growth. However, it is also
necessary for church renewal. Park argues, "Small groups must not be operated for
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^*
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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church growth. It must not be for leadership like the Communist Party structure, but it
must be for sharing and unity among church members. Through koinonia, life sharing can
be practiced.""'According to him, "It is a very important tool for lay leadership formation.
Lay believers become leaders in the small group structure, and lay people and ministers
can work together in the church.""^
Commitment to the Unity, Vitality, and Wholeness of the Larger Church
According to Park, "Uniting churches has historically been difficult.
"^^ So what
can be the basis for unity? According to him, 'Tn the church renewal movement of the
CACR, unity among healthy churches through organizing an alliance is more important
than materialistic unity.""^ Park points out the limitation of unconditional unity to
overcome everything. According to him, "If differences are simple and equivalent, it is
possible, but there are fiindamental differences among Korean churches.
"^^ If so, what is
the contribution of CACR to the unity of the Korean church? Park answers, "If there is a
contribution ofCACR for unity, it is that they are giving healthy churches a network
interdenominationally, the so-called 'Reforming Church Network'. Although not
many churches are in the network yet, their hope is that through this network solidarity
will grow and that CACR will become a leading power in the Korean church and finally a
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interv iew.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
� Five churches are joined in this network: Unduk, Yein, Didimer, Numusuh, and Church of
Opening Together. Go to their website http://cafe.daum.net/reformingchurch
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reform of the whole Korean church can happen.'''
Becoming Mission-oriented for Renewal
According to the articles of alliance of the CACR, purposes of the CACR's work
are divided into two parts; building the church correctly and reforming society through a
healthy church. Park says that the CACR supports social mission. According to him, they
insist that the kingdom of God does not remain in the church but penetrates into the
world.^' Although the kingdom of God cannot be perfectly realized in this world, he
believes that the mission of a healthy church is to recover the justice and peace of the
7 ^
kingdom of God in the world. He emphasizes that the ultimate touchstone of a healthy
church is that the church plays a role of light in this world.'"' Accordingly, it can be said
that for the CACR the mission of the church in its renewal movement is that the church
becomes healthy so that it is able to transform the world with the gospel of the kingdom
of God. hi this sense, the church has to be mission-centered because mission is its nature.
New Forms ofMinistry and Leadership
The CACR pursues a democratic leadership. They recommend a collaborated
leadership ofminister and non-ministers. Park describes the order of selecting leaders in
the church in this leadership structure as follows:
That means that in the leading of the Holy Spirit, the church members deeply
discuss and select their leaders. The leader selected by church members work in the
same status. There is no hierarchical structure between ministers and non-ministers.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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and they share the leadership in the church. In this structure, the people who are
more led by the Holy Spirit come to have a strong leadership.
The practical contents about this leadership structure are included in the sample of the
democratic bylaws which are suggested by the CACR.
Nevertheless, it is not that they believe that democratic leadership structure is the
only answer. When the researcher asked Park about a danger ofmisuse of this system.
Park emphasizes that to operate this system well, the absolutely necessary element is that
the church members become spiritually matured Christians. Nevertheless, it is obvious
for them, the democratic leadership system is the most biblical and reasonable system for
the Korean church to avoid having the power of the church concentrated in one person or
group.
The Close Contact of the Church with Society and the Poor
The CACR deals with very crucial issues which happen within the Korean church
and Korean society. Recently, they have pointed out that the Korean church supports
77
established power not the socially weak. They constantly teach workers about renewal
of local churches, especially that the church must become a church that carries out its
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social responsibility. In fact, the CACR does not have specific programs for the poor
and the socially weak. Nevertheless, because they argue that church renewal is not only
for the church itself, but also for social reformation, they usually observe the reaction of
Deuk-hoon Park, intei-view.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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the Korean church to social issues and point out the problems with it. Also, they
occasionally present their opinions on some crucial social issues directly.
Emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the Basis ofAuthority
Although the CACR looks like a yery critical and radical organization, it basically
has a strong spiritual aspect. Park speaks, "I have constantly been emphasizing that
church renewal movement is a revival movement. The Reformation was also a revival
movement. Without God's intervention, the church carmot be reformed."''^ This is the
reason why the CACR emphasizes prayer. According to Park, "The power which came
through and occupied the church is extremely strong. A power that has made the Korean
80church like this is mammon." Park says that the defining characteristic of the rulers of
8 1the kingdom of the air is that they conceal themselves. Thus, they prevent people from
knowing they are being ruled by them, hi this thinking. Park emphasizes, "K is
impossible to discern the power by any scholastic effort or wisdom. Only the Holy Spirit
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can help us see and break it. So, we pray whenever we gather together." He also argues,
"We cannot win this battle unless we appeal to God and receive the Holy Spirit. For this,
we have a prayer meeting once a month. I believe that God works through His Word.
83
Thus, we have to be filled with the Holy Spirit to understand and teach the Word."
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
"
Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
' Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^ Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
^ Deuk-hoon Park, interview.
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Summary and Ev aluation
The CACR is an organization for Korean church renewal that consists of various
people including pastors, professors, lawyers, and young people. The CACR points out a
lot of problems of the Korean church and suggests counterproposals. For the CACR,
church renewal is not only for the church itself, but also for social reform through the
renewed church. The CACR's activities can be divided into three works. The first one is,
coping with issues. For this, the CACR has a church counseling system, it participates in
issue fighting, and has a monthly prayer meeting. The second one is structure reform. The
CACR suggests the democratic bylaw for healthy church administration and helps
churches have a transparent financial system. The third one is cooperation support. The
CACR organizes a network among renewal units and has developed an educational
system for discipline for church reform.
Although CACR looks as though it is satisfying the ten elements ofmediating
model, there are some weak points as well as strong ones. In contrast to the KACP, the
CACR is strong in rediscovery of the Gospel and suggesting new ministry and leadership
forms. Pointing out the distorted Gospel in the Korean church, the CACR suggests the
rediscovery of the Gospel in terms of the Kingdom of God.
In terms ofnew ministry form and leadership, the CACR suggests structural
reform pointing out the structural problems of the Korean church through modeling
democratic bylaws in order to avoid one-person focused leadership and to help lay
believers participate in church adm^inistration.
There are some weak points too. The weakest elements of the CACR are two
things; unity or structural link and emphasis on the Spirit and the Word. The CACR is a
non-denominational organization. For this reason, they can radically work for the renewal
of the Korean church without any political restriction. However, their influence for
church renewal carmot help being somewhat limited because they do not have the
structural links to impact existing churches. Another problem of a non-denominational
organization, as Snyder points out, is that there is a danger ofmaking another division
within the Korean church even though it supports a network of renewing churches. In fact,
many churches and Christians see the CACR and its network as another division within
the Korean church.
The second weakest element is the emphasis on the Spirit and the Word. The
CACR's renewal activities are mainly fighting issues, counseling local churches which
are suffering problems, education for the church renewal and spreading samples of
democratic bylaws. These activities are mainly focused on the structural and conceptual
reform of churches. In other words, the CACR's renewal movement is being done in an
institutional view as Snyder mentions. One can figure out that the CACR's renewal
movement is absent in the charismatic side. Fortunately, the CACR knows this problem
very well. As a result of this, the CACR holds a monthly prayer meeting and recently
held spiritual retreats. As Deuk-hoon Park mentions, renewal can be done only through
the Holy Spirit. Thus, the CACR's renewal movement must be charismatic too. Despite
these problems, the CACR's renewal movement can be seen as successful in that it has
the essential elements for church renewal and knows the problems and counterproposals
of the Korean church very well.
Beyond these marks of a renewal pattern by Snyder, one may find other renewal
pattems by the CACR. One of the CACR's practices for renewal is counseling. Renewal
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is recovery from broken relationship with God and between church members. Counseling
is an effective way to help people in local churches to heal their wounds through mental
sharing and resolving problems together. The CACR's counseling provides an outlet for
church members to express their pain in their church under an authoritarian church
structure. The CACR not only listens to their voices, but also help them resolve the
problems through v arious methods.
Another pattern of the CACR's renewal movement is issue fighting. Issue fighting
is externally the most noticeable characteristic among the CACR's activifies. In various
ways, the CACR identifies out problems of local churches in Korea. Because of this
activity, the CACR is often criticized by other existing churches who think that the
CACR gives the church a bad name by revealing problems with the church in public.
For the CACR, Church renewal is financial renewal. In efforts for structural
renewal, the CACR emphasizes transparent financial operation of the church. Financial
transparency not only means knowing and sharing the use of church finances, but also
checking and evaluating such use. The CACR claims that churches need to have a
healthy financial operation system and has held a seminar with the Good Church
Academy for this.
Also, the CACR operates an educational system, the "church reform academy."
The church reform academy is to help Christians have a spirit of renewal. Leaders for
church renewal movements are trained through this academy.
The next chapter, cases of local churches will be studied. These cases will show
how renewal efforts can be practiced in local churches.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY:
YEIN CHURCH
Yein Church is a renewing church located in Sangdong, Buchoen, Kyunggido,
South Korea, li belongs to the Korean Association of Independent Churches and
Missions (KAICM)'.
Establishment of Yein Church^
Yein Church was established by Christians who felt the gloomy reality of today's
Korean church and had been gathering in a prayer meeting since the end ofDecember,
2001. According to Rev. Sung Gyu Jung, the senior pastor of Yein Church, this prayer
meeting was related to a dispute that had happened in a local church.' This dispute was
about sexual molestation by the senior pastor. Due to the incident, about 100 church
members walked away from the church and started a prayer meeting. Among them, many
found and went to new churches, but 40-50 people continuously had the prayer meeting
until Yein Church was established. Accordingly, under the motto, "Vision from God,
democratic operation, minimum possession, and maximum sharing," they established
Yein Church in July 21^ 2002 pursuing the ideal of the church in the desert in the Old
Testament and the early church in the New Testament.
'
KAICM is an association which consists of non-denominational churches, organizations, schools,
and nussion agencies that are operated independently. It has about 2,100 member churches and groups as of
December 2008. Go to the website, http://kaicam.org.
"A founding history of Yein church," accessed 2 November 2008; available from
http://www.vein.org; Intemet.
^
Sunggyu Jung, interview by author, 7 October 2008, Bucheon, Kyunggi, South Korea, MPS
recording.
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Motivation ofRenewal Movement
There are some motivations that made Yein Church become a renewing church.
Those are related to various contexts of the Korean church.
Ministry Leadership Problem
Generally speaking, Yein Church's motivation for renewal is deeply related to the
leadership problem of the Korean church. Jung points out, "The autocratic leadership
which is common in the Korean church can be good during times of peace, but when a
problem arises, it becomes a problem of the church as a whole."'' He maintains, "Due to
problems with pastors, quite a few Christians have come to be skeptical of the Christian
faith."^ hi this thinking, he thought that a pastor's leadership needs to be weakened in the
church. He does not mean the leadership in ministry, but in terms of administrational
leadership. In other words, "For better pastoral ministry, other administrational works and
financial operations should be shared."^ In an interview with Hankookilbo, Jung argues,
"We propose that all church members participate in the administration of the church."
Jung calls this, "Noninterference Ministry." To practice this thinking, he thought the
church needed a covenant.^ In this sense, Yein church adopted a democratic bylaw to
clearly state this leadership structure. This structure will be dealt with in the "structural
*
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
^
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
^
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
^
Namkyung Wook, "Too Big Power of the Pastor, It Blocks the Democracy of the Church,"
Internet Hankookilbo 20 (February 2009, accessed 1 1 March 2009); available from
http://news.hankooki.com/lpage/culture/2008Q2/h20080220/80 1 1 1 84330.htm; Intemet.
^
Jung calls it Bang-im "J'^y (fe�E) in Korean which means attitude letting others do what they are
doing without inference.
'
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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characteristics" section.
Another motivation Yein Church is interested in is the problem in nominality in
the Korean church. According to Jung, one of the serious problems of the Korean church
is nominality.
'� hi a seminar, "I Want to Go to Such a Church in 2009," Jung identifies
nominal Christians in Korea into three categories. The first category is "people, who look
for a good church," which means people who try to attend worship services ofmany
churches to find a good church for them." These people are registered in a church but do
not go to the church regularly. The second category of nominality is people who walk
away from the church.'^ As the researcher mentioned in chapter 2, Jung also mentions
quite a few Christians recently converted from Christianity to other religions. The final
category is people who exclude Christianity.''' Jung also mentions the anti-Christian
movement in Korea. Most of the people who participate in the anti-Christianity
movement were Christians, and they became anti-Christian because of disappointment in
the church. For him, nominality is the result of problems the Korean church has had, and
one of the most important reasons why the renewal of the Korean church is needed.
Religio-cultural Aspect
For Yein Church, it is obvious that the leadership problem of the church is deeply
related to aspects ofKorean culture. Phenomenologically, it is not only the problem of
the church. Jung explains this in terms of "ownership." Jung mentions that in Korean
'�
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
"
Sunggyu Jung, "What Can We Do for Christians who are in Nominal Process," (18 January 2009,
accessed 21 October 2009); available http://www.newsniov.co.l<r/news/articleView.html?idxno=26852;
Intemet.
'"
Sunggyu Jung, "What Can We Do."
Sunggyu Jung, "What Can We Do."
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society, "As political or economic leadership are formed similarly in ownership, this
ownership is established in the church too. In other words, consciousness that 'this
church is mine' is very strong."'* Thus, in many cases, offerings, administrations, or
ministry are likely to be operated by ownership. However, Jung does not think that it is a
biblical leadership. For him, it is a very Confucian structure which has been modified to
fit the Korean church.'"
Biblical-Theological Motivation
Yein Church has an obviously different type ofministry from other existing
churches. Jung thinks that church renewal is a natural reaction.'^ It is the reason why
Jung's ministry is a so-called "non-intervention ministry."'^ His ministry is not that the
senior pastor plans a church vision and operates the church to pursue it as other churches
do. His behef about ministry is as follows, "God wiU lead people who participate in a
church, and the form of the church has to be the result of that leading. The pastor has to
play the role of helping the church be made well and to help the church function well
through teaching or preaching."'^ Jung believes that this system is biblical. This thinking
is related to his theology of calling.'^ He does not think that the calling of a pastor is a
more special calling than other callings. "A pastoral calling is a very natural one. In other
words, the special callings in the Bible are not the same as the calling of the pastors. He
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggjoi Jung, interview.
"
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
"
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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believes that as a pastor, he has been called as a helper for Christians in a very natural
9 920
way." Such thinking made him reject the normal system whereby the senior pastor
holds the highest status in the church.
Purpose Statement
There are four main purposes ofYein Church based on Acts 2:22-47 as follows^':
1) Learning church: We, God's people, train ourselves through God's Word to know
the reasons why God has sent us into this world and to live with a sense of mission.
2) Loving church: We, God's people, are a family who believe that God is our Father.
We will support and build up each other through the gifts the Holy Spirit gave us
and will serve our local community, the Korean church, and all nations by stages.
3) Worshipping church: We, God's people, will gather together and worship and praise
(through worship and the Eucharist) in the presence of the Holy Spirit. On weekdays,
we will have a fellowship and serve each other through house church gatherings.
4) Proclaiming church: We, God's people, live our best life in our places of living to
add people who are saved through the proclaiming of God's Word with our lives,
expecting God's supportive grace.
Characteristics
Yein Church has made a lot of efforts to practice these purposes and has come to
have some definite characteristics. These characteristics are related to its ministry and
structure.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
^' Yein Church, 'The Bylaw of Yein Church," adopted in July 21, 2002.
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A Laity-Centered Church
Yein Church professes itself as a laity-centered church that oyercomes the
minister-centered church model which is considered as a most critical task for Korean
church renewal. It is well expressed in the information brochure of Yein Church:
God calls all saints to the same capacity (Priesthood all believers). They differ only
in spiritual gifts. Accordingly, democratic operation which respects each other's
gifts and joins together is the direction that the church has to pursue. We operate
our church with the opinions and participation of saints according to the democratic
procedure as long as it does not break biblical guidelines."'
Democratic Operation
For Yein Church, democratic operation means that all church members participate
in church administration. There are two practical ways of doing this; two meetings and
independent ministry. In terms of structural characteristics, two meetings must be
mentioned. Yein Church decides all church affairs through two kinds ofmeetings; a
council and a general meeting.
A general meeting is held once a year in November or December. In this meeting,
church members decide their church's direction for the year and select council members
and delegate authority to them. Since July 21, 2001, this system has been used in this
church. Through approval of a two-third majority, important church affairs of the year are
decided.^^
A council meeting held every month operates the church. The council is the most
essential structure for democratic operation in this church. Councils consist of eight
people, including the senior pastor. A-Ccording to the bylaws of this church, council
"
"As You need to be in this land," Information Brochure of Yein Church
"
Eui-yongLee, ^11^^<^lfe ^ mLS\S. XI4 (There is a Church Like this in This IVorld)
(Seoul: Sidaeui Chang, 2004).
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members are selected through the approval of a 2/3 majority of a general meeting,^'' A
working term of council membership is one year and can be reappointed for two years
through approval of a general meeting. After reappointment of two years, they can be
elected again after one year. However, the senior pastor is a permanent member of the
council, although he/she does not have a power of decision. Things the council deals with
are summarized as follows: 1) works for recovery of spirituality for saving souls, 2)
examination, discussion, and reporting about decisions ft^om the general meeting, 3) a
decision to hold a general meeting and appointment of the chairperson, 4) collection of
opinions and reflection to policy, and 5) other church activities.""
Transparent Finance Operation
Yein Church has a standard for transparent financial operation. Under this
standard, there are detailed guidelines for operating the church finances clearly and
effectively. In accordance with the standard, the financial situation of the church is
regularly opened to the public through the church website at the end of each month and is
reported annually in a general meeting.
Independent ministry
The independent ministry is also a way to actualize the priesthood of all believers
in terms ofministry. Among the church's main ministries, some parts where individual
work is possible are built up as independent ministries. For these ministries, suitable
advocates are selected. In addition, they develop the characteristics and gifts of each
Yein Church, 'The Bylaw."
Yein Church, "The Bylaw."
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member and make an effort to use them in the ministry for the kingdom of God.^^
According to the bylaws, these ministry teams work independently to develop their own
administration, finance, and ministry even though they can be helped by the council until
they come to be independent in their ministries." Until now, there have been four types
of independent ministries.
First of all, the ministry of sharing performs rehef and service works. They work
with the lunch service volunteering at Bucheon Community Rehabilitation Center,
provide lunch expense support for middle and high school students, support for
foreigner's children, support for World Vision, and support for seniors who live alone.^^
This ministry is being expanded and being specialized.
A second independent team is for mission. This team works with foreign and
domestic missions. For foreign missions, they support missionaries who are working in
Paraguay and China and two non-independent churches. Domestic mission is practiced
in various ways including a house church stmcture.
Thirdly, there is an outside cooperation team. This team's work is to cooperate
with other Christians and their ministries for the kingdom of God. This team has been
taking care of cooperation with CACR, News and Joy, CEMK, Christian Youth Academy,
and others. ^� One can see that it has a strong cooperative network with reformative
groups in Korean Christianity.
Yein Church, "Characteristics of Yein Church Ministry,": available from http://wwvy.yein.org;
intemet; accessed 15 March 2009.
Yein Church, "The Bylaw."
Yein Church, "Characteristics."
Yein Church, "Characteristics."
^�
Yein Church, "Characteristics."
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A fourth ministry is work with house churches. The church that Yein Church
adopted as a model is the early church of the first century. The early church existed as a
unity of house churches. Like this, to actualize the faith of the early church today, there
are two systems in Yein Church; mentor-cell and coaching mentoring. Mentor-cell is a
� ^ 1
gathenng in houses and coaching mentoring is to bring each other up. This ministry is
also a kind of cooperation ministry. Each cell has a connection with local churches in
several places and works with them independently. Until now, five cells have had
connections with five churches located in Yangsung, Kanghwa, Siheung, Puyeo, and
Yongin.'""
Principle ofMinimum Possessions
Yein Church leased the fifth floor ofBoksagol Culture Center, Bucheon City,
Kyunggi, every Sunday for worship and gatherings. This building was available on
Sunday because it is closed on holidays. This is to use expenses for mission, reliefworks,
and social services for local community instead of using them for buying or constructing
buildings like a lot ofKorean churches. For other church weekday activities such as
prayer meetings, bible studies, and other fellowship, an office has also been leased, which
is called "Yein Nadulmok"" in Sangdong, Bucheon City.
Separation
Yein Church believes that the number of the church members cannot be unlimited
for effective ministry to take place. In this thinking, they consider the appropriate number
fjf r>Viiir(^Vi rnf^mKprc ic hipf\i.rppr\ fhrpp ViiinrlrpH tliroiiaVi fniir ViimHrpH TVjey argUC that if thC
^' Yein Church, "Characteristics."
Yein Church, "Characteristics."
Nadulmok is a Korean word, which means crossroad.
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number grows above that, the opposite function can happen. Therefore, Yein church has a
dream of separation and is studying to actuahze it. In particular, they are discussing with
other reformative churches in the Reforming Church Network for cooperative church
plans.
Discipline
Yein Church has various discipleship programs. In particular, they have a
common course, the so-called, "Correction of Theological Terms." In addition, they offer
some special programs like one-on-one discipleship training, purpose-driven forty-day
training, forty-day training to lead community, and the crown financial administration
class.
Renewal Pattern
The renewal pattern of Yein Church is studied according to ten marks of the
mediating model, and is based on an interview with Sunggyu Jung.
Rediscovery of the Gospel and Its Meaning
Rev. Jung does not think the Gospel message they follow is different from one the
existing churches have. Nevertheless, he points out that the Gospel's Korean term was
not correctly translated, and due to this incorrect translation some misunderstanding has
happened in the Korean church.^'' According to him, "In Korea, the Gospel is translated
as ^-5- [Bok-eum: blessed sound) including Chinese literature IS Bok:
Blessing)."" For him, in this translation, the Korean church has come to use this word in
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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a shamanistic sense. ''^ Accordingly, in Korea, the church has been understood as an
organization that gives blessings. He argues, "First of all, the concept ofblessing must be
rightly built. The Gospel must mention Jesus Christ and what he did, but it has not been
understood as Jesus Christ and his redemptive work." hi other words, "The problem is
here that people receive salvation in the concept of blessings.
"^^
Accordingly, he
concludes that for the Korean church, the Korean translation ofGospel need to be
changed. For Yein Church, rediscovering the gospel is finding the original meaning
from one that is somehow misunderstood.
hnpact to the Larger Church as Ecclesiola
Jung says they did not start this church thinking that they would impact other
churches and never thought that they would try a church renewal movement.'*^
Nevertheless, what they have done has been recognized as a suitable way for church
renewal and that has made them known as a model. One thing that they are using to
impact the Korean church is an armual seminar; "I Want to Go to Such a Church." This
seminar is used to discuss which the direction the Korean church must go, criticizing the
Korean church somewhat severely. The number ofparticipants grows every year. Jung
mentions, "Through this seminar, although we cannot say that we are leading churches,
we try to have some influence on the Korean church renewal."'*' hi addition, quite a few
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
�'^
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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new church planters try to start renewing efforts in their churches after visiting and
observing Yein Church. This is also a very crucial impact in that they are impacting the
ftiture of the Korean church.
Structural Link/Network for the Church Renewal Movement
Jung does not think that they have many structural links with the larger church for
church renewal because they are not joined to a mainline denomination. However,
according to him, many church members are individually active in ecumenical
movements.*" Also, Yein church is connected to some other churches which have a
passion for renewal through the so-called "Reforming Church Network."
Using Small Group Structure
Jung thinks that the mentor cells that Yein Church is operating can resolve the
problem of religious loneliness that reformative people often feel. Through meeting one
more time a week beyond the Sunday worship service, they feel a sense of stability. One
of the differences in the cell group structure that Yein Church has is that leaders of each
cell are not elected by pastors or others, but by their cell group members. Another
characteristic ofmentor cell in Yein Church is the so called, "scattering worship
services." They have this service once or twice a year. These are worship services that
they have with weak churches in rural or urban areas. On principle, they do not have
worship services in their churches on Sunday, although sometimes they have one for
people who cannot go anywhere for private reasons. They go to various areas, have
fellowship, and sometim.es help with their farmwork in the case of rural areas. There are
other small groups, too, according to their hobbies like sports.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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Contribution to Unity of the Larger Church
Ecumenical activities are not easy for Yein Church because its size is still small,
and it is not joined to a mainline denomination. Nevertheless, they try to contribute to the
unity of the Korean church in their own way. For example, Yein Church is trying to
cooperate with other churches or organizations. For this, they have scattered worship
services, participated in joint works with other local churches, and cooperated with the
hicheon-Bucheon branch of the Bible Korea."*' In addition, according to Jung, Yein
church has a plan to hold a Youth Academy as a joint movement for youths.'*'* Basically,
Yein church is supportive of any effort for unity in the Korean church even though they
are skeptical about union meetings only for events.
Mission-oriented for Church Renewal
According to Jung, the mission works of Yein Church are deeply related to its
non-interventional ministry in that mission works have arisen from the natural motivation
from church members.'*"'' It has become one of the independent ministries of Yein Church.
Even though the church is supporting two missionaries and is helping business mission as
a vision for business mission by a missionary, for Yein Church, the concept ofmission is
not limited to foreign missions or individual evangelism. In this thinking, the scattered
worship that they have once or twice a year is also a mission work. Jung argues that the
church should become a mission-centered church, but he also emphasizes that before
becoming a mission-centered church, the church has to be a church that is committed to
The Bible Korea {-^^ is an ecumenical movement for the Kingdom ofGod to develop
God's people who can renew Korean nation and society. It holds a huge conference once a year and holds
prayer meetings, fomms, and retreats. Go to http://www.biblekorea.org.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
''^
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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the acknowledgement of God."**'That means that if the church is committed to the
acknowledgment ofGod, sharing-centered ministry, educational ministry, and mission-
centered ministry will naturally and separately show up in the church.
Community Consiousness
As Jung claims, community consciousness cannot help but be emphasized in
ministry.*^ It is important in that people can share their lives, cry and laugh together, and
help each other in kingdom community."*^ However, the problem is that Koreans are too
busy. For people living a busy life, it is a very difficult concept; community means
'frequent gathering'. Jung argues, "Community is not about gathering frequently, but
about playing a role well. If the gathering is going well, but family or workplace is not,
then it is a broken community. In this thinking, the most important community is a family
and a workplace."*^ In other words, community is related to family, workplace, and the
church, and it should start first from a well-built family. For community, persistency is
very important, and it must be done in family and workplace. In this sense, Jung
emphasizes that the church has to support church members in living as members of the
kingdom community.
Relationship with Society and the Poor
Jung argues, "When we talk about renewal, the renewal must be interested in the
poor."^^ According to him, "The reason why Yein Church tries to raise finances for
46
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
47
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
48
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
49
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
50
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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sharing ministry and funds for outside and to be independent in social work or mission is
that we believe the church must be interested in problems that our society cannot
resolve."' ' He believes that interest is not enough, it is necessary to have a financial
structure for that too."" For this, the church needs to have experts like social workers who
can be in charge of social works as experts because ministers cannot have enough
perspective or ability for such works.
Authority of The Holy Spirit and the Word for Renewal Movement
When this researcher visited its worship service on October 19*, 2008, he was
impressed because of the worship's simplicity and uniqueness. Worship order was very
simple and has a mixed type of contemporary and traditional. All worship orders
proceeded very spiritually. Rev. Jung's message was very biblical and text-centered as he
says, in the interview, "The role of a pastor is to rightly interpret the Scriptures and the
reason why he/she interprets the Scripture rightly is that he/she thinks that the Scripture is
authoritative."^^ After the sermon, audiences had time to meditate on the day's message.
The church provided material to help them. This researcher could feel that Yein church
had a passion for the Word as Jung argues, "A pastor. Christians, and the church have to
interpret the Scripture well and understand it rightly, so that they can realize God's
business and go for it."^"* That is the reason why Yein Church often has a common
course and a twenty-one day early morning Bible class. Through the meetings, Yein
Church members try to concentrate on the Bible and, make an effort to maintain the work
^'
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
"
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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Df the Holy Spirit in their daily lives. Jung says, "I do not think that works of the Holy
Spirit can easily happen among those people through that meeting, but I believe that it is
very basic to the church."^^
Thinking of the Holy Spirit in Yein Church's renewal effort can be found in their
motto. Jung explains, "In our motto, vision from God, democratic operation, minimum
possession, and maximum sharing, 'vision from God' means that we do not decide our
vision ourselves.""" Yein Church tries to follows God's will, though that does not mean
words from the congregation are ignored. It tries to follow their words if they agree with
the Bible and the demands of the time and consider them God's will. He says, "I do not
have any ministerial vision. I just try to follow the word from the congregation and to
pursue God's will.""^
Regarding renewal, Jung says, "Renewal sounds like humans are trying to build
up the church they want, but that is a misunderstanding. Renewal can only happen
5 8
through the work of the Holy Spirit. Human beings have to follow Him." Jung also
mentions, "If our church lost this, our argument about church renewal would be only an
argument about appearance."^^ In other words, they believe that only when they try to
follow God's vision in the Holy Spirit, can church renewal happen.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
Sunggyu Jung, interview.
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Summary and Evaluation
Yein Church was established by people who were having a prayer meeting
egularly pursuing the ideal of the biblical church. It grew out of the leadership problems
)f the Korean church and the growing number of nominal Christians in Korea. These
noti\'ations distinguish Yein Church from most other churches in Korea. It pursues a
aity-centered ministry, democratic church operation, and financial transparency. It has a
iemocratic bylaw and manual for financial operation. Also, Yein Church has an
ndependent ministry system consisting of four types; sharing, missions, outside
cooperation, and house churches.
Renewal efforts by Yein Church satisfy most of the elements the mediating model
suggests. Overall, Yein Church's renewal efforts seem successful. One of the strongest
joints in Yein Church's renewal efforts is a new form ofministry and leadership. Yein
Church adopted democratic bylaws and a regulation for financial operations pursuing a
lay believers-centered church. This is absolutely operated by lay believers' positive
participation. Another strong point is that Yein Church has a strong small groups system
in that each group is independently operated and works for various ministries including
social services. It satisfies a small group system and close contact with society.
There are some weak elements too. Yein Church does not have a strong structural
hnk with the larger church and denominations even though it is a member ofKAICM.
Like CACR, it is very hard for Yein Church to contribute to the unity of the Korean
church and to give renewal impact to existing churches. Nevertheless, Yein Church has
tried to have a good influence within Korean churches through various ways such as
participating in joint ministry and holding an annual seminar for the church renewal.
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Beyond Snyder's ten marks ofmediating model, some unique renewal efforts are
evealed. The first is, the vision of "the least possession." Yein Church wants to use its
noney for social works to serve their neighbors. This is different from existing churches
vho dream of having a large and luxurious church building and to spend a lot ofmoney
for it. They lease rooms for worship and ministry. In this regard, Yein Church's renewal
sfforts are very well constructed considering the spiritual and context of the Korean
church.
Second, Yein Church has a plan of separation, which means the church will
divide if Yein Church grows to have between three hundred and four hundred church
members. It is a very unique characteristic among Korean churches, especially those that
passionately pursue numerical growth.
Third, the "independent ministry" is a very good example ofministry by laity.
Laity does not just follow what the pastor instructs but participates and even leads certain
kinds ofministries independently.
Fourth, among the discipline programs, the most noticeable is the common course
for all church members: so-called, "Correction of Theological Terms." Through this
course, Yein wants to correct misunderstandings on key aspect of the Christian faith
including the Gospel.
hi the next chapter, we will study another renewing church, Didimdol Church,
which was established by some reformative Christians. One will find similarities and
differences with Yein Church.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDY:
DIDIMDOL CHURCH
Didimdol Church is a renewing church located in Bang-I dong, Songpagu, Seoul,
South Korea. It is a non-denominational church and gathers in the Local Social Education
Center, Band-I dong. South Korea.
Establishment ofDidimdol Church
Rev. Sunjoo Yoon established this church on November 27, 2003. According to
him, while working at a mainline church as an assistant pastor, he became skeptical about
existing Korean churches, especially about the relationship between megachurches and
small churches or about competition between small churches.' So, he planned to study
more and prepared for a new church even though he, at that time, was still working at a
large church in the Kangnamgu area. In the church he was working at he also came to see
a lot of bad practices showing up in the mega church. Finally, planning to plant an
alternative church, he decided to try that as the Bible says. He planted a church and
started gathering at his house with six people from four families including his own.
Motivation of Renewal Movement
Renewal efforts ofDidimdol Church have been brought from various motivations.
The first motivation that Didimdol Church points out is the problem of secularization in
the Korean church.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview by author, 17 October 2008, Seoul, South Korea, MP3 recording.
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Secularization of the Korean Church
Yoon argues that externally the Korean church has accomplished unprecedented
growth, but internally the Korean church is in such a serious crisis that the great legacy
that the pioneers of faith left has been obscured." For Didimdol Church, this unfortunate
situation came from the "secularization of the church."^ For them, secularization of the
church means that the church broke away from the purpose for which Jesus Christ
established it and the original values and tradition ofChristianity which accomplished it."*
In a word, Korean churches have lost their identity as an incarnation of Christ. Because
of that, the church has been tainted by commercialism and materialism, an anachronistic
priesthood spirit and humanism. Thus, the church that is called to transform the world is
criticized as an object that needs to be transformed.^ Recently, some people have even
mentioned the uselessness of the church in Korean society.^
Although the privatization heredity of the church, unclear financial management
and undemocrafic and arbitrary church administration, distorted ecclesiastical authority
and injustice and irrationality have always existed constantly in the Korean church, the
most serious problem is that the Korean church is losing its ability for self-cleansmg.
^
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
^ "Motivation Statement of Establishing Didimdol Church."; available from
http://www.didimer.net; intemet; accessed 18 November 2008.
Sunjoo Yoon, "A Story of Didimdol Church," material provided by Sunjoo Yoon. This material is
carried in a book, Christian Church in Civil Society, ed. Sungdon Cho and Jaeyoung Jung (Seoul: Yeyoung
Communication, 2008)
^
Yoon, "A Story."
^
Yoon, "A Story."
'
"Motivation Statement."
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Religious Motivation
The problem of the Korean church is not a simply contemporary problem, but
instead has very deep religious roots as Yoon claims, "The Korean church believes in
shamanistic Christianity. The problem of shamanism in Korean Christianity is so serious
g
that much of its own identity has been lost." He does not think that it is a Korean form
ofChristianity. He points to the problem of authoritarianism as the most serious problem
of the Korean church. Yoon argues, "Authoritarianism is not only a problem of
Christianity. All religions in Korea are authoritarian. It is probably connected with the
Confucian and shamanistic sense of values."^ In this sense, it was natural for Yoon to
break it and to try not to be authoriatarian in establishing this church. He sees that all
areas ofKorean society are recently making an effort to escape authoritarianism. Thus,
if the church carmot overcome this problem, the church will be isolated from Korean
society.
Biblical Motivation
Yoon claims the ideal that the early Christian community had at that time must be
a spirit of renewal." In fact, it is the starting point of the renewal movement by
Didimdol Church. Yoon says, "We are still looking for how it can be done in today's
context."' ^Nevertheless, it is obvious they are sure that new wine needs new wineskins as
Scripture says, "And no one pours new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the wine will
^
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
"
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
' '
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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lurst the skins, and both the wine and the wineskins wiU be mined. No, he pours new
vine into new wineskins (Matthew 22:2)."'^ In this thinking, they wanted to be an
iltemative. Didimdol Church argues that ifmotivation for the establishment ofDidimdol
!;;hurch is summarized in a word, it is "to be an altemative."'* Yoon says, "The
;stablishing members wanted to make an altemative not only to lamenting and criticizing
he situation of the Korean church. More exactly, we will try to be an altemative capable
)f overcoming the current gloomy situation of the Korean church."'^
Mission Statement'^
The mission statement ofDidimdol Church reveals its obvious will for a healthy
:hurch and the kingdom ofGod as follows; "Building up people in whom life and faith
are consistent, recovering the health of the church as the body ofChrist, and extending
the kingdom of God through the work of the Holy Spirit leading to revival and
communication and solidarity which break downs."
Seven Spirits ofDidimer''^
Didimdol Church summarizes its motives in seven words which is an acronym
1 8
taken from the letters of Didimer as follows :
D-Disciple: Living as Christ's disciple.
I-Identity: Setting up identity of people of the Kingdom of God
"Motivation Statement."
"Motivation Statement."
Sunjoo Yoon, "A Story."
Mission statement of Didimdol church is found in its website and information brochure, and
weekly bulletin.
A word, "Didimer" is a name which indicates the members of Didimdol Church.
This Seven-Spirit is available in its website and information brochure, and weekly bulletin. In
addition, it explanation is found in Yoon's article, "A Story."
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D-Doer: Becoming believers who take action.
-Irmovation: Innovating me and the world (upward change)
Vl-Membership: Becoming a responsible member of the healthy community.
i-Evangelism: Expanding the value of the kingdom ofGod (Gospel)
^-Ready: Becoming a worker and a church ready for the Kingdom ofGod.
Purpose Statement'^
Based on its mission statement and spirits, Didimdol Church states its purpose as
follows, "This church's purpose is to become a faith community based on the Bible,
making disciples of Jesus Christ following God's holy will to estabhsh the church in this
world. It internally learns and practices the truth and externally spreads the Gospel and
practices Christ's love and service."
Vision ofDidimdol Church^"
Didimdol's vision indicates eight targets of the church and is deeply supported
bibhcally. It shows their efforts to follow a biblical concept of the church.
A church that extends the kingdom ofGod: "Therefore go and make disciples of
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you
always, to the very end of the age (Matthew 28:19.20)." The church is becoming a faith
community which adds people being saved day by day and at the same time, carries out
Jesus' Great Commission throughout areas of life.
A church that becom.es a good neighbor: "In the same way, let your light shine
before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven
" "The Bylaw of Didimdol Church," adopted in Nov. 27, 2002.
"The Bylaw."
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latthew 5:16)." The church is becoming a faith community which delivers and
actices Christ's love through serving the alienated class, taking care of the social
eakness, and sharing benefits with our neighbors.
A church whose worship and life are consistent: "Therefore, I urge you, brothers,
view ofGod's mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to
od�this is your spiritual act ofworship (Roman 12:1)." The church is becoming a faith
immunity which glorifies God through worshipping in Spirit and truth and embodying
sdicated worshippers' life.
A church that learns and practices the Bible: "All Scripture is God-breathed and is
seful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the man of
rod may be thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 Timothy 3: 16-17)." The
hurch is becoming a faith community which endeavors to learn the Bible, the true Word
nd bears the fruit of faith through practicing what we learn.
A church that attains holistic salvation: "Dear friend, I pray that you may enjoy
ood health and that all may go well with you, even as your soul is getting along well (3
ohn 1 :2)." The church is becoming a faith community which experiences and shares the
race and blessing of salvation which is due to the gospel of Jesus Christ in all areas of
[fe not only the salvation of souls.
A church that raises God's people: "Until we all reach unity in the faith and in the
nowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the
ullness ofChrist (Ephesians 4:13)." The church is becoming a m.ature faith com.munity
o that all members become God's efficient and faithful workers and possess character
nd faith like Jesus Christ.
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A church that builds up God's justice: "But let justice roll on hke a river,
ighteousness like a never-failing stream (Amos 5:24)." The church is becoming a faith
community which changes the world through living decently as sanctified people of God
md actualizing the kingdom of God in this world.
A church that leads the unity of the church: "That all of them may be one, Father,
ust as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that the world may
Delieve that you have sent me (John 17:21)." The church is becoming a faith community
that overflows with, is always renewed, and hopes to be one for unity and solidarity
between God's people with an open attitude.
Five Strategic Goals^'
The five strategic goals ofDidimdol Church obviously show what they want to be.
According to Yoon, Didimdol Church tries to emulate the case of the Church of the
Savior, Washington, DC." The following are five strategic goals:
- Establishing a Christian social welfare center to carry out the church's social
responsibility and the role for the alienated class.
Establishing an organization for a pan-Christian civil movement to actualize
Christian faith in living and pursuing social transformation.
Driving culture ministry to spread Christian values and to create Christian culture.
Establishing an educational organization through establishing a foundation of private
school to train people of talent to lead the world and to contribute to human society.
Sunjoo Yoon, "A Story."
"
Jae-Yoong Hwang, "Church Growth is through Reformation of Thinking," Christian Joint Press,
April 22, 2008.
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Establishing a medical organization for social servace and mission works through
nedical activity.
Characteristics in Ministry
Activities ofDidimdol Church can be divided into three categories: calhng,
Duilding, and sending.
Ministry ofCalling: The ministry of calling is related to worship, prayer, and
Dreaching. First of all, Didimdol Church has a school ofworship which is a program to
lelp church members become better worshippers. Through this education, Didimdol
:hurch wants to make their worship become a field ofmeeting with God not a simple
rehgious ritual of Christians." hi this hope, this educational program is practiced to
make worship time be a time to renew the covenant and to experience God's presence.'*
A second one is a school of prayer. It is a twenty- four week training program for prayer
and spirituality. Also, several prayer meetings are regularly held like the Wednesday
prayer meeting and the intercessory prayer meeting. Rev. Yoon's preaching has intended
a form integrating Didache and Kerygma. When this researcher attended the worship
service, he listened to Rev. Yoon's preaching. His preaching was impressive in that he
interpreted the text very well and explained it effectively. In addition, its application was
very powerful. In terms of type, his preaching was an expository sermon, and he used the
type according to the congregation's agreement through voting.
Ministry ofBuilding: A separated Sunday school worship that existing churches
usually have is not practiced in Didim.dol Church even though separate bible study
Yoon, "A History."
Yoon, "A History."
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neetings are practiced because it helps integration between generations. A second one is
I book study. The church decides on a book and recommends it to church members. After
eading, members answer some questions which are distributed by the church and discuss
he book in small groups. Didimer College is a discipleship program that concentrates on
ill church members as a policy. It is to realize the establishment motive ofDidimdol
:hurch and to actualize the educational philosophy. It is constantly updated. There are
bur steps in this program: beginners' class, confidence class, disciples' class, and
eaders' class. For the Koinonia. there are three fellowship programs in Didimdol Church:
)ne for unity and integration, community training, retreats which are held twice a year,
md group meetings like youth, college, and others).
Ministry of Sending: The ministry of Sending ofDidimdol Church is divided into
hree types. The first type is social service and outside cooperation. Through active social
iervice and sharing and hospitahty for the social weak and through outside cooperation,
Didimdol church tries to make Christians realize the responsibility and roles ofChristians
n society and practices Christ's love concretely. According to Yoon's article, there have
)een several activities for this ministrywith many organizations as follows: House of
^ove (A shelter for children of broken families), House of Ludia (A shelter for
landicapped seniors), Seoul Welfare Center for Blindness, Neighborhood Flea Market
for the handicapped and the facilities for them), Yangji Free Settlement House (for
landicapped, abandoned children, and seniors who do not have dependents), The
lomeless R.ehabilitation Center, scholarships (for students of broken and poor families
md a seminary student from Romania), independent handicapped family support, CACR,
Reformed Church Network, and Life and Peace Alliance. Also, Didimdol Church, like
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'cm Church, has a field worship service. The church members go to fields of sharing and
erv ice and have worship services with the marginalized. After worship, they share
ellowship and service activities with them.
A second type of sending ministry is mission works. Didimdol Church is
)articipating to support some mission fields. They support missions and missionaries to
/ietnam, Sri Lanka, Mozambique, Indonesia, China and North Korea.
For mission works, Didimdol Church is also trying a new mission model through
jstablishing a business named InterHold. They call this type ofmission "Business
Vlission (B.M.)." For them, B.M. is an integrated concept of business rooted in altruistic
capitalism and the spirit of fair trade, overcoming neo-liberalistic capitalism which
purposes only to maximize profits of individuals and businesses, and the practice of Jesus
Christ's unconditional sharing and service, not the extension of the religious influence of
Chnstianity. Yoon mentions two backgrounds for B.M. The first background is a
"eflection of existing mission strategies and methods, which means the missionary
method of providing the bread, exclusivism which comes fi-om Chrisfians' sense of
superiority, colonialistic methods, a church-centered paradigm, and a church growth
centered mission method.^^ A second background is the responsibility of Christians for
the structural poverty of the third world. Yoon explains about this as follows:
The present neo-liberalism and the globalization which accompanies it are weighting
polarization between the world economy and the local economy. In particular, the
situations of social weakness in third world nations will be worse. Recently, some of
the sensible NGO's, NPO's are promoting altruisfic capitalism and the spirit of the
fair trade movem.ent to overcome evil effects ofneo-liberalism and globalization.
This situation demands Christians' active participation and role to actualize God's
Yoon, "A Story."
Yoon, "A Story."
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justice, to play a role for the socially weak, and furthermore, to practice Christ's
service and sharing to be used to extend of the Kingdom of God.*^^
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Figure 6.1 Structure of Business Mission ofDidimdol Church
Didimdol Church opened a cafe, named "Coffee Meal" October 2008. They say, "They are
lelling Good Coffee, which means coffee imported through fair trade, healthy, and for
.haring.""^
A third type of sending ministry is community building. According to Yoon,
29
Didimdol Church considers relationship with the local community important. For this,
Didimdol Church has been doing some work. First of all, they have a cooperative
�elationship with a local subway station, Mongchon Tosung, which is located near Didimdol
Church and have been practicing some services. Second, they participate in activities at the
Residents' Self-government Center. Finally, the church volunteers various services at the
local social welfare center and shelters.
Yoon, "A Story."
Brochure ofGood Coffee distributed by Coffee Meal.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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Renewal Pattern ofDidimdol Church
The renewal pattern of Didimdol Church will be also studied according to Snyder's
lediating model.
Lediscovery of the Gospel hs Dynamics
The effort to rediscover the Gospel was the obvious core ofDidimdol Church's
enewal movement. Yoon points out, "Although numerical growth cannot be identified
or the extension of the kingdom ofGod, the Korean church seems to think so. That
neans that the Korean church thinks the church itself is a manifestation of the kingdom
)f God."^� However, Didimdol Church understands the Gospel in terms of the kingdom
)f God. In other words, it is related to the lordship ofChrist as he says, "For Didimdol
I!hurch, the most important thing in the gospel is lordship."^' Yoon claims that the
;hurches in Korea confess Christ as the Savior to save and bless them, but the idea that
32
hey used to serve Christ as Lord and Master would be curious to them. It is so-called,
jibok (material blessing-seeking) faith. In other words, without any life transformation,
33
Deople want to gain what they could not gain through God who likes me. Yoon sees
hat many Christians believe it as Christian faith. Didimdol Church tries not to follow
his tendency. For them, the church is a part of the kingdom of God and has to work for
its extension in this world.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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mpact to Larger Churches as Ecclesiola/Network for Renewal Movement
In the beginning of its history, Didimdol Church did not intend to be an
ndependent church, but because they did not have a church building it was impossible to
o 'm one of the denominations according to their constitutional law " Furthermore, for a
ong time, quite a few pastors have given Didimdol Church the fisheye. However,
ecently some pastors have come to observe Didimdol Church, and consulted with them
)n how to plant similar types of churches. Yoon was somehow negative about the
)0ssibility of the renewal of the existing churches. He said, "I do not think that existing
;hurches can do anything for renewal because there are some problems that they have by
)irth. It is impossible to expect new things from them." This is the reason why they
)lanted a new church as an altemative. In this thinking, Didimdol Church participated in
/arious ecumenical movements for renewal like the Reforming Church Network.
Mthough Didimdol Church exists as an ecclesiola within the Korean church, there is no
lirect stmctural link with any denominations. However, through other ecumenical
letworks and the mess media that has the same thought, they try to impact and renew the
iCorean church.
Small Group Stmcture for Renewal
As described above, Didimdol Church has various types of small groups. There
ire not extemal stmctures but gatherings of people who have common interests and share
heir lives together.^^ Of course, there are small groups for training like Didimer College.
Most of denominational laws in the Korean church demand that the church has to have a contract
'or a church building.
35
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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he smah group system is the energy to transform Didimdol Church into a healthy
hurch building and the kingdom of God.
lission-oriented for Church Renewal
For Didimdol Church, the most important thing for mission is becoming a church
lat communicates with the world.^^ That is the reason why Didimdol Church does not
ave a building. They want to break down the wall that church building may make and
ry to return the costs for buildings to society.^^ For them, mission works of the Church
if Savior are a very good role model for their works as a missional congregation.
!!ovenant-based Community
Yoon says, "Didimdol Church pursues the goal of one hundred people taking one
itep rather than one person taking one hundred steps. Sometimes, the progress is very
ilow, but we try to go together even though it is very slow."^^ There are various training
)rograms for community building too as mentioned above. In this sense, Didimdol
Hhurch is not a church that pursues numerical growth, but pursues the kingdom ofGod
hrough community.
^ew Form of Leadership and Ministry
Didimdol Church has a structure to prevent clericalism and church privatization.
^ike other renewing churches, Didimdol Church also has democratic bylaw. First of all,
Didimdol Church tries to have a democratic and healthy church structure by horizontal
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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eadership.^^ For this, Didimdol Church adopted a regulation for terms of offices
ncluding the senior pastor, and elders (five years).*� They are reelected for confidence
n the annual congregational meeting. The meeting for the final decision ofDidimdol
:hurch is the congregational meeting and the church council carries out the decision.
rhe church council consists of representatives from ministers, elders, deacons, deaconess,
/ouths, and each department, and the chair man is a frill-time pastor.*'
In other words, the structure ofDidimdol Church can be called a grass-roots
lemocracy. According to Yoon, some NGO groups have said that Didimdol Church is a
nixed form ofNGO and a church. In this sense, Didimdol Church was introduced in the
)ook. Christian Church in Civil Society as one of the examples.
Relationship with society and the poor
Communication with society and the poor is the most crucial characteristic of
Didimdol Church. They believe that is the church in the Bible and the church that is
leeded in Korean society today.*' As mentioned in the church characteristics part, there
ire several activities for social service by Didimdol Church. In particular, Didimdol
Church considers communication with society importantly. The cafe, "coffee meal" is
me of the ways to communicate with local society and non-Christians.
Vuthoritv of the Holy Spirit and the Word for Renewal Movement
Didimdol Church considers spirituality important. Yoon points out, "It is easy to
gnore the Holy Spirit and the Word when structure and ethics are emphasized. However,
Special Report Team, "To Prevent that the Cliui cli is disappeared in this land," Church Refunn
Ve5^, July 21, 2008.
""^
"The Bylaws."
"
"The Bylaws."
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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belie\ e that if renewing works cannot be balanced with spirituality, the project should
43ul." For this, Didimdol Church, differently from other renewing churches, holds
jvivals although it is not exactly same as existing churches do. Yoon emphasizes, "h is
ower to motivate the will for renewal. Renewal cannot be done only through slogans
nd issues." He believes that, "the power to practice these renewal efforts comes from
le Holy Spirit. Only the Holy Spirit can reform the church. We are also objects to be
eformed. The church is God's object to be renewed constantly."*"
Summary and Evaluation
Didimdol Church was founded with the ideal of an altemative church. It pursues a
lealthy and kingdom of God centered church. Didimdol Church's motivation for renewal
nay be summarized in two major problems of the Korean church. The first is
ecularization, and second, authoritarianism that is influenced by Confticianism and
jhamanism. hi its overall approach, Didimdol Church tries to emulate the Church of
Javior, Washington, DC.
The ministries ofDidimdol Church are categorized into three types. Ministry of
calling is about worship, prayer, and preaching, the ministry ofbuilding is about
hscipline through Sunday school, book study, and Didimer College, and the ministry of
lending is about missions and social services.
Regarding the pattem of the renewal movement by Snyder's mediating model,
Didimdol Church also satisfies most of the elements of the mediating model. However, as
n the CACR and Yein Church, because it is also a nondenom.inational church, there are
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
Sunjoo Yoon, interview.
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eak points in terms of contribution to unity and a structural link to impact other
lurches, hi contrast, Didimdol Church has some strong elements. First of all, Didimdol
hurch has obvious rediscovery of the Gospel in terms of the Kingdom of God. This has
lade Didimdol Church's ministry targets an extension of the Kingdom of God. Second,
)idimdol Church has a new form ofministry and leadership like Yein Church. For this,
)idimdol has democratic bylaws and has constructed a church system operated by lay
elievers. Didimdol Church is one of the strongest churches that pursues "grass-roots
emocracy." Third, Didimdol Church is mission-oriented and makes an effort for daily
ontact with society and the poor. Although Didimdol's congregation is small, it
larticipates in a lot of social services and missions including business missions. All these
hings are done while considering communication with the world.
Beyond Snyder's mediating model, there are some renewal pattems in Didmdol
IJhurch's ministry. First, Didimdol Church targets a small community. While most of the
Corean churches pursue a numerically huge congregation, Didimdol Church pursues a
mall, but influential community.
Second, church buildings are not a priority. For Didimdol, church finances should
3e used for serving neighbors rather than buildings.
Third, Didimdol Church has a very well constmcted discipleship program;
Didimer College. Through this program, their basic ideas of the church and renewal are
shared. Participants are trained as mature Christians through a balanced Bible study.
Didimdol Church m^ay be called a v/ell-constmcted renev,'ing church. Although it
may not have a strong influence on existing churches, it has potential for influence in the
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cal community and could become "The Church of Savior" in Korea through various
cial works.
hi the next chapter, we will consider a church whose form is to be a healthy urban
lurch in Seoul. This church does not have its own church building either.
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CHAPTER 7
CASE STUDY:
NADULMOK COMMUNITY CHURCH
Nadulmok Community Church' is a renewing church located in Sinseoldong,
'ongdaemoongu, Seoul, South Korea. It is a non-denominational church and gathers in
le auditorium ofDaekwang High School.
Establishment ofNadulmok Church
Nadulmok Community Church was established on May 2, 2001 with dreams of a
ealthy church.^ It was planted by Dr. Hyungkook Kim. Dr. Kim had planted an
nmigration church with the 1.5 and second generations ofKorean-Americans in
'hicago, Illinois. After working there for three years, he returned to Korea because Dr.
lanheum Ok called him to pastor the seeker service at SaRang Community Church.
ifter working there for a year, he planted a new church, Nadulmok Community Church
/ith about 100 believers. Dr. Kim says, "I dreamt of establishing a biblical church in an
.rban area that Jesus Christ had planned and the Apostle Paul had dreamt."" Nadulmok
'ommunity Church was planted in Daehakro (University Street), Hyehwadong and
Qoved to Daekwang High School in June 2004."* As time has passed, Nadulmok church
las developed its various ministries and has continuously grown numerically too. Dr.
' The church's name, 'Nadulmok' is a Korean word indicating 'interchange.' Due to this,
�ladulmok Church use the name 'Interchange Community Church' as its English name.
^ "The Way Nadulmok Has Walked," accessed 3 Novemer 2008; available from http://www.
Jadulmok.org/church/history.jsp; Intemet.
^ "Introduction of a Representative Pastor," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
ttp: 7www.nadulmok.org/church/pastor.isp; Intemet.
^
"The Way Nadulmok."
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im says, "Nadulmok' s ministry is not complete yet. We are still trying various things to
; a better and healthy church.""' Truly, when the researcher visited the church, it was an
iportant period of discussing and studying for reorganizing their ministries after Dr.
im's Sabbatical.
Motivation for Renewal Movement
Nadulmok Church's motivation for renewal efforts is also the problem of the
orean church related to Korean cultural characteristics. To be a healthy church,
fadulmok Church adopted a biblical model; Antioch Church.
roblems of the Korean Church
The problem Nadulmok Church sees in the Korean Church is the Korean church
as a lot of unbiblical elements. Kim says that in Korea, "The church is not like the
hurch because the church is very far away from the church that is expressed in the
lible."^ Thush can be said, that church renewal means the church must be like the
hurch that "Jesus Christ kept in his mind and the Apostle Paul dreamt of If so, what
oes he mean when he says the Korean church does not follow the biblical pattem of
nderstanding? He also points out, "The problem is that the Korean church follows the
hurch growth theory without reading the Bible."^ Accordingly, for him, the task of
oday's church should be, in a word, "building a biblical church in a contemporary
:ontext."^
^
Hyungkook Kim, interview by author, 30 October 2008, MP3 recordmg.
*
Kim, interview.
^
Kim, interview.
^
Kim, interview.
' Kim. interview.
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jltural Motivation
Nadulmok Church is a church that takes cultural context seriously. Kim says that
iltural issues are revealed in every time and every culture.
'� For him, the Korean
ilture is also an object to be transformed biblically. He claims, "The Korean culture has
)od elements, but there are bad elements too. Thus, it is necessary to filter them
blically. The Korean church should have done this but has ignored this.""
iblical Motivation : Anfioch Church
hi the first page of the weekly bulletin of Nadulmok Church, one can find a motto,
Toping to become the Antioch Church in Seoul for this time. . ."'' The church that
adulmok Church wants to be like is the Antioch Church of the New Testament. From
-Cts 11:19-30 and 13:1-3, Nadulmok Church summarizes the characteristics of the
ntioch Church in seven elements. According to its website, Antioch Church was 1) a
lurch that prioritized worship, 2) a church that was led by leaders who were led by the
'oly Spirit, 3) a church that saw a lot of conversions, 4) a church that worked corporately
uilding up all members with gifts and portions, 5) a church that had a good influence
pon local society, 6) a church that established healthy churches in other areas, and 7) a
[lurch that served other churches.'^ In this thinking, Nadulmok Church summarizes its
jitioch Vision as follows:
Antioch Vision is a ministry to unfold Nadulmok's dream that wants to participate
in God's healing and restoration ministry through having a good influence in the
city here and there. It indicates Nadulmok's movement to dedicate all times, gifts,
Kim, interview.
' '
Kim, interview.
Weekly Bulletin, Oct. 19*, 2008.
"There is a church that Nadulmok wants to be like," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
ww.nadulmok.net: Intemet.
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property and efforts dreaming of being matured as a worship community which
shares with seekers, a beautiful field to serve local society, and the salt and light of
Seoul.'^
Mission Statement
On its website, its mission statement is well stated as follows: The mission of
[adulmok Church is finding and helping seekers meet God and become the community
imily ofGod in making known God's love, and in helping all community families
ecome mature as balanced disciples, in participating in God's ministry that restores and
eals the world and in worshiping God until the Lord's good will stands in and witnesses
rod's love in our generations.'^
Vision Statements'^
Based on its mission statement. Visions ofNadulmok Church are summarized in
our visions as follows:
Vision one. Seeker-centered: Nadulmok Church pursues a community that exists
or people who are not in God's bosom, seekers.
Vision two. Sincere community: Nadulmok Church pursues a faithful community
hat truly loves neighbors through being healed and being restored to become the real me
n today's culture which is being broken up.
Vision three. Balanced growth: Nadulmok Church pursues a growing community
n balance in relationship with God, him/herself, believers, and the world.
Weekly Bulletin, Oct. 19*, 2008.
"Mission Statement," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
ittp://www.nadulmok.org/church/our_church.isp;lntemet.
"Vision Statement," accessed 3 November 2008 ; available from
ittp://www.nadulmok.org/church/our church. isp;lntemet.
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Vision four. Internal and extemal transformation: Nadulmok Church pursues a
ansformational community that bears fmit between seekers and believers and between
ir community and our society.
Characteristics for the Renewal Movement
Several characteristics of renewal efforts can be found in Nadulmok Church.
here are four major characteristics in ministry ofNadulmok Church as mentioned in its
ision statement; seeker centered, sincere community, balanced growth, and
�ansformation inside and outside. In addition, it has a unique leadership stmcture.
eeker Centered
Nadulmok Church has an obvious philosophy and direction of seeker-centered
linistry. For Nadulmok, seekers mean people who are not satisfied with life, who are
epressed in the world, and asking sincere questions about themselves, the world, and
1 7
jod, and want to find the answer. In this definition, the worship service for seekers can
le called, "Nadulmok" which means "a crossroads." For this ministry, as Kim says, the
nost important element to be dealt with is culture because, as time has passed, the church,
vfhich has to play a role in revealing God's tmth to the world, came to form its own
ulture, so that if seekers wanted to know tmth, they had to accept the cultural
ramework.'^ In this context, worship for seekers is an effort to remove cultural walls
nd to provide seekers opportunities to think about God's tmth in their own culture and
anguage. In other words, seeker centered ministry is done through finding a natural
" "Seeker Centered," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
ittp://www. nadulmok.org/seeker/seek is.jsp; Intemet.
Kim, Interview.
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mtact point with seekers.'^ For this, Nadulmok Church tries to provide cultural
ediums like UCC (Universal Copyright Convention), music, and plays. Nadulmok
hurch suggests these methods as a new evangelism paradigm for the Korean church. It
so provides information through its website, to church members about how to serve
jekers, resources for serving seekers, and Bible study classes for them.
incere Communitv^�
To realize v ision of sincere community, Nadulmok Church is operating house
hurch structures. This ministry starts with the belief that the form of the church in the
lew Testament was house-centered gatherings.'^' In this structure, Nadulmok Church is
union of house churches. It is like a church planting by eight through twelve people.
'hese house churches are autonomously operated and live together, loving each other and
aring for each other. These small house churches are united into a whole community.
'his united church helps do things that house churches cannot do, like Sunday school,
^'orship for seekers, leadership training, and ministries which need a network. Nadulmok
"hurch considers this church structure, "the church which has balance of the centrifugal
brce (house churches) and the centripetal force (central church)."" Nadulmok Church
lelieves that through house churches, they can build up sincere community in a modem
23
ociety which is being dismantled.
"
Jongseok Bae, Hyuckseoung Yang, and Ji Seong Ryu, ^^^^ o]^->]] 4^t} (Building
' Healthy Church: A Management Perspective) (Seoul: Inter'Varsity Press, 2008), 25.
The description about sincere community is found in Nadulmok Church's website.
^'
Kim, Interview.
"Sincere Community," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
ittp://www.nadulmok.org/union/about cell.jsp; Intemet.
Kim, Interview.
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alanced Growth
For this vision of balanced growth, Nadulmok Church offers several study
rograms, which are called, "Discipleship for the Abundant Life" although there are other
rograms too. Characteristics of this discipleship program are described: 1) discipleship
�aining according to individual degrees of spiritual maturity, 2) discipleship training to
eepen the meaning of the gospel gradually, 3) discipleship training in connection with
ommunity life, 4) discipleship training to transform views about life and lifestyle, and 5)
iscipleship training based on a balanced biblical worldview (four relationships).^^
/ . X i,� K. \^ \y� J�' A iD XvuxAx x^ Av.^x Lxx^ XA-ty (^llvAcixxL
'*
"Balanced Growth," accessed 3 November 2008; available from
tp://www.nadulmok.org/growth/ieiado.isp: Intemet.
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This discipleship training starts from a study, the so-called, "Foundation of the
bundant Life." ll is a twelve-week program and gives new members the foundations
id direction to live an abundant life in Christ. See the figure 7.1. to understand structure
fthis discipleship training. After this study, new church members can be trained through
le deeper and various programs including the Bible studies, Q.T.(Quiet Time) seminars,
rayer seminars, family seminars, seminars for couples, children's education, singles,
ating & sex, and leadership training.
ransformation Inside and Outside
Transformation ministry is a response toward God's plan to restore the world
irough the church. Nadulmok Church has five types ofmissions for transformation:
Dreign missions, domestic missions, social missions, unification missions, and cultural
lissions.
Foreign Missions: Nadulmok Church recognizes that delivery of the Gospel to all
ations is the Lord's commandment that they have to gladly follow.'^^ In this thinking,
ley try to help workers in foreign mission fields and to deliver the gospel with them, and
D raise up and send out missionaries. There is a missionary who has been sent by
Nadulmok Church to Peru and two semi-sent missionaries^^ to haq/Jordan and
Bangladesh. It also helps fourteen missionaries in China, Mongol, Nepal, Tanzania,
Cenya, Turkey, Yemen, Afghanistan, and America. Also, it supports some organizations
.nd schools in various foreign mission fields.
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
Missionaries for whom Nadulmok Church is providing one-half of their expenses.
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Domestic Missions: Nadulmok Church recognizes that even though Korea looks like
Christianized country, there are a lot of areas that still need to be evangelized.^^ It tries
D find seekers who are not taken care ofby existing churches and tries to cooperate with
lission organizations for this ministry. Seeker services can be a part of this mission.
Social Missions: Nadulmok Church recognizes that Jesus Christ is one who delivers
le Gospel to the poor and proclaims freedom to the oppressed.'^ In this thinking,
Jadulmok Church tries to find what to do in various non-humanistic urban contexts and
hares burdens with people who are in difficulties.^^ It also emphasizes that, "Nadulmok
:hurch, at the same fime, will be a church that works toward the kingdom ofGod so that
11 people in this worid will keep the dignity of humans, and respect one another."^� In
ddition, Nadulmok Church is also interested in creation care. They try to participate in
le healing ofGod's creation order.
Unification Missions: Nadulmok Church wants to be a church which heals the
istorical pain ofKoreans.^' They believe that the task ofChristians preparing for the
nification era is the healing of conflicts ofwar and ideology.^^ Through that, Nadulmok
:hurch ultimately wants to be a church preparing for the unification ofNorth and South
lorea. When this researcher attended its worship service, he saw a special prayer time for
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
28
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
29
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
^�
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
^'
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
32
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
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young man who was leaving to the border between China and North Korea for a short-
rm missionary team.
Cultural Missions: Nadulmok Church tries to be a church that suggests cultural
)unterpoints. For them, culture is a medium to communicate and praise the Lord.^^
ley believ e that today's culture is corrupted by materialism and commercialism. In this
tuation, Nadulmok Church wants to actively participate in cultural activities until
day's culture becomes a beautiful culture that praises the beauty of the world, expresses
yfulness and sadness, and becomes a beautiful culture in God's eyes.^"* Also, they are
ipporting such artists and art industries.
Characteristics of Leadership Structure
Structural characteristics ofNadulmok Church can be divided into two elements;
le council system and special workers.
ouncil system
hi Nadulmok Church, the council is the most important meeting which decides
le important matters of the church. The council consists of five members including two
astors. To become council members, it is necessary for them to complete leadership
aining programs, and they are elected by shepherds. Compared with other renewing
[lurches, structure of decision making does not look democratic because the council is
le highest organization to make almost all decisions. For Nadulmok Church, the
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
"Transformation Inside and Outside," website.
Jongseok Bae, Building a Healthy Church, 27.
Jongseok Bae, Building a Healthy Church, 27.
Spirit of this stmcture will be described in the renewal pattern section.
33
34
35
36
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uncil is like a legislative organ and specialty workers practice what the council decides.
lecialty workers
Specialty workers ofNadulmok Church mean paid employees who have special
;lds like planning, administration, communication, music, and broadcasting.^^ They are
cognized as important people for Nadulmok Church's ministry even though they are
)t ministers, hi fact, it is not a normal system in the Korean church because most
nployees ofKorean churches are pastors. In the Korean church, only ministers are
;ually understood to be paid even though some members who work with music and
;cretaries are paid as part or full time workers. This system is an example to show that
ere is no ultimate distinction between ministers and laity for Nadulmok's ministry.
Pattem ofRenewal Movement
Nadulmok's renewal pattem will be described in this part. It will be done
^cording to the ten marks of Snyder's mediating model.
ediscovery of the Gospel
Dr. Kim says that rediscovery of the Gospel is at "the core of church renewal."^^
according to him, "The Gospel is about what Jesus did and its meaning, but the Korean
hurch has understood it too shallowly. Furthermore, in connection with secularization,
seking blessing faith became like the Gospel.""*" He also argues, "It is a mixture
etween the Gospel Jesus said and the kingdom message the Bible constantly speaks
bout and the worldly gospel.'"" In this situation, the essence ofNadulmok Church is to
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
�"
Kim, Interview.
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vive biblical and theological meaning of what Jesus said and did. When this researcher
ked what the relationship was between the gospel and the kingdom ofGod, Kim
sponded, "We have to call it the Gospel of the kingdom of God.""*' For him, the Gospel
ithout the kingdom falls into absolute individualism that does not have consciousness of
story, society, and culture. Conversely, the kingdom of God without the Gospel falls
to a social movement without the necessity of the cross and salvation.""*^ He explains
lis in the situation of the church, "Both are taught throughout the Bible. Conservatives
ily emphasize the Gospel calling themselves evangelicals, hi contrast, liberals only
nphasize the kingdom of God ignoring the Gospel."'*'* He cited Scripture as follows;
jsus said, "The Gospel of the kingdom of God will be spread until the end of this world."
hey cannot be separated even though the kingdom of God can be emphasized due to the
tuations.*^
hurch as gcc/g.s.y/o/a/Structural Link
Nadulmok Church wants to have a strong impact upon existing Korean churches.
im says, "As to the influence, I want Nadulmok to be a healthy church. At least, we
'ant it to be a good case.""*^ Kim says, "Although there are a lot of people who talk
bout the church and theology, there are few people who show these possibilities through
xample. I wanted to show people that being biblical healthy is not unrealistic to people
^ho are concerned about the Korean church and seminary students who are preparing for
Kim, Interview,
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
*^
Kim, Interview.
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inistry in the next generation."*^ Because they are very advanced, they think that it is
ipossible for traditional existing churches to accept what they are doing. Nevertheless,
im is sure that what Nadulmok Church is doing can be a good teaching."*^ They do not
ink they have been successful and still have a lot they need to overcome.
Regarding a network for renewal, Kim thinks that networking is good, but it is too
irly for them."*^ He emphasizes, "Each church has to build up their own churches first.
is too busy now to participate in a network. To build up a healthy church, there are a lot
f things to do. I hope to have a network later. I want to challenge the churches, raise up
le next generations, and create a union.
haracteristics of Small Group Structure
Kim says that their small group system is progressive now. According to him,
leir small group structure came from the question, "How can a community solidarity as
le church's nature be accomplished in modem society?"^' For him, small group
tmcture is essential in relation to numerical church growth. He explains the relationship
nd necessity of small group stmcture as follows:
If the gospel is powerfully spread and a lot of people are evangelized, it is natural
for the church to numerically grow. One thing is that if it has a lot ofmembers,
building community is not easy. However, community cannot be given up on
because community and evangelism are essence of the church. So, small groups are
necessary. They are not for administration or growth but to secure community."
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Inter\'iew.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
^~
Kim, Interview.
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adulmok' s small group system is "House Church." Kim says, "We believe that each
)use church is a church which moves independently and is self-controlled. They are in
�operation with the united church. We call this creative tension." The purpose of this
equipping lay-believers as ministers. Not to be helpers of the representative pastor, as
phesians 4: 11 -12 says. He says, "I believe that my task is equipping them and
ipporting them to do their ministries. I do not want lay leaders to be supporters, but to
i coworkers."'^*
ontribution for Unity of the Korean Church
Kim agrees that the unity of the church is necessary for the glory of God.
however, for him, ecumenical movements in the Korean church need biblical
jflection.^^ He asked, "If the division has happened due to greed and arrogance, is it
ossible to be united without any resolution of the problems?"^^ Finally, for him, even
lough he agrees with the importance of unity, it must be done for the glory ofGod, not
Dr more power or more numbers.
4ission-oriented for Renewal
Nadulmok Church understands mission as a nature of the church. However, Kim
oes not limit mission only to foreign missions. Kim says, "Mission cannot start as a
irogram because mission must flow out from the nature of the church. The reason why
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
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ograms are necessary is to contain it."^^ As mentioned above, its mission works are
)ne through transformation ministries, hi this sense, Nadulmok's mission works are
;ry holistic because its understanding on transformation is holistic.
ew form in Leadership and Ministry
Workers of Nadulmok Church consist ofministers who graduated from seminaries
id lay-believers. In other words, it has several flill-time workers besides ministers. Even
I the top leadership group, there are ministers and lay leaders. Kim emphasizes that the
ible does not show any distinguished structure between ministers and lay believers.
;e calls this a unique ecclesiological paradigm ofNadulmok Church 'very innovative,
ut traditional,' 'very contemporary ancient model.
'^� Kim identifies the leadership
;ructure ofNadulmok Church as 'multiple-leadership' which means that even though
lere are some main leaders, it is different from the individual leadership structure that
xisting Korean churches usually have.^' There is a top -leadership group meeting for
rayer and discussion every Saturday and through that meeting, the church ministries are
racticed.
nportance ofRelationship to the Society and the Poor
Kim considers taking care ofmembers to be the most important thing in their
ommunity. For this, they have an assigned offering. In addition, they have used one
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
*�
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
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nth of tithes for the poor, h has been named, the 'Bananas' fimd.^^ They also have a lot
'programs to serve the local community. For example, Nadulmok Church recently
arted two kinds of social work: a local library and a kindergarten to serve the local
immunity and to have the opportunity to communicate with local people. They have
sen praying and preparing for these works for a long time.
nportance of the Holy Spirit and the Word
Kim emphasizes, "The only thing that the Gospel can become the Gospel is the
[oly Spirit and the Word."^"* According to him, "Because the Word profoundly
escribes the Gospel, the Gospel is the competitive Word."^^ Also, he says, "I try to
jach the Word well and competitively because I believe that the Bible is relevant and
owerflil. Nevertheless, it is the Holy Spirit who is able to move people's hearts even
lough we can persuade people's brains.
"^^
Summary and Evaluation
Nadulmok Church was established hoping to become a healthy urban church in
leoul. Nadulmok Church's motivation for renewal is the problem of the Korean church
hat mainly follows the church growth theory, not pursuing the biblical meaning of the
hurch. h wants to be a biblical church that is cuhurally relevant in the contemporary
Corean context. It dreams to become a church like the Antioch Church in the New
festament; Nadulmok Church has four main goals: seeker-centered, sincere community,
)alanced growth, and transformation inside and outside.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
Kim, Interview.
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Nadulmok Church also has most of the elements from Snyder's mediating model.
has obvious rediscovery of the Gospel above all in terms of the Kingdom of God
dling it the Gospel of the Kingdom of God. In this sense, Nadulmok's renewal efforts
m be positively evaluated.
Because Nadulmok Church is also a nondenominational Church, the weakest
oint will be its structural link with the existing churches for the impact and contribution
) the unity of the Korean church, even though it does not intend any destructive situation
dthin existing churches. In contrast, the strongest elements ofNadulmok's renewal
fforts are said to be their small group system and being mission-oriented. First of all,
Jadulmok has a very well-structured house church system. Through this system,
lembers ofNadulmok Church are trained and experience community through life
haring. This house church is operated very independently by lay leaders. The second one
5 Nadulmok being mission-oriented. Nadulmok' primary mission is to be a seeker-
entered church. Nadulmok's all church ministry started from this 'seeker-centered' spirit.
n this sense, Nadulmok Church looks very missional.
Beyond the ten marks of Snyder's mediating model, one may pick some renewal
lattems from Nadulmok Church's ministry. The first noticeable one is its discipleship
irogram called, "Discipleship for the Abundant Life." This program exists to nurture
workers for the church and to teach people to live for the transformation of the world.
['hrough this program, Nadulmok wants to nurture disciples who are growing and are
lalanced in their relationships with God, with himVherself, the church com.mjjnity, and
he world.
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The second element is a cultural mission that Nadulmok Church focuses on its
worship services: a seeker-centered ministry. Since its establishment, Nadulmok Church
as tried various cultural tools for its seeker-centered ministry. In particular, these
uhural tools have been used for culturally relevant worship services. Nadulmok
:hurch's renewal efforts through "culture mission" provide a lot of insights for
ontemporary renewal movements and evangelism, especially in modem and urban
ocieties and for younger generations.
The third element is that it does not pursue church buildings but wants to use
hurch finances for outside. Like the previous two churches, Nadulmok Church does not
ave its own church buildings and uses a high school auditorium. Finances saved through
ot having and keeping a church building, are used to help the poor and other people in
eed.
Compared to the previous two churches, Nadulmok Church is a more growth-
riented church. It has actually been growing rapidly since its establishment even though
ley do not pursue numerical growth primarily. It understands church growth is less of
'hat it means to be a healthy church. The church that will be dealt with in the next
tiapter is a numerically very large church. It has been remarkably growing since the
tiurch was established in 1997 through its renewing efforts.
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CHAPTER 8
CASE STUDY:
The Holy Light Kwangsung Church
The Holy Light Kwangsung Church is a reformative church located in Duk-yee
ong, Il-san, Kyunggido, South Korea. This church is a member of the Presbyterian
"hurch of Korea, called Tonghap. Although it is only twelve years old, this church has
bout 10,000 registered members, and about 5,000 people attend the Sunday morning
worship services.'
Establishment of the Holy Light Kwangsung Church
The Holy Light Kwangsung was established in Il-san, Kyunggido on January 9,
997 through the support ofKwangsung Presbyterian Church^in Seoul.^ The senior
)astor. Rev. Sungjin Jung was the associate pastor ofKwangsung Presbyterian Church
md a private secretary ofRev. Changin Kim, the senior pastor.* Nevertheless,
istablishing the Holy Light Kwansung Church, Rev. Sungjin Jung ironically wanted to
)lant a different kind of church from Kwangsung Presbyterian Church. In particular, he
ried to avoid a strong one-person style of leadership. This came from his observation of
md leadership in his previous church. In his thinking, Rev. Changin Kim was a great
' The Holy Light Kwangsung church has three Sunday morning worship services and Rev. Jung
)reachs at all of the services.
^
Kwangsung Presbyterian Church is one of the representative mega-churches in Korea, which was
leen established in 1959. The retired pastor Rev. Changin Kim is a very famous Presbyterian pastor and
)reacher. However, since 2004, this church has been suffering splits due to conflicts among church
nembers in regard to church leadership, and some trials are still proceeding.
^
"A History of the Holy Light Kwangsung Church," A Pocket Bookfor Kwnagsung Life in 2008.
�*
Yunhyun Cho, "Il-san Kwangsung Church Pastor Sungjin Jung," Hangyoreh Press, March 23,
;005.
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sader who led his church's remarkable grow th, but there were quite a few negative
ispects at the same time in his ministry. In other words, for Jung, experiences at
Cwangsung Presbyterian Church provided a lot of opportunities to learn for his future
ninistry in both positi\'e and negative aspects. Practically, to avoid negative aspects, this
;hurch accepted a democratic bylaw in 2000.
His philosophy ofministry has been formed for a long time. When Jung was a
college student at Presbyterian College and Theological Seminary, he had joined a club
for "Minjung Theology"" and had decided to spend his life working for the alienated,
ninjung. Afger this decision, he was appointed to a church as senior minister in the small
and poor town ofUmsung, Choongcheongbook providence. While he was ministering
there, he graduated from Korean National Open University and went to Presbyterian
Seminary for his graduate study. While studying at the seminary, he again joined a
minjung theology club and took an active part in some student movements.
In these various experiences, Jung came to have an obvious conviction about
social salvation. Nevertheless, his thinking is not only focused on social salvation.
Because he had a mother faith and was raised up in the traditional church background, he
did not lose traditional Christian faith. With this background, the motto ofministry of
Holy Light Kwangsung Church was formed; "A church that rises up on two wings." Two
wings, in this motto, mean individual salvation as the right wing and social salvation as
the left wing. This balanced philosophy ofministry has made Holy Light Kwansung
Church different from, other existing churches.
' To understand minjung theology, see Cyris Hee-Suk Moon, A Korean Minjung Theology
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1985); Nam-Dong Suh, "Confluence of Two Stories," in ^^^^^^T^(a
9Me5//or wi/yw/jg^/zeo/ogy) (Seoul: Hankilsa, 1983); Byung-MuAhn, ^1^4 t}-^^^^ (Minjung and
Korean Theology) (Seoul: Hankooksinhakyunkuso, 1991).
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Motivation for Renewal Movement
The striking motivation for the renewal movement by Holy Light Kwangsung
"hurch is the problem of Korean church leaders.
'roblems ofKorean Church Leaders
Motivation for renewal efforts by the Holy Light Kwangsung Church mainly
;ame from the problem recognitions ofRev. Jung by Korean church leaders. ]n the
nterview with this researcher, Jung criticizes the Korean church, "The Korean church is
lying even though we do not feel that way due to its huge mammoth-like size."" Jung
hinks the problem of the Korean church is actually rooted in the problems of pastors. As
m example, he picked problems with elections for presidents among denominations like
schisms and also using financial influence.^ For him, it is the representative example to
;how Korean pastors' ambition and dishonesty. However, a more serious problem,
iccording to him, is that they do not want to hear about church reform.^ In this sense, he
:onsiders this a "dying structure"^ which means a structure that has no hope of
remaining alive. He points out the attitude ofKorean church pastors as follows, "In some
seminars for church growth, it is not too difficult to gather over ten thousand pastors, but
when we held a seminar for renewing the church, it was not easy to recruit twenty pastors.
Finally, only five pastors completed the whole course.""^ In this sense, it can be said that
a dying structure means one in which pastors are only interested in their church's growth,
^
Sungjin Jung, interview by author, 29 October 2008, Ilsan, Kyunggi, South Korea, MP3 recording.
^
Jung, interview.
^
Jung, interview,
'
Jung, interview.
Jung, interview.
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not their church's heahh.
Cuhural Aspects
Rev. Jung sees that Korean cuhural characteristics have strongly affected the
ECorean church. He points out some direct cultural influences among Korean pastors and
Christians. For example, he mentions yudun{^^^) 'room' "culture. This culture,
according to him, means Koreans do not feel any guilt when they lie.'^ Another bad
attitude in the church, deeply related to the first one, has to do with financial attitude.
According to him, for many Koreans, public money is often not used transparently.
[nstead, it is believed that public money is house-money. This is the reason why financial
ransparency is the one of the main targets ofKorean church renewal.
Theological/Biblical Motivation
For Jung, church renewal means going back to the spirit of Jesus, which means
lenying ones-self'^ When this researcher visited the office of Rev. Sungjin Jung for an
nterview, I could see a big frame on which five Chinese characters were written. They
vere "a^i:^ ^(A-Sa-Gyo-Hoe-Saeng, oj-Aj-jus^ x^y_ Through it, this researcher
;ould see his basic framework for ministry. literally means, "If I die {^^),
he church lives Which means that I have to die to make the church live. In
)ther words, if the pastor does not deny him/herself, the church cannot be vibrant and
"
This word came from a Japanese word, t 0 (Yudori), which means room or space. In Korea,
lis word is used as meaning of flexibility.
It might be difficuh for Westerners to understand this aspect. For example, in statistics about the
umber of the Korean Christians, there are big gaps in the research of the Christianity and National
tatisncal Office because Korean Christianity's statistics are based on reports from local churches and
enominations. That means that local churches' reports on the number of church members are exaggerative.
Jung, interview.
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Dwing. For him, in this materiahstic world, giving up financial benefits is a huge
cision. In other words, if a pastor wants a church to live, he/she has to gi\ e up the
inefits.'*
In his book, The Church Reforming Even'day, Jung suggests three things that the
lurch must do for its reformation. First of all, he claims the church must deny to be
;cularized.' ' For him, secularization of the church means the church is ruled by
lammon.'^ He says, "This present time is an age ofmaterialism. This worldly culture is
reaking into the church too and is gradually secularizing it."'^ Thus, it is obvious for
im, church reform is a battle with secularization.
Second, Jung emphasizes the church must become a church that humbly serves its
ociety.'^ He points out, "In the Korean church, a strange climate is arising. The church
refers to be served, not to serve, and to be raised, not to lower itself This is unchristian
nd unbiblical behavior."'^ Jung argues that the church must follow the example of Jesus
lecause He says, "Now that I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also
hould wash one another's feet. I have set you an example that you should do as I have
lone for you (John 13:14-15)."^� He also points out, the crisis of the Korean church is it
Jung, interview.
Sungjin Jung, ^44 7lj^sl-fe ^s\{The Church Reforming Evenday) (Seoul Yeyoung
I^ommunication, 2004), 169.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 169.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 172.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 111.
"
Jung, The Church Reforming, 173.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 173.
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considered a useless group in our local society."' Thus, for him, church renewal means
;coming a church that serves the world, its neighbors, and its local society as Jesus says,
'or even the Son ofMan did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a
nsom for many (Mark 10:45)."
Jung's third suggestion is the church must be a church that believes what the
ible says.^" What he means in this suggestion is that the church has to do what she has
3t done even though the Bible obviously says it. He especially points out, although the
eformation had reformed the structure of the church where the papacy was more
owerful than the Bible, today's Korean church has reversed things again. He identifies
lis 'authoritarianism' within the church.^'' In this thinking, Jung argues that as the Bible
ays, all believers have to have the same status in the church as "a royal priesthood.""*
)nly according to the gifts God gave can believers work in the church. Finally, it can
e said the authoritarianism within the Korean church where a pastor has strong
sadership in the church is unbiblical and has to be reformed.
Statement ofPhilosophy ofMinistry""
On its website, one can find five targets that show this church's philosophy of
ninistry.
^'
Jung, The Church Reforming, 175.
"
Jung, The Church Reforming, 176.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 178.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 178.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 178.
"Philosophy ofMinistry," accessed 20 October 2009; available from
ittp://www.kwangsung.org/church_int/chu introduce.asp; intemet.
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A church that harmonizes individual salvation and social salvation: This target is the
ost crucial and is characteristic of the church. The church wants to improve the closed
stem of the Korean church which celebrates everything as a festival only for the church,
open the door of the church to the world, and to go out and lift the flag of social
h ation. For this, through thorough bible education and prayer training, the church
ises spiritual soldiers and hopes to become a church that actively does missions to cover
e world with the Gospel. This thinking is well expressed in its mofto "The Church
ising up on Two Wings."
A church that is led by the Holy Spirit: Excluding humanistic things, the church
usts the leading of the Holy Spirit after doing their best. This confesses that although
lurch members will do their best to maximize their ftmction, the most important
linking is that the Holy Spirit must approve."'' hi this sense, Jung emphasizes that the
lurch's ministry must be spiritual because he believes only the Holy Spirit can lead the
28
imistry.
A church where lay-believers become leaders of the church: This church has
3vious assurance that the Lord of the church is God. It is true that pastors and elders
ave had the main leadership ofpractical administration in the Korean church, however,
le Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants the pastors and elders to serve and support, and
;t lay believers become leaders. To actualize this principle, they needed a practical
lethod and have made an effort to disciple lay believers. In other words, this effort is
50ut gift development, raising lay behevers as experts m ministry fields.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 249.
Jung, The Church Reforming, 314.
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A church that emphasizes monastic spirituality: Holy Light Kwangsung Church
iphasizes, "This church wants to be a church where pastors firstly become a model to
ow as ashes of the monk and through initiative in their lives sweep an evil practice out
the modem church.""'^ Also, they want to be a church that trains all its members to
rve with the gifts they received from God and to fix the problems of the modem church
liich solves church problems with money.
A church that brings up democratic citizens: This church wants to be a church that
ings up mature democratic citizens in Korean society. In church administration, this
eans cutting off the dictatorial elements which claim to be God's will. This church
ants church members to discuss church events, to draw up a financial budget through
jmocratic methods, and to accept the results after an active discussion.
30
Vision Statement
Holy Light Kwangsung Church set their vision to become a good church that is
lodeled after the early church that Jesus Christ established and the Book ofActs shows.
here are three goals ofHoly Light Kwangsung Church: 1) a church which serves, 2) a
lurch which nurtures competent intellects, and 3) a church which makes sense.
First of all. Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants to be a servant church that
2rves God, neighbors, and local society. Second, Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants
) be a church that nurtures competent intellects. This church wants to nurture lay
;aders; leaders for twenty -first century and democratic citizens. Third, this church
'ants to be a church that m.akes sense. Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants to become a
"Philosophy ofMinistry," accessed 20 October 2008; available from
tp://www.kwangsung.org/church int/chu chared.asp; Intemet.
^� "Vision statement of the Holy Light Kwangsung Church," accessed 20 October 2008; available
om http://www.kwangsung.org/church int/chu introduce.asp; Intemet.
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jrch where common sense is weh communicated. In other words, it wants to be a
urch where only God is glorified, Jesus becomes Lord, and lay believers subjectively
erate the church.
I achieve these goals, Kwangsung Church created five visions which include 1) the
Itural center of local community, 2) the center of total evangelical movement for holy
y for Koyang and Paju, 3) a model ofKorean church reform, 4) an outpost center for
ission to the North Korea, and 5) a center for world missions.
1 . A Servant Church
Serving God
Serving Local
Society
Serving Brothers
and Neighbors
2. A Church Which
Nurtures Competent
Intellects
Bring up lay leaders
and the talented for the
future society and the
church.
3. A Church that Makes Sense
- A church where Common
Sense is communicated so that
only God is glorified, Jesus
becomes Lord, and lay believers
operate the church.
Figure 8.1 : Goals ofHoly Light Kwangsung
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Ministry Characteristics
The activities of this church can be explained with these three goals.
Servant Church
Since its establishment, Holy Light Kwangsung Church has been interested in
rving God, neighbors, and local community, h does many practical works to serve
;ighbors and local community. The church has operated a social welfare center for a
ng time and has reopened "Kwangsung Lifelong Learning Center" along with finishing
e church building construction in June 2002. According to introduction by Rev. Jung,
is center is for the communication ofHoly Light Kwansung Church with the world.^'
eside this center, there are various social service ministries like a local library,
)unseling center, the Paju Senior Welfare Center, and other works for the poor and
arginalized. These activities have also been dedicated to communication with neighbors.
or example, the Kwangsung library opened in 1998 and is not only for church members
It also for local society. A lot of local neighbors use it everyday and volunteer for it.""
Church that Nurtures Competent Intellects
This church has a scholarship project and has granted scholarships to hundreds of
udents to support their studies every year. In addition, it has opened schools for
temative education fi"om a Christian perspective and it operates a kindergarten as many
orean churches do. However, the key ministry of this church to nurture competent
itellects is an alternative school named Kwangsung Dream Elementary School. It has
sen established under the miOtto, "Cbjistian Leaders �,Tio Ser/e the World." One can
^'
Jung, "Greetings," accessed 20 November 2008:available from http://kwangsung.dimode.co.kr;
temet.
"
Eunjoo Jung, "Being near to neighbors," Kidok Press, 18 November 2002.
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; out what kind of school it is through its vision statement; "Kwangsung Dream
3l envisions providing opportunities for global citizenship training and character
opment for reasonable participation based on the integration of a biblical
Iview."^^ This school has three goals as follows:
* School of Serving People: We are committed to preparing people to become
Christian leaders who serve the neighborhood and the Lord our God with love.
* School ofNurturing Competent hitellects: We are committed to cultivating
global minded people of ability to change the world in the name of Christ for future
generations.
* School Acting as a Model ofChristianity: We are committed to becoming a role
model by making an altemative plan for Christian education in our society.^"*
lurch That Makes Sense: A Church Where Common Sense is Communicated
For this goal, Holy Light Kwangsung Church has reformed the traditional church
ture because they believe the stmctures of existing churches do not make sense
cally and socially. This goal is designed for smooth communication among members
lurch community. This reformative stmcture is clearly stated in the church's articles
sociation. It can be divided into two categories; 1) restriction of the authority of
)rs and elders, and 2) extension of lay believers' participation.
Restriction ofAuthorities of Pastors and Elders
To avoid abuse ofpower by the senior pastor, this church decided three things.
of all, the senior pastor must retire when he is sixty-five years old."
'^
In Korean
ches, the age of retirement of the senior pastors is usually seventy, hi this sense, this
;elf-restriction of the power by time limitation. Second, this church abolished the
Holy Light Kwangsung Church, "Vision Statement."
Holy Light Kwangsung Church, "Vision Statement."
Holy Light Kwangsung Church, Bylaw, article 28, clause 1 .
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;tor Emeritus system^^that many Korean churches stiU have, hi many churches, the
itors emeritus exert influence in their churches even after retirement and that creates a
ofproblems with the current senior pastor and congregations. A third restriction for
pastor is a system of pastor's term of office.^'' In this system, there is a vote of
ifidence for the senior pastor every six years. If he/she is supported by over half the
ters, he/she can work continuously in his/her position. For Korean churches where
stors have strong leadership, this system is not easily adopted.
The elders can be a member of the church session only for six years and after that
;y can work as ministry elders. They must retire at sixty-five, and there is no system of
lers Ementus.
Extension of lay members' participation
This system is the most important to the goal ofbecoming a church where
mmon sense is communicated well. The two restrictions mentioned above are
mdations for this purpose. First of all, Holy Light Kwangsung Church has an "open
ice bearers meeting." Office bearers meetings usually consist of pastors, ministers,
lers, deacons, and deaconess. However, any church member can participate and speak
this meeting even though they do not all have voting rights. Second, this church has
extended church session. Beyond the pastors and elders who usually comprise church
ssion, six presidents of six groups within the church can participate in the church
5sion meetings. They have the same rights as other session members.
Bylaw, article 28, clause 2.
Bylaw, article 28, clause 2.
Bylaw, article 38.
Bylaw, article 1 1 .
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Pattems for Renewal
The renewal pattem ofHoly Light Kwangsung Church is described according to
ten marks of Snyder's mediating model. For this church, some marks are combined
ause of overlapped characteristics.
iiscoverv of the Gospel
It is tme that Jung, in the interview with this researcher, did not mention the new
ght about the Gospel, saying that he was more interested in ecclesiology. Nevertheless,
; obvious that due to his minjung theology experience he has been doing his ministry
'erently. As one sees from the motto of this church, the ministry ofHoly Light
angsung Church is based on two wings, individual salvation and social salvation, h
ws that this church has a balanced view of the Gospel. Because of this balanced view,
ministry exists both to gain individual souls and to serve the world for the kingdom of
d.
7act to the existing churches
Jtmg says, "Although I regret that not many churches do, there are some churches
t follow our church totally or partly.""*" However, Jung emphasizes, "The most
)ortant thing is a reformative propensity." In other words, although self-denial of the
tor is a key for church reform, it is not easy to fmd such a pastor. He says, "We want
)e a model ofKorean church reform, but we do not think that we are the ABC of
irch reform. However, we believe that somebody has to try for smooth and constant
)nn, and we are trying to do that."*' In other words, to show this church as an
^�
Jung, interview.
'"
Jung, interview.
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imple of church reform is what they are trying to do now.
twork with other renewal movements
As for a network of church renewal movements, Jung suggested "Good Church
ademy (GCA)*V' started by Rev. Dongho Kim, the senior pastor ofHigh Will
Dngeui Church. However, Jung does not think the renewal movement by GCA has
!n successful yet. Nevertheless, he hopes the churches that dream and practice
Drmations join in solidarity beyond denominations.''^
ssion-centered Structure
This church thinks of the relationship between the church and mission as the
sting reason of the church. Jung says, "The church is for giving. The church exists for
ing the Gospel, love, and bread. There is no worth in its existence in and of itself ""'''in
5 sense, doing mission is absolutely important because it is the nature of the church. In
ctice. Holy Light Kwangsung Church has planted a church every year and sent two
ssionaries every year since the church has been established. In addition, for this church
;ial services are also understood as mission works. Although the church is doing
ious works, Jung emphasizes that they are doing these works because mission and
vice are the nature of the church. Despite this thinking, this church argues that it has a
y traditional form of church. Jung says, "We are well known for doing a lot of social
rks. However, it is because other churches are not doing them and our works are going
11." Although this church is well known for its social services, Jung points out that for
*' Good Church Academy has been established by some reformative pastors and theologians in
4. It usually deals with church renewal issues academically through fomms and seminars.
Jung, interview.
Jung, interview.
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nature of the church, evangehstic works are also very important and they are trying
' hard to do that in various forms.
ill Group Structure
According to Jung, there are a lot of unique forms of small groups in Holy Light
ansung Church. This church assigns church members through receiving
lications.''' These small groups vary according to their purposes. Some of them are
social services, some of them are for fellowship, some of them are for evangelism,
some of them are for missions, h has a traditional form of small group meetings like
IX churches, too.
'enant Based Communitv
It is not easy to form a strong community in a large church like Holy Light
angsung Church. Jung argues that for community solidarity the most important thing
'hether the cortmiunity members participate in the community with the same
it.^^For him, community solidarity in the church means having the same spirit. For
y Light Kwangsung Church, church members are united by the motto of two wings
the three goals. In this spirit, they gather and participate in activities. It is a
imunity for them.
phasis on the Holy Spirit and the Word
Along with an emphasis on passionate prayer and the spiritual life, a unique
)hasis on spirituality in this church is monastic spirituality. Jung argues that it is time
monastic spirituality in the Korean church, especially for pastors. Axcording to his
Jung. Interview.
Jung, interview.
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>k, monastic spirituality means a life where in thinking and speaking about anything.
lerstanding the world, and using money, monastic fragrance flows out."*^
Jung emphasizes the Bible as the core of the Reformation spirit. However, he
iks It should be shared and lived out in daily life. This thinking guides his preaching.
ig says, "My message focuses on life. I do not want to deliver a metaphysical message.
ant to say 'Let us do this, let us live like this.'"^^ When this researcher visited the
rship service and listened to his preaching, his thinking was truly expressed in his
aching. He used very interesting and familiar examples to help his audience
ierstand the Scripture, and his application was very practical.
Summary and Evaluation
Although Holy Light Kwangsung Church was established by support of
'ansung Prebyterian Church, it has a very different ministry type from other churches.
s main motivation ofHoly Light Kwangsung Church was a problem with Korean
irch leaders.
Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants to be a church: 1) that harmonizes
ividual salvation and social salvation, 2) that is led by the Holy Spirit, 3) where lay-
ievers become leaders of the church, 4) that emphasizes monastic spirituality, and 5)
t brings up democratic citizens. It has three main goals and a lot of activities for them.
st, Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants to be a servant church that serves God, local
iety, and its brothers and sisters. For this, they have a lot of social service works.
Jung, The Church Reforming Eveiyday, 314.
Jung, interview.
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leaders and the talented for the society and the church in the future. For this purpose, it
opened an altemative school. Third, it wants to be a church that makes sense, a church
where common sense is communicated. For this, it has some stmctural characteristics like
restriction of authorities of pastors and elders.
In renewal movement pattem. Holy Light Kwangsung Church also has some
strong points and weak points, hi terms of stmctural link and commitment to unity, Holy
Light Kwangsung Church is strong because it belongs to one of the largest denominations
in Korea, the Presbyterian Church of Korea. Holy Light Kwangsung Church wants to be
a model of Korean church renewal. In terms of new forms ofministry and leadership, the
renewal movement ofHoly Light Kwansung Church can be characterized by some
limitations of power among its leaders, and a strong contact with society and the poor. It
has a system to limit the powers of pastors and elders and to bring in participation of lay
believers. In addition, from its establishment. Holy Light Kwangsung Church has
dedicated itself to serving the local community. As the congregation gets bigger, its
social works are also being extended.
Even though Holy Light Kwangsung Church satisfies elements of the mediating
model, there are some weak points. Because Holy Light Kwangsung Church is a large
church, experiencing community is the weakest point. Even though a strong small group
system and various programs help church members to have community in some ways, it
is unavoidable that there are a lot of people who only attend the church every Sunday
without any com.miunity cornxmitm^ent.
Extemally, Holy Light Kwangsung Church looks like other mega-churches in
Korea, which have thousands of church members and huge and luxurious church
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buildings. In fact, some negative aspects may be found due to the large size. Nevertheless,
its renewal efforts can be evaluated positively in that it has made essential changes from
existing large churches, like open understanding of the Gospel, social services, and
restriction of the power of the pastors and elders. In addition, it could be a very good
renewal model for the large churches in Korea.
Beyond the pattem of Snyder's mediating model, some unique renewal pattems
can be found. First of all, it has a self-restriction of church leaders. According to a bylaw,
which was adopted in the time of its establishment, authorities of pastors and elders are
limited in the church through certain regulations. It has encouraged aggressive
participation of laity to the church administration.
Second, Holy Light Kwangsung Church focuses on bringing up intellects, not
only for the church but also for the Korean society. For this, it has an altemative school,
which has the same spirits as Holy Light Kwangsung Church.
In the next chapter, six cases that have been studied will be analyzed considering
the Korean context and Snyder's mediating model.
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CHAPTER 9
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
As mentioned in the second chapter (pp. 20-37), the main analysis method of this
case study is "relying on theoretical propositions," and its technical methods are "pattem
matching logic" and "theory development through analytic induction." That means that
analyses of the case studies are based on some pattems which are matched among
selected cases relying on theoretical propositions. For this, as a theoretical proposition,
Snyder's theory, especially the mediating model, is used for finding, analyzing, and
evaluating the pattems which are found in selected cases.
This analysis will be divided into four parts. The first part will be about
motivations of the renewal movement by selected cases. Of course, these motivations
have direct and contextual elements which come from their specific contexts. There were
also, however, some common motivations which came fi-om the common contexts of the
Korean society and the church. In other words, there are common problems of the Korean
church that the individual cases revealed. For selected cases, these problems show the
Korean church in need of renewal.
The second part will be about theological or missiologicalfoundations. There is
no church renewal movement without a theological foundafion because renewal is about
the church, its mission and its role. The theological or missiological foundation that has
been the basis for the renev/al movement by the selected cases will be studied according
to their unique and common grounds and pattems.
The third part of the analysis will be about the goals of the church renewal
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movements in selected cases. One of the striking characteristics of these organizations
md churches is that they have an obvious mission, purpose, or vision statement which
-eflects their goals for renewal efforts. Although they have different statements according
:o their unique contexts and background, one can also find some common pattems
Decause they all exist within the Korean church.
The fourth part will deal with renewalpatterns according to Snyder's mediating
model based on practical renewal efforts and activities by selected cases. This researcher
visited, observed the activities of, and interviewed leaders of selected cases according to
the pattems Snyder suggests in his mediating model, hi this part, pattems of the renewal
movement within selected cases will be analyzed, reflected, and evaluated by interacting
with Snyder's mediating model. Doing this, Snyder's theory will also be critically
reconsidered in terms ofKorean church context. Although Snyder's model was helpful at
a number of important points we discovered factors unique to the Korean context. In light
Df the discoveries, we will propose some amendments to Snyder's model.
Motivation of the Renewal Movement
All movements have motivations. These motivations come from both their
contemporary context and their historical backgrounds which have been affecting that
contemporary context. The historical background of the Korean church has been
tentatively dealt with in Chapter one along with a briefhistory of the Korean church. An
obvious point is that selected cases consider that the Korean church must be renewed
Decause it is not what the Bible indicates the church should be in today's Korean context.
Before discussing various motivations it is, first of all, necessary to understand the direct
motivations which have sparked their renewal movements.
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Direct Motivatinn
Selected cases had various direct motivations that sparked them to have a will for
the church renewal movement, hi other words, the renewal movements by selected these
cases ha\ e each starting point that became a practical reason for the renewal efforts.
Although these examples are different according to their contexts, it is obvious that these
direct motivations made them think about what the church must be and what church is
healthy and biblical. In the case ofKACP, there was an economic crisis in Korea at that
time; the so-called IMF economic crisis. This national crisis made them rethink the
church and its role and they figured out that the church had not played well its role in
Korean society In KACP's view, the reason why the church did not play its role in
Korean society was due to the problems of pastors. Thus, reformative pastors gathered
together for the renewal of the pastors and the church. Since it was established, CACR
has been critical of various problems within the church. The starting point ofCACR was
a kind of issue fighting about some of the local church problems. According to Deuk-
hoon Park, the actual starting point of their movement was the issue of fighting related to
the senior pastor transition issue at Kwanglim Methodist Church.' Since this incident,
many people who had the same thinking on Korean church problems came together for a
renewal of the Korean church in CACR.
Direct motivations of the two organizations, KACP and CACR, look different in
that KACP's motivation is very social and national; on the contrary, CACR's motivation
is very much about local churches in Korea. Furthennore, KACP's motivation also grev/
from pastors' self-criticism, and CACR's motivation started from criticism of another
side of the church. In fact, CACR started its work by critically thinking about KACP's
' Park, interview.
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renewal movement because CACR thought that many pastors in KACP were also objects
in need of renewal. However, it is obvious that motivations of both organizations have
drawn the attention of Korean Christians about the church renewal issues in Korea.
The direct motivations of these four case churches can be called, "Push-pull
motivations." They experienced and observed some types of problems and were
moti\-ated to correct them. Yein Church's starting point was related to the ethical
problems of the senior pastor of the church that the founding members had attended.
Their direct experience made them rethink the church and establish a reformative new
church. Didimdol Church's motivation was also deeply related to disappointment about
megachurches where Rev. Sunjoo Yoon had worked, hi that situation, he decided to plant
an altemative church with people who had the same thinking about the Korean church.
Although there was not any specific incident for the renewal movement, Nadulmok
Church also had a strong motivation to establish a healthy church in an urban area. Holy
Light Kwangsung Church's renewal effort started from the experience ofRev. Sungjin
Jung in a megachurch. He especially thought about the problems of church leadership and
decided to build up a different type ofministry. In other words, the contemporary renewal
movement in Korea usually started from direct motivations that were deeply related to
their experiences or observations which made them disappointed about today's church.
The problems they experienced or observed gave them motivations to be better
These various direct motivations point out many problems the Korean church has
had. A^lthough their direct m.otivations were different, the selected cases point out a lot of
common problems the Korean church has. It is noticeable that they extemally revealed
these problems and tried to fix them and create altematives. The direct motivations came
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to these points to spark their consciousness and will for Korean church renewal. These
problems of the Korean church can be categorized into four types; structural, ministry,
spiritual/theological, and social, even though they are deeply connected.
Structural Problem
In context of the Korean church, the most noticeable motivation that selected
cases point out for the renewal movement is structural problems. In fact, structural
renewal is one of the most difficult parts of church renewal because it demands a lot of
changes from what the church has been doing. Selected cases argue that there are a lot of
structural problems of the Korean church.
KACP believes the problem of the Korean church came from the pastors, and
focus is on the renewal of the spirituality and attitude of pastors. So, it does not
emphasize structural problems because KACP does not think that existing churches can
accept such a radical change. They are more interested in a better operation of existing
systems.
In contrast, CACR strongly emphasizes structural reform because it is convinced
the problems of the Korean church are deeply rooted to stmctural problems. Selected
renewing churches also have the same thinking of stmctural problems. Yein Church and
Didimdol Church cite stmctural problems in the Korean church and dream of a church
which is stmcturally different from other existing churches. Holy Light Kwangsung
Church also strongly criticizes the stmctural problem of the Korean church especially
practiced by m.any pastors. In the sam.e thirJcing, Nadulmok Church practices its ministry'
in a very different stmcture.
As seen above, the selected cases do not support any kind ofnon-democratic
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leadership structure of the church. They have suggested and tried altemative leadership
stmctures seeking biblical and democratic ones. In this sense, it can be said that pursuing
a democratic church stmcture is a unique renewal target and a cmcial one at the same
time in the Korean church, hi fact, extemally the Korean church's stmcture looks very
democratic because most of the systems came from the West. Most churches in Korea
have a church session and congregational meetings. However, in operation, the power of
the senior pastor is so strong that the stmcture is only operated to practice their orders.
Strong One Person or One Group Leadership/Authoritarianism
In many cases, Korean pastors are authoritarian. It is, as mentioned in chapter one,
mainly related to Confucian. Confucian culture is good for keeping order in community
in that it emphasizes the harmony and courtesy in hierarchical family stmcture." This
cultural circumstance can sometimes make pastors authoritarian because pastors are
considered as objects to be respected and followed by people. As Grayson mentions, "the
minister holds a position to which the people (the elders and the ordinary congregants)
should respond to with loyalty, supporting the lead given by the minister/father"^ In
other words, even though Conhician culture in the church leadership system of the
Korean church can be good for keeping stability of community when it is applied in
harmony and mutual respect, it can make authoritarianism of pastors if it is abused by
them, hi this sense, it is a very good starting point that KACP, as a group of pastors,
started their renewal effort from the repentance of the pastors themselves. Their
^ About this Confucian characteristic among Korean churches, see p. 12-13. In addition, to
understand relationship between Confucian culture and Christianity in Korea, see Andrew E. Kim, "Korean
Religious Culture and Its Affinity to Christianity," Sociology ofReligions, 61, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 127-
128.
James H. Grayson, "Elements of Protestant Accommodation," 50.
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repentance was mainly about authoritarianism and heroism. Nevertheless, it is very
regretful that KACP does not suggest any types of structural reform. CACR points out
that the Korean church has given a few church leaders huge powers. In other words, these
huge powers that were given to a few church leaders have made quite a few problems in
local churches structurally and even spiritually.
Yein Church realized that one-person focused leadership can make a big problem
when the person commits some misdeeds. That is the reason why Rev. Jung seeks for
"the non-interventional ministry." Didimdol church has systems to avoid church
leadership being concentrated in one-person or group. This came from their
consciousness that the church cannot be operated by one-person or group as many
Korean churches have been. Nadulmok Church also pursues group leadership. Since it
was established, Holy Light Kwangsung Church thought the serious problem of the
Korean church was a strong one-person leadership and has made a system to avoid it.
Undemocratic Operation of the Church
To avoid a one-person or one-group concentrated power structure, most of the
selected cases support the need of democratic operation. In fact, democratic operation of
the local church is not a typical element of church renewal movement. Snyder never
mentions this either, even though he emphasizes structural renewal or a lay believers'
ministry. However, in modem societies, administration is a very important part of the
church's ministry. In this sense, it is obvious that reform of the church administration
m.ust be an important part of church renewal.
The authoritarian leadership stmcture mentioned above forces lay believers not to
participate in the church administration and it allows some leaders to operate the church
m an undemocratic way. Furthermore, because this authority that pastors have is said to
be a spmtual one, not following their directions can be considered disobeying God's will.
In this view, CACR tries to spread samples of democratic bylaws for local churches. Yeir
Didimdol and Holy Light Kwangsung Church have democratic bylaws to operate their
church with a promise among church members.
In fact, many Korean churches have already had some types ofbylaws. If so, why
does CACR argue that churches have to have bylaws and try to spread the sample? h is
because bylaws the churches have are not democratic or are not operated as they are
stated.
Opaque Financial Process
Opaque financial process is deeply related to two problems which were
mentioned above. Undemocratic and one-person focused ministries have a danger that
financial operation can be practiced by a few people without any controls. CACR points
out this problem and tries to help local churches have transparent financial operating
systems. In addition, selected local churches all emphasized financial transparency and
made a system for it. CACR believes that financial transparency is deepjy related to right
usage of church financial sources. In other words, if financial operation cannot be
practiced rightly, church finance can be used by a handful of people who have power in
their churches as has been happening in many churches in Korea. The selected churches
also have the same thinking of the problem of opaque financial process and have some
m.ethods to solve this problem.. This m.otivation m.akes financial transparency become an
important renewal pattem of the church in Korea.
The Korean church, as Korean society has done for a long time, has not practiced
1.^1
financial affairs through a well constructed financial system for local churches. The
Korean society has had to struggle to have financial justice while rapid industrialization
was progressing. Like this, as the Korean church has grown rapidly it has not had an
adequate financial system to manage a lot of financial resources healthily hi this sense, it
IS nght that financial transparency become the main motivation and target in the church
renewal movement.
Ministry Problem
The reason why renewal groups and churches have different ministry
characteristics from other existing churches is that they have figured out some problems
in the ministry of Korean churches. It is not only about specific practices, but also about
the spirit and motivation for those practices. The selected cases commonly point out two
elements; numerical growth focused ministry and schism or denominationalism.
Numerical Growth Centered Ministry
Pastors ofKACP confess that they have focused on numerical church growth of
individual local churches while not teaching a thoroughly authentic and faithful Christian
life."* hi their understanding, the reason why unfaithful Christians are produced in the
Korean church is that the ministries of the Korean pastors focus more on how to make
their local churches grow numerically than on how to teach and lead their church
members to become authentic and faithful Christians. CACR also claims that the Korean
church, which was competitively devoted to numerical growth, came to have a strange
stracture that m.ega-churches are adm.ired for regardless of their degree of health.^
Yein Church and Didimdol Church do not seek numerical growth as a priority of
KACP, "We Indict Ourselves."
^
CACR, "The General Principles."
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their ministry even though they do not oppose the notion that a heahhy church is
naturally growing. In fact, they are slowly growing numerically now. Dr Kim of
Nadulmok Church points to one problem of the Korean church as follows; that many
churches in Korea follow the church growth theory not reading the Bible to figure out
what church is. For him, church is the church that Jesus Christ kept in his mind and that
the Apostle Paul dreamt of Holy Light Kwangsung Church thinks that the reason for its
remarkable growth is the "result" of their health, reformative spirit, and system, hi this
sense, it did not agree that all numerically grown churches are healthy churches.
Selected cases, when the researcher asked about the relationship between church
renewal and growth, they do not agree that church growth always indicates a church is
healthy. Ne\ ertheless, they agree that if they minister biblically the church will grow
numerically and even become a mega-church. However, Yein and Didimdol want to
separate their church when they come to have about three hundred church members
because they believe that is the suitable number to keep a healthy church community.
As the selected cases argue, the problem of numerical growth centered ministry is
deeply related to spiritual problems of the Korean church. For them, the fame of the
Korean church due to its remarkable growth made the Korean church proud and focused
on numerical growth too much. The numerical growth focused ministry made the Korean
church unhealthy and competitive with each other Mega-church flavored Christians have
been produced in this mentality.
Schism/Denommationahsm
As mentioned in chapter 1, the Korean church historically suffered a lot of
divisions especially after liberation from Japanese occupation. Those divisions are due to
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theological, historical, or political issues. Denominational divisions are probably a
common aspect in the churches which were bom through missionary works from the
Westem churches. The Korean church was also bom in various denominational divisions
of the Westem churches. However, in the same denomination, especially Presbyterian
churches, there were serious splits in Korea because of various reasons like historical
problems, theological debate such as liberal, conservative, and political stmggles.
KACP emphasizes that in spite of various reasons and excuses, the Korean church
has to repent and the church, as one body, has been divided into many churches.^ Thus, it
is obvious that for KACP di\'ided denominations and other stmggles among
denominations are an object to be renewed.
One of the striking characteristic of these six cases is that they are working
interdenominationally. KACP is a multidenominational organization, and CACR is a non-
denominational organization. Even though Yein Church is involved in a denominational
group, it is not a typical denomination, but a kind of joint group. Didimdol and Nadulmok
Church are non-denominational churches. Only Holy Light Kwangsung church is in the
Presbyterian Church in Korea. In this sense, one can figure out that one of the
motivations for renewal movement which is happening in Korea is schism or
denominationalism because schism or denominationalism have had a lot of negative
impacts in Korea.
Spiritual Problem: Blessing-seeking
According to interviews and other official docum.ents, selected cases strongly
point out the tendency of the Korean Christians to pursue material blessing through
Christian faith. They all consider this tendency an influence of Shamanism, which has
^
KACP, "We Indict Ourselves."
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iffected the lifestyle and thinking of Koreans for a long time.
KACP says that blessing-seeking faith is obviously the thing that is opposed to
mthentic and faithful Christian life.^ h is meaningful in that pastors of KACP are people
kVho affect a lot of Christians' religious life through their ministry, especially their
sermons. CACR also picks this blessing-seeking tendency as one ofmain problems of
today's Korean church and considers this problem as destroying the purification of the
Korean church as Christ's bride.
Didimdol Church, Nadulmok Church and Holy Light Kwangsung Church point
out this tendency in terms of secularization or materialism. Both are deeply connected to
blessing-seeking faith even though they are also related to the religious characteristic of
Koreans. Didimdol church and Holy Light Kwangsung Church especially point out
secularization as the core problem of the Korean church which is revealed in rapid
industrialization. Nadulmok Church also considers the problem of the Korean church's
mixture ofChristian faith and materialism.
Although there are somewhat different words to express and understand the
blessing-seeking faith, it is obvious that it was one of the main motivations of the renewal
movement by the selected cases. A problem is that because it is deeply connected to
cultural characteristics and social background ofKorea, it is difficult to recognize this
problem. In this sense, recognizing this problem and being motivated by it are very
crucial starting points of the renewal movement.
^
KACP, "We Indict Ourselves."
�
CACR, "The General Principles."
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Social Problem; Lack of Social Responsibility and Bad Social Credibility
One of the most striking characteristics of renewal movements in Korea is a
strong consciousness about the social responsibility of the church. It is true that the
Korean church has been focusing more on numerical growth and evangelistic works than
their social responsibility as a kingdom community that completes God's reign in this
world. As a result, the social credibility of the Korean church has been getting worse, in
fact, people say that the social credibility of the Korean church is at its worst today than
at any time in Korean church history. For these selected cases, the problem is that the
Korean church has forgotten this one important thing that God asked of the church.
KACP confesses that they have focused their ministry on the individual
evangelism and numerical growth much more than the social responsibility the church
has to carry out. CACR points out that the reason why the Korean church has been lazy in
social responsibility is that it has a distorted principle of the separation of church and
state. That means that for CACR, the Korean church has been supporting unrighteous
political power by justifying itself through the principle of the separation of church and
state. In this sense, the Korean church is more likely to stand with people who have
political power and wealth than those with social weakness and the poor
In fact, one of the latest issues for Korean church renewal is the bad social
credibility of the Korean church. The selected cases also mention this as a reason of their
renewal movements. KACP is deeply interested in this problem, hi the national economic
crisis, at the time of its establishjnent, the credibility of the Korean church was getting
worse because many people thought the church did not play a role in Korean society
KACP acknowledged the responsibility of pastors in this and insisted on the repentance
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f the pastors.
Selected churches also agree with the problems of a lack of social responsibility
tid bad social credibility. Now many ministry activities are heavily related to this
lotivation. \n other words, these churches know that the Korean church has not played
s role in Korean society and now try to participate more in social services.
Theoloeical/Missiological Foundations
A clear theological foundation with which the selected cases commonly agree is the
tatement, "The church once reformed is a church which must always be reforming
;self." In particular, KACP, CACR, and Holy Light Kwangsung Church directly
lentioned this statement. On this foundation, KACP emphasized that continuity and
urity of change are important for authentic renewal. In the case ofCACR, along with
lis statement, Jeremiah's calling from God became a base for the principle of its renewal
lovement. Based on this message, CACR tries to work in two ways; criticism and
ounterproposal. Theological foundations reveal that even though these two organizations
gree with the necessity of continuous church renewal, CACR seems to be more radical
nd specific. In addition, CACR shows their basic thinking on the renewal movement for
he Korean church through a "General Principle." However, it is true that even though it
eveals a lot of problems and counterproposals, theological or biblical foundations are not
xpressed enough.
In the case of the selected churches, their theological or biblical foundation shows
n the basic thinking in which their ministry characteristics are practiced. Yein Church's
�asic theological foundation for their renewing efforts is a belief that renewal is a natural
eaction. Yein Church's non-interventional ministry came from this thinking and that of
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the "Priesthood all believers." Didimdol Church makes the eariy church a biblical
foundation of their renewal effort. In addition, for Didimdol, the renewal spirit is the
spirit of a new wine skin, hi other words, Didimdol Church wants to be an altemative
church which has the faith of the early church and has a contextual practice as a new
w ine skin for today's Korean society. Nadulmok Church's renewal spirit came from the
Antioch Church which is introduced in Acts 11:19-30 and 13:1-3. Nadulmok calls this
"Antioch Vision." This Antioch Vision reflects in Nadulmok a ministry that wants to be
an influential community in urban areas. Holy Light Kwangsung Church makes its
theological foundation the spirit of Jesus, which means denying itself
These four churches have the same idea, "The church once reformed is a church
which must always be reforming itself" However, they also have different theological or
biblical foundations according to their contexts. This shows that even though church
renewal movement can have the same basic thinking, the different contexts of each group
demand different foundations to draw on for their contextualized renewal practices.
Goals ofRenewal Movement
In a word, the goal of church renewal movement within the selected cases must be,
"Let the church be the church," which means the church has to be the church as the Bible
shows. However, due to different contexts and main interests, the selected cases have
aspects that differ a little. KACP's goal, according its mission statement, is that the
church plays its role as light and salt. Although due to its characteristics as an
interdenominational organization KA.CP looks like it is focusing on unity. The final goal
of its renewal movement is the church must be recovered and able to carry out the
mission that Jesus Christ commanded in this world.
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CACR's goal of church renewal is not limited in church renewal only. CACR
vants the church to be renewed for transformation of Korean society. For CACR, the
;hurch is the true church when it can transform society with the Gospel of the Kingdom
)fGod.
Yein Church's purpose statement shows Yein's four goals; learning, loving,
worshipping and proclaiming church. In fact, these goals sound like typical goals of local
churches in Korea. However, they in fact, include the basic characteristics ofYein's
ninistry. 'Learning' focuses on perceiving the reason why God sent us to this world,
loving' focuses on serving neighbors, 'worshipping' includes the house church system
ilong with spiritual worship, and 'proclaiming' that their best life can be the proclamation
3f the Gospel. These goals ofYein Church do not express its renewal targets enough.
However they do show a good church is a church that is doing what the church must do.
Didimdol Church's mission statement shows three main goals that it is targeting
for in its renewal efforts; being a Christian community where life and faith are consistent,
becoming a church which recovers the health of the church as the body ofChrist, and an
extension of the kingdom of God through the work of the Holy Spirit. These goals look
very well balanced, though they look a little theoretical.
Nadulmok Church's goals; seeker-centered, sincere community, balanced growth,
and internal and extemal transformation show what Nadulmok is doing through its
ministry. Nadulmok's goals are very well cormected to its practices. It also looks well
balanced and various.
Holy Light Kwangsung Church pursues a church which serves God, local society,
and neighbors. It also wants to be a church which nurtures competent intellects for the
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iture of society and the church. Finally, it wants to be a church where common sense is
. ell communicated. That means that only God is glorified, Jesus becomes Lord, and lay
elievers subjectively operate the church. The goals only focus on practical dimensions.
t is regretfiil that they do not include spiritual ones, although the church is a spiritual
>eing.
One can find some of the common goals of these renewal movements in selected
;ases. First of all, these renewal efforts are working to create a church that nurtures the
mthentic and faithful Christians. These renewal movements do not want Korean
I!hristians who pursue material blessings through their religious life or are not consistent
n their life and faith. For this, selected renewing churches have a lot of learning
Droblems while studying the Bible and have trouble becoming spiritually mature.
Second, they want the church to be a recovered true church that can communicate
and transform the world. Selected cases worry about the Korean church's isolation from
Korean society and extreme exclusivism. To communicate with the world, each case
seeks various ways such as cultural relevance, social service, and business mission.
Third, these selected cases pursue the ideal that the church wants the church to be
a church that serves Korean society with Jesus' love. They recognize that serving their
local society or Korean society is a very important mission of the church.
Fourth, they want to be a church that proclaims the Gospel of the kingdom of God
through word and deed. For them, the Gospel of the kingdom ofGod is the main message
of the bible and m.ust be delivered. The reason why selected churches participate in
various mission works and social service is to carry out this mandate.
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Pattems of Renewal Movement
To complete the renewal goals that their mission statements state, the selected
:ases make a lot of efforts. Although each case has their own characteristics and pattems
in their renewal efforts, it is necessary to analyze and evaluate them according to a
proposition. Snyder speaks about the mediating model as follows, "This is a model for
renewal which assigns normative roles both to the institutional church and to movements
and stmctures for renewal."''ln addition, he says that this mediating model could be
useful in comparing and e\'aluating various renewal movements, including contemporary
ones.'� This is the reason why the mediating model by Snyder was selected as a
theoretical framework for the study of the renewal movement in Korea.
In this part, pattems of the renewal movement by the six selected cases will be
analyzed according to Snyder's mediating model. The mediating model is a renewal
model that combines two views, charismatic and institutional. The mediating model is
also good to study and understand the church renewal movement in Korea in that it can
comprehend the complexity ofKorean church contexts. Nevertheless, Snyder's theory
cannot perfectly include all renewal pattems in contemporary Korean Church's because it
has different contexts culturally and socially from what he considers in this theory. Thus,
some unique pattems by the selected cases will be dealt with after studying Snyder's ten
marks ofmediating model.
Rediscovery of the Gospel and Its Dynamics
Snyder considers this as a key element of any mediating model." There is no
*
Snyder, Signs, 280.
'�
Snyder, Signs, 280.
^ '
Snyder, Signs, 276.
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doubt that rediscoveiing the Gospel and its dynamics is the essential step for the church
renewal movement as most of selected cases agree. However, it cannot be the same
regardless of their different contexts, hi this sense, rediscovery of the Gospel and its
dynamics in Korean church must be understood in its context.
Among six selected cases, CACA, Nadulmok Church and Didimdol Church show
a very strong effort about rediscovery of the Gospel. They consider that rediscovery of
the Gospel is the core of then renewal movements. CACR points out that the Korean
church narrowed the Gospel only to forgiving sins and wellbeing and distorted the
Gospel into as private, materialistic and selfish message. Thus, it emphasizes this
distorted Gospel must be rediscovered as the Gospel of the Kingdom of God. Didimdol
Church understands the Gospel in terms of the Kingdom of God. Because the most
important thing in the Gospel is Jesus' lordship, for Didimdol Church the Gospel the
church must deliver is Jesus Christ's lordship, the Kingdom ofGod. Nadulmok Church
also has a strong thinking of necessity of rediscovery of the Gospel for church renewal.
As the core of the church renewal, rediscovery of the Gospel is meant to revive the
biblical and theological meanings of the Gospel as well as the kingdom ofGod and
suggests calling it the Gospel of the Kingdom of God.
Although Holy Light Kwangsung Church does not argue any different meaning of
the Gospel, one can find that it has wider and more balanced understanding of the Gospel
because it pursues, not only individual salvation, but also social salvation. Pointing out
HIn^ 11 IV^Wi 1 C'C' I Li CtllOlULlWll wi LllV vj wo^-/ ,
�
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blessing, Yein Church suggests finding the original meaning of the Gospel Jesus Christ
gave us. It can be seen that Yein Church agree with the importance of this, but it does not
lyz
;how any active practice for this.
KACP does not strongly suggest this because they believe the Gospel is the
mchangeable truth. Instead, KACP emphasizes the good communication of the Gospel in
oday's context. In fact, for KACP, dealing with such a theological issue is not easy
)ecause they are a united organization which consists of fifteen groups from fifteen
ienominations which have somewhat different theological views.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP
CACR V
Yein
Didimdol
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.1 Rediscovery of the Gospel and Its Dynamics
In the Korean context, the main issue in the rediscovery of the Gospel for the
renewal movement is related to the relationship between the Gospel and the Kingdom of
God. Even though Snyder is an expert about the theology of the Kingdom ofGod, he
does not mention it in relation to the rediscovery of the Gospel in his mediating theory.
Why was the concept of the Kingdom ofGod raised in relationship with the Gospel from
the Korean church renewal movement? As it was studied in Chapter one, most of the
Korean churches have a futuristic understanding of the Kingdom ofGod more than an
understanding of the Kingdom of God as present now. However, these renewal groups
came to emphasize the present understanding of the Kingdom of God rediscovering the
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jospel for church renewal. Although these two elements, the Gospel and the Kingdom
)fGod must be understood at the same time, most of the Korean churches do not
consider the Kingdom ofGod in relation to the Gospel. The rediscovery of the Gospel in
he concept of the Kingdom of God helps the Korean church understand the Gospel in
erms of the mission of the church in this world hohstically.
Selected cases argue that the blessing-seeking characteristic ofKorean Christians
s deeply related to the shamanistic culture. In their view, the reason for this type of
:haracteristic that Korean Christians have comes from the narrow understanding of the
aospel. The Christian faith must be not only about individual and momentous salvation,
3Ut also transformation of the whole life. In this sense, rediscovering the Gospel in terms
of the Kingdom ofGod creates a starting point to transform the shamanistic orientation of
Korean Christians about the Christian faith.
Furthermore, this effort provides a foundation to recover the bad social credibility
of the Korean church. One of the critical problems of the Korean church is that the
Korean Christians live two separate lives. Their everyday life is not identical to their
religious hfe and they become selfish and exclusive. However, the Scriptures never
support that kind ofChristian faith. For the selected cases, the way that the church can
improve its social credibility is rebuilding the foundation of the Christian faith. That is
the reason that the selected cases pursue to rediscover the Gospel for the renewal of the
church.
Existence as an Ecclesiola.
"Where are these renewal groups and renewing churches located structurally and
theologically within the Korean churches and why do they play a role for the Korean
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;hurch?" These two questions are main concerns in this element. In other words,
snyder's understanding on ecclesiola can be applied as a location and a role of renewal
groups and churches within the Korean church as a whole. Although selected cases are
tot the same in terms of their sizes, their forms and roles can be applied in this element
�egardless of their extemal sizes.
KACP believes that it is an ecclesiola within the Korean church as a whole
Decause 15 groups ofKACP are reformative groups which exist as ecclesiola in their
denominations. CACR can also be identified as an ecclesiola, and although CACR is
hated by many existing churches and Christians, it exists within the Korean church as a
group to impact Korean churches with its own ways.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR
Yein V
Didimdol
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.2 Existence as Ecclesiola
The selected churches also exist within the Korean church although they are not
limited in any political stmcture or through a denominational system. In addition, from a
theological aspect, these cases are all in the evangelical side and contribute to evangelical
church having an open mind. However, when one considers that the ecclesiola has
conviction that Christian faith can be fully experienced only in some such "small-church
lyb
orm." Yein Church and Didimdol Church more satisfy this element because they
)ursue a small and authentic congregation through a separation plan. In contrast, Holy
.ight Kwangsung Church and Nadulmok Church are weak in this category, at least about
heir sizes.
Small Group Structure for the Renewal Movement
In the case of the Korean church, the use of a small group structure is not a new
me at all. Most of the Korean churches have a small group structure. This small group
jhucture is an influence ofYoido Full Gospel Church, which is called the largest church
m the world because the growth of the church is considered through a small group
system.'^ In this sense, it is true that the small group system ofKorean churches is for
:hurch growth. Nevertheless, selected cases agree with the importance of the small group
structure for church renewal. In other words, they emphasize that although the Korean
church has had a small group structure, it has not been rightly constructed.
KACP emphasizes that community spirit for the small group structure even
though they do not suggest any particular type of small group system. Although CACR
thinks that the small group system in the Korean church is also an object to be renewed,
for CACR, a small group should e.xist for sharing and unity among church members. In
this sense, lay believers become leaders in the small group structure, and they and
ministers can work together in the church. People in the small group experience the life-
sharing and community which are difficult to experience in the institutional church.
Even though the selected case churches all have small group systems, they are
each differently structured. There are two characteristics ofYein's small group system.
Snyder, Signs, m.
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The first one is that leaders of each cell are not appointed by the pastors or elders, but by
cell group members. The second is that they have scattered worship services once a year.
This means that small groups play a role as small churches which have their own ministry
within the church.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.3 Small Group Structure for the Renewal Movement
Didimdol Churh has two types of small group systems. The first one is for training
the so-called Didimer College, while the second one is for sharing their lives and
common interests. For Didimdol, small groups are units for discipleship and community
hfe.
Nadulmok Church adopted the house church system. These house churches are
operated by leaders independently except if there is something that needs help from the
larger, united church. Nevertheless, there are strong connections among house church
leaders.
Holy Light Kwangsung Church has various types of small groups according to
people's interests and purposes. It has as many small groups as other churches have,
iy /
lowever, there are different types of small groups too, some for social service and some
br fellowship or missions.
In Snyder's model, small groups appear as units for the church renewal within a
:hurch. However, in the Korean context, this does not happen, because small groups in
he Korean church are usually under the strong control of the pastors. In this sense, the
small group system for the renewal movement must be started by equipping lay leaders
ind developing a system where lay leadership can work. In the selected cases, small
groups led by lay leaders are very important units in which to practice their renewal
sfforts. In this sense, two things should be noticed from small group structures in Korean
context.
First of all, as Yein Church and Nadulmok Church do, small groups need to be
independently operated. Even though the small groups must be strongly connected to the
church, they could be independently operated by well trained lay leaders.
Second, small groups should be, not only for bible study and fellowship, but also
for missional works. In doing so, small groups can play a role as ecclesiola and Yein,
Didimdol, and Holy Light Kwangsung Church are doing that.
The reason why the small group system is so popular among Korean churches is
that it is a very culturally relevant form for Koreans and because the Confucian culture of
Korea is family-oriented. In a family concept, the small groups can be united and become
an authentic community. As family can be a basic unit to do everything, small groups can
be foundational unit to practice the mission of the church.
Structural Link with the Institutional Church'^
Snyder's idea about this element is that if the renewal movement does not have any
structural link with existing churches, there is a danger that the renewal movement will
Dring division.'^ In the Korean context, this structural link could be considered in
relation to its impact on existing churches.
For KACP, this element is the strongest one. Because groups in KACP belong to
each denomination, their structural link is a very strong part of the church renewal
movement. Regarding the impact on the existing church, it is very difficult for CACR, in
that it is a non-denominational organization, and does not have any political power or
structural link. Nevertheless, it is obvious that CACR exists within the Korean church
and has been affecting the Korean church in various ways. However, one danger for
CACR, as Snyder points out, is a possibility of division among Korean churches, and the
structural link is too weak to bring huge and fast practical changes in the church. In this
sense, CACR supports the network among renewing churches. However, it could be
looked at as another division. In this sense, it is necessary for CACR to have a structural
link with KACP in order to impact the existing church and to bring actual changes among
Korean churches.
Among the selected churches, other than Holy Light Kwangsung Church, they are
not in any typical denomination, so their renewal movements can be called, "non-
denominational." However, in some ways, they have a network among renewing
churches and with organizations for church renewal. In som.e cases, thorough their own
way, they try to impact the existing churches for church renewal.
For better understanding, the order of Snyder's mediating model is changed by this researcher
Snyder, Signs, 111.
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Emphasis on a structural link for impact on the larger church seems reasonable,
however, considering the context of the Korean church, one can find some problems. In
the Korean church context, the renewal movements within denominational structures are
very difficult due to theological and political limitations. That may be a limitation for
KACP's renewal efforts. Although the pastors in KACP have united and worked together,
influence among their own denominations are very weak due to their theological and
political situations and that makes it very hard for them to raise their voices. Rather,
CACR, because it does not have any denominational limitation, can speak out on their
opinions. Thinking about limitations ofboth KACP and CACR, the researcher came to
have a conviction that a network between these two organizations is strongly needed for
Korean church renewal.
Snyder's theory claims that for commitment to the larger church, the stmctural
link is essential, and this can help to avoid bringing division. However, in the Korean
context, as seen in the selected cases, quite a few renewing churches are non-
denominational new churches. For them, denominationalism or church individualism is
the serious problem that needs to be renewed. Furthermore, in the Korean church
circumstance, it is very difficult to work for renewal within denominations or a local
church because the political stmctures of the Korean church and denomination are very
authoritarian. That is why many renewal movements are happening in non-
denominational and new church situations. Snyder's emphasis on stmctural links is
probably good for the Westem churches that have a dem.ocratic perspective and
individualistic attitude. This is the reason why the strong renewal effort in the Korean
church is democracy. Without stmctural change, it is impossible to impact the larger
2UU
church through structural links, hi this sense, commitment to the unity of the larger
church is not so simple in the Korean context. Furthermore, in this modem society,
stmctural links cannot be the only way for impact. The hitemet actually brings a strong
and fast impact. When visiting the selected churches, this researcher could figure out that
the churches renewing efforts have been made known through the intemet system and
other media and were affecting quite a few churches in Korea.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung
Figure 9.4 Stmctural Link
Commitment to the Unity, Vitality and Wholeness of the Larger Church
In deep relation to the element that was dealt with above, the most dangerous fact
of the church renewal movement can be seen in that the movements do not think of the
unity of the church as important.
KACP's priority can be said to be the "unity" of the Korean church. In terms of
uiiiij/, iVjT.v-'jr CUiiii luun^o a i\Ji wiLimi iilC xv\jiwciii uiitii\^ii. i.ii\^y uvv^ii ciik,uw iixcti tiiv-'
between NCCK and CCK, which are representative divisions between the evangehcal
and the ecumenical is needed for the practical unity of the Korean church. However, it is
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curious whether NCCK and CCK can be united without any theological agreement only
for unity because their division was due to theological differences. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to reconcile and cooperate for the Kingdom of God.
Because of its non-denominational character, it is very difficult for CACR to
commit to the unity and wholeness of the Korean church. In addition, CACR does not
agree with unconditional unity without any true harmony and reconciliation. Instead,
CACR supports the network among renewing churches, a so-called "reforming church
network."
Yein Church and Didimdol Church are members of the reforming church network.
In various ways, they try to contribute to the Korean Church's unity and vitality.
Nadulmok Church agrees with the importance of unity, but emphasizes that the unity is
for the glory ofGod, not for power or numbers, pointing out the problem of the joint
meetings practices as events. Holy Light Kwangsung Church is a member of the Good
Church Academy (GCA) that was established mainly by some of the reformative pastors
from the Presbyterian Church ofKorea that Holy Kwangsung Church is involved.
Through GCA, Holy Light Kwangsung Church is committed to the health and vitality of
the Korean church.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.5 Commitments to the Unity, Vitality and Wholeness of the Larger Church
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Due to Confucian culture, Koreans pursue harmony and unity in any social
-elationship. This unity is usually a family-oriented structure. If the renewal efforts do not
consider unity and harmony of the Korea church, they will not be able to be successful in
Korean society. In this sense, the selected cases also look for good unity among renewing
groups and other joint groups. Furthermore, when we consider the social credibility, unity
is a very crucial element of the renewal movement because numerous divisions are one of
the targets many Christians and non-Christians use it criticize the Korean church.
Two elements above, structural link and commitments to the unity of the church,
are related to cultural characteristics of Korea. In Confucian culture, harmony is very
important element. However, the harmony is based on hierarchical structure. In this sense,
these elements have some difficulties in Korean context. Although the selected cases try
to keep harmony in its renewal movements, culturally oriented hierarchical
characteristics can be raised. Nevertheless, the reason why they keep harmony in their
renewal movement is because it is important in terms of social credibility for the Korean
church. Due to its history and contemporary political context, Koreans have strong
antagonistic feelings about schism. In this sense, bad credibility of the Korean church is
related to denominationalism. Accordingly, the effort for unity of the Korean church is a
very essential step for renewal through recovery of social credibility.
Becoming Mission-Oriented for Renewal
That the church becomes mission-oriented is an essential step for church renewal
because it is one of the phenomena by which the church becomes the church it needs to
be. According to Snyder, the renewal of the church can be a witness to the world in part.'^
Snyder, Signs, 278.
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In addition, he says, "It will stress practical ethics, attempting to combine faith and love;
to link beliefwith every life."' '^Thus, in a practical sense, the meaning of 'mission-
onented' in Snyder' theory can be seen as the holistic mission broadening to social
reform.
KACP supports the spirit of the missional church in that they understand mission
in multi-dimensions. For KACP, their diaconal works, as one of their main missions, are
considered as missions. For CACR, mission is the work of the church to transform the
world in the Gospel of the Kingdom ofGod. In this sense, its main focus in mission is
social mission. The goal ofCACR's renewal movement is to eventually transform
Korean society with the Gospel of the Kingdom ofGod, however, its social mission focus
does not mean that they ignore evangelism; they emphasize the holistic way ofWord and
deed.
Yein Church emphasizes mission in relation with its non-interventional ministry.
For Yein Church, mission works should be motivated from church members naturally. In
this sense, mission is the natural reaction of faithful Christian community in that it is its
nature.
Didimdol Church understands mission in terms of communication with the world.
In this thinking, it makes the Church of Savior, Washington D.C. a model for their
mission works. Didimdol Church wants to be a church that is able to communicate and
serve neighbors and to extend the Kingdom of God through it even though Didimdol's
community is small. Through Business Mission, as Didimdol's strategic mission method,
Didimdol Church helps mission fields in foreign countries, it communicates with
neighbors, and it serves others with their earnings.
''^
Snyder, Signs, 278.
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Nadulmok Church is doing various mission works including domestic, foreign,
unification, and cultural. However, it does not think that mission work is done by
programs. It believes that missions must be flown out from the nature of the church. Thus,
for Nadulmok, if a church is healthy and biblical, it will naturally be mission-oriented.
Holy Light Kwangsung Church understands mission as the reason of a church's
existence. For this church, mission is not limited in foreign mission or evangelism.
Because the church exists for giving, mission must include social service as its nature.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein
Didimdol V
Nadulmok
Kwangsung
Figure 9.6 Mission-Oriented for Renewal
As seen above, the selected churches understand mission-oriented as a natural
phenomenon through the church renewal. In fact, although the Korean church is famous
due to its passion for mission, there have been quite a few negative aspects coming from
unprepared missionary works and excessive competition among missionaries,
denominations, or local churches. These problems have been brought about by
achievement-focused mission works. Extemally, the Korean churches seem like mission-
oriented churches; however, their passion and methods for mission should also be an
object for renewal.
In this sense, the selected cases, especially the case churches, show two very
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important elements ofmission-oriented ministry in Korean context. First of all, as Yein
and Nadulmok Church emphasize, mission must be naturally flown out from the
congregation. This came from the conviction that mission is a nature of the church.
Because mission is a nature of the church, it is natural that mission came out from within
the church. In this process, the laity comes to play an important role for mission works of
the church which is different from mission works that follow the ways from a minister's
instruction.
Second, communication with society is essential factor for mission works.
Didimdol Church and Holy Light Kwangsung Church consider this very important. Their
many social works and business missions have a deep relationship with this
communication. There is no mission without communication with the society. In
particular, to overcome the bad social credibility of the Korean church, communication
with the society must be a foundation for mission work.
Consciousness of Being a Distinct, Covenant-based Communitv
Being a distinct, covenant-based community is emphasized by all of the selected
cases although the understanding of community is a little different between them.
KACP supports the consciousness of community for church renewal. In addition,
they want to become a community that is harmonized regardless of denominations and
theological differences. However, it is difficult to say that KACP is a community because
they do not often have contact when there is no event. For CACR, it is very natural that
the church becomes a community. The church must be a true community in that all
church members can participate in the ministries including church administration,
according to their gifts. In this sense, CACR emphasizes that churches have to have
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democratic bylaws as a promise among church members.
Yein Church emphasizes community in that the people can share their lives, cry
and laugh together, and help each other in the Kingdom community. Didimdol Church
pursues Kingdom community through various programs. For Nadulmok Church,
becoming a sincere community is one of the core targets. Nadulmok Church believes that
through house churches they can build up a sincere community within the modem society
which is being dismantled. The house church system helps this church have community
spirit. Because Holy Light Kwangsung Church is a large church which has about 5,000
members, it is not easy to keep a community spirit in its ministry.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.7 Consciousness ofBeing a Distinct, Covenant-based Community
In the Korean context, there are three things to be considered regarding
community. First of all, how this community can be developed in large congregations. A
small group system is surely one of the ways to develop community like the house church
system as a type of this. However, a house church system or a small group system cannot
guarantee the community a whole church. In this sense, the case churches show some
unique understanding of community. For Yein Church, community does not mean
frequent gatherings but considers family and workplace as the most important and basic
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community units. Holy Light Kwangsung Church understands that community is the
community of solidarity which means having the same spirit. For them, community is not
about gathering, but sharing same spirit in everyday life. In busy modem life in Korea,
how can we keep the community in everyday life? Beyond house church or small group
meetings, they usually use an Intemet System. In Korea, Intemet systems have became
the most important communication method. It does not only mean websites, but also
Intemet clubs, mini-homepages, blogs, Intemet cafes, and messengers. Actually, a lot of
communities are operating in Intemet based church renewal movements. Selected
Churches also have good Intemet community and share their lives and renewal ideas
through that. In the Korean church, Intemet became a very important method for
community.
Second, one of the important things with community in the Korean context is to
have a promise among church members. To keep this community, Yein and Didimdol
Church have agreements among church members because they believe that they need a
system to operate corporately. The bylaw, as a promise, is not made by pastors or elders
as most of the Korean churches do. This bylaw is made through participation of lay
members. In this sense, it became a promise for their community.
Third, community is not only for themselves, but others. It is tme that the Korean
church has emphasized community and has thought that Korean churches are better
communities than the Westem church because of their cultural characteristic. However,
this self-satisfied community becam.e the object which is blam.ed by non-Chjistians due to
its exclusiveness. It became an element to make social credibility of the Korean church
worse. It is not an easy problem to solve because being a community is the basic element
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of the church. To soh'e this problem, the selected case churches become a community for
others. As a community they communicate with their society and work together for
neighbors. Through this, the non-Christians see what community is in Christianity.
hi family-oriented Confucian culture, community does not seem like a difficult
target for Koreans. However, this family oriented culture sometimes creates a side effect.
The phenomenon of the side effect that is happening among Korean churches is one
example. The church communities in Korean are considered exclusive and self-satisfied
groups among non-Christians. For this reason, the church community is easily separated
from the society. In this sense, family-oriented Confucian culture is not well-
contextualized in the Korean church. Christian community is different from Confiician
concept in that it is not hierarchical, but charismatic. It is deeply connected to the next
element.
New Forms ofMinistry and Leadership
As mentioned in the "motivation" part above, leadership form and structure are
very important targets for church renewal in Korea.
KACP does not suggest any new form ofministry and leadership, although KACP
supports the communal pastoral leadership which is practiced with lay Christians and
servant leadership. However, it is obvious that the pastors of KACP try to overcome
achievement and heroism.
CACR's main activities are deeply related to the reformation of the structure of
church miinistr>' and leadership. Stud>'ing and suggesting sam.ple dem.ocratic bylaws for
the local churches is one of the main activities of CACR. According to one of the models
of church bylaws, "All believers are all Christ's workers and are participants in the
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Kingdom ofGod in various ways according His calling. Therefore, all workers have to
honor their works and each other because all workers status' are equal."' ^
Yein Church's most noticeable characteristic is that it pursues "A lay believers-
centered church," which believes that God calls saints in the same capacity and they are
different only in spiritual gifts. '^ For this ministry, democratic operation is practiced by
council meetings and general meetings according to its bylaws.
Didimdol Church also has a leadership structure to prevent clericalism and church
privatization. It pursues a horizontal leadership structure through a democratic leadership
system. Didimdol Church is also operated by a church council and congregational
meetings.
Nadulmok Church has a very unique leadership structure which Dr Kim calls,
'very innovative but traditional,' or a 'very contemporary ancient model' h pursues
multiple leadership without any distinction between ministers and lay believers. However,
it is shown that they have more power than leaders of other case churches.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.8 New Forms ofMinistry and Leadership
Jongkook Baek, "A Model of Church Bylaw, Chapter 2: Article 2," Jongkook Back, The Church
Captured by Babylon: Praying for the Korean Church that Mercy, Justice, and Integrity Overflow (Seoul:
News and Joy Pubhsher, 2003), 275.
"As YOU Need to be in This Land," Information Brochure ofYein Church.
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One of the main goals for renewal in Holy Light Kwangsung Church is the
extension of lay believers' participation in church ministry. For this, Holy Light
Kwangsung Church tries to limit the powers of pastors and elders through some systems,
and to extend lay believers' participation. However, it still shows strong leadership of the
senior pastor and elders.
In Snyder's theory, new forms of leadership and ministry usually mean two
things; lay ministry and new leadership training. They are revealed in the selected cases.
Nevertheless, there is something to be considered in Korean context.
Is it possible to change leadership form without any system change? In the
Korean context, it is very difficult to change leadership form without the system change.
Equipping lay leadership is important and necessary, but without a change of the
institutional leadership form, it is impossible to bring an actual change of the church
leadership since the pastor's strong leadership has ruled the Korean church system. There
are many churches that have very well structured discipleship training systems, but suffer
quite a few problems in its administration because they are still under the strong pastor's
charismatic leadership.
In this sense, selected cases have quite new forms of leadership and ministry
structures although they have somewhat different ones each. Usually, by bylaw, the ways
that lay believers can participate in church administration as leaders are structured. The
ways are different from existing churches. Yein, Didimol, and Nadulmok have a council
system although each church has a little different operation way. Holy Light Kv/angsung
Church has an open office bearers' meeting as a renewed form ofpresbytery system.
They are all systems to limit one-person or a group concentrated power and to extend all
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church members' participation in church administration.
This effort to have new forms ofministry and leadership can be a good way to
recover the social credibility. Even though the Korean society is extemally democratic,
there are many stmggles related to authoritarianism. This authoritarianism is a kind of
abused form ofConfucian culture. The church can show the Korean society that the
church has well-stmctured and culturally relevant forms of leadership stmcture. In other
words, the church is able to be a model for healthy and harmonious social stmcture which
is transformed in Christian faith.
The Close Daily Contact of the Church with Societv and the Poor
One of the most noticeable characteristics of these six selected cases is
consciousness of the social responsibility of the church in Korean society. As Snyder
mentions, a lot of renewal movements in the church history were deeply connected to
society, especially the poor The selected cases show that they have an obvious
consciousness about this.
KACP has a program to practice this. Once a year, KACP holds a Christmas
worship and sharing event though KACP's diaconal ministry which is the concept of
giving to sharing. Emphasis on the social responsibility of the church, especially for the
social weakness, has been a main interest of CACR. Also, about the cmcial social issues,
CACR observes the Korean church's view and participates in the issue with a Christian
perspective. However, there is no direct activity through daily contact by KACP and
CACR.
Yein Church argues that the renewal must be interested in the poor Yein Church is
working on making a financial system and hiring experts for its social service. Didimdol
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church especiaUy emphasizes communication with society and the poor believing that it
is the church the Bible states and the Korean society needs. Nadulmok Church uses a
tenth of their tithe for the poor. In addition, they opened a library and a kindergarten to
serve the local society and to communicate with the unchurched. Holy Light Kwangsung
Church started with the thinking of service for their local community. In this sense, it has
a lot of social service programs and calls itself "A servant church."
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP
CACR
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok
Kwangsung
Figure 9.9 The Close Daily Contact of the Church with Society and the Poor
Thinking about contexts ofKorean society and the Korean church, close daily
contact with society or the poor must be one of the most important elements of the
renewal movement in Korea. In particular, with the situation that social credibility of the
Korean church is very bad, close contact with the society and service for the poor must be
practiced. However, it is not for recovery of numerical growth or influential power of the
Korean church, but for recovery of the mission God gave us. In other words, concem for
the poor and service for neighbors are natural results of church renewal movements
because they are included in the nature of the church that the Bible shows us. In this
sense, the social services by the selected cases show that they are doing this in terms of
the church renewal movement.
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The family concept ofConfucianism is not limited to a family itself It extends to
a neighborhood, village, and country as well. In this culture, good interrelationship with
family members and neighbors is considered the core of the Confucian culture.
Accordingly, when the church loses its good relationship with neighbors, it is natural that
the church loses its social credibility.
Shamanism is a very this worldly oriented religion. Although it makes Korean
Christians have a blessing-seeking faith, it provides important contact points for missions.
In this sense, holistic ministry for the marginalized neighbors is the best way, not only for
outreach, but also for recovery of the social credibility.
Maintaining Emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the Basis ofAuthority
Church renewal is the recovery of spiritual vitality. In this sense, emphasis on the
Spirit and the Word is the unavoidable element for church renewal. As Snyder claims,
"The renewal movement stresses the Spirit and the Word as the ultimate ground of
authority, but within limits, also recognizes the authority and traditions of the institutional
church."^�
For KACP, the Spirit and the Word are well emphasized in their renewal
movement. One of the main activities of KACP is an annual nationwide retreat for
pastors. The main purpose of this retreat is to provide a place for pastors to be renewed in
the Holy Spirit and the Word. This is because KACP thinks the church can be renewed
when the pastors are renewed, and that pastors can be changed only through the Holy
Spirit and the Word. The renewal movem.ent by CA.CP.. is som.ewhat critical and radical in
terms of structural renewal, nevertheless, CACR believes that without the power of the
Holy Spirit, church renewal is impossible. Recently they are focusing more on this
^�
Snyder, Signs, 280.
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through holdin g revivals and prayer meetings.
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok V
Kwangsung
Figure 9.10 Maintaining Emphases on the Spirit and the Word as the Basis ofAuthority
Even though Yein Church, Didimdol Church, and Nadulmok look like very
radical renewal churches in terms of structural sense, they are renewal churches that
absolutely depend on the Holy Spirit and have a strong passion for the Scriptures. They
are sure that church renewal is impossible without the Spirit's help. Holy Light
Kwangsung Church emphasizes the monastic spirituality. Monastic spirituality must be
revealed in thinking, speaking about something, and understanding the world. It also
emphasizes the authority of the Bible in that it is the core spirit of the Reformation.
Basically, the renewal movements by the selected cases are based on the authority
of the Spirit and the Word. It should be the strongest point of the contemporary renewal
movement in Korea. However, one that must be noticed is that emphasis on the Spirit and
the Word as the basis of authority is not a new one. In other words, because Korean
churches are basically conservative, evangelical and Pentecostal in cultural sense, the
Bible and the Holy Spirit have always been emphasized. If so, how can this element
become one of the marks for renewal?
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It is related to the first mark of the mediating model. The Korean church has to
depend on the Spirit and the Bible in terms of the Kingdom of God. For a long time, the
Spirit and the Bible have been easily considered for satisfaction of religious catharsis,
material blessings and some spiritual power Emphasis on the Spirit and the Bible must
be for knowing what God wants and for fulfilling the missions God gave the church.
Beyond Snyder's Theory in the Korean Context
As Snyder also recognizes, there is no renewal movement in the institutional
church to perfectly fit this model."' In particular, this model usually comes from
historical renewal movements that have happened in Westem Christianity. Accordingly,
some differences can be found when renewal movements happen in contemporary non-
westem churches. Because this study is about contemporary Korean context, some
unique renewal pattems are emerged from our study of the selected cases. This study will
not only show what kinds of pattems do the renewal movements in the Korean church
uniquely have, but also help develop a theory for church renewal in Korea. Some of the
following elements could be ones that were mentioned in previous studies in relation to
some pattems of Snyder's theory, but they will be studied in terms of contextual pattems
in Korea again. Some of the pattems could not be common ones that all selected cases
have. However those pattems can be important if they well reflect the contexts of the
Korean church and society.
Cultural Sensitiveness in the Renewal
Snyder does not include cultural issues in his mediating m-odel. The problems of
the church happening in the contemporary contexts are deeply related to cultural issues in
two aspects. The renewal movement has to be culturally relevant, but it should be
^'
Snyder, Signs, 280.
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counter-cultural at the same time. It is a very important aspect for the Korean church
because it exists among traditional culture and rapidly changing modem culture.
First of all, the Korean church exists in a rapidly changing culture. If the church
cannot catch up with the change, the church will be in stagnation. This does not only
mean the worship style or modem facilities. The more serious problem is the churches do
not follow changes of consciousness. The change of consciousness always brings a
cultural change. One of the representative examples in the Korean church is the change of
the leadership form. Cultural change always demands the church to be renewed for
cuhural relevance. This can include worship form, leadership style, and educational style.
It is obvious that stagnation of the church can be deeply related to cultural irrelevance
and that to fmd cultural relevance can be a cmcial method for church renewal.
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok
Kwangsung
Figure 9.11 Cultural Sensitiveness
In cultural aspect, the strongest case is Nadulmok Church. Because Nadulmok
Church pursues seeker-centered ministry in its worship and other ministries, cultural
relevance is importantly considered. At the same time, it has a goal for transformation
inside and outside. In other words, Nadulmok Church is not only a medium for
communication, but also an object to be dealt with in Christian worldview. However,
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there is a problem is there too. Theh main focus of cultural mission is for young people,
the majority of those in theh 20s and 30s.
hi cultural sense, KACP and CACR do not have any activities even though KACP
agrees with the necessity of relevant communication of the Gospel. Yein Church and
Didimdol Church only emphasize the transformational aspect. Holy Light Kwangsung
Church has a lot ofmodernized cultural systems, but they do not consider this pattem
important.
Cultural sensitivity is important in terms of social credibility. From the beginning,
the Korean church has been stmggling about this problem because relationship with
society means relationship with existing culture. In terms of contextualization and
transformation, cultural sensitivity is very important. To keep a good relationship with
their societies, the church needs to be sensitive for cultural changes because cultural
insensibility can make a gap with society and make its social credibility bad in a rapidly
changing society.
Balanced Discipleship Training
Snyder's theory does not mention the idea of discipleship training for the renewal
of the church. However, considering the problems of the Korean Christian in spiritual
aspects like 'nominality' and 'secularization,' discipleship training must be included in
renewal efforts. Even though Snyder's theory emphasizes the authority of the Spirit and
the Word, it does not say much about any balanced discipleship training for this people.
The selected cases knovv' of this problemi and have developed discipleship training
programs in various ways. The programs are not the same as the discipleship programs
that existing churches usually have in that they try to set it up in balance. "Balance" here
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means that discipleship training is not limited in gaining biblical knowledge, a
relationship with God, and a church life, but instead helps people who have a Christian
worldview and kingdom consciousness to transform themselves and the world.
Nadulmok Church and Didimdol Church have well-structured discipleship
training programs. Yein Church and Holy Light Kwangsung Church also have their own
types of discipleship program. However, Yein Church does not show a constant program,
and Holy Light Kwangsung Church adopts a lot of program introduced from the outside.
In this sense, they are comparatively less balanced.
Name Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP
CACR V
Yein V
Didimdol V
Nadulmok
Kwangsung V
Figure 9.12 Constant Balanced Discipleship Training
If discipleship means being biblically transformed and matured, discipleship
training caimot be only a bible study or religious training. It must be worldview change
process. Although Korean society is very modernized, Koreans still have a lot of
shamanistic worldviews. Even Christians often reveal confused worldviews between
Christianity and shamanism^. Because v*'orldview decides not only rehgious life, but also
everyday life, discipleship training must be a worldview change process and for this
balanced programs are needed. Through this training as Christians, they can be
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ansformed to live out in the world as Jesus' disciples who can serve and transform the
orld w ith a Christian worldview. In this sense, this balanced discipleship training can be
way to recover the church's social credibility.
inancial Transparency and Using for Outside
The renewal efforts of the Korean church are interestingly related to the renewal
f church financial affairs, which is not mentioned in Snyder's mediating theory. The
;ason why financial transparency is an important fact for the renewal of the Korean
lurch is related to a social problem in Korean. For a long time, Korean society has been
niggling against corruptions while it has been economically developed and politically
emocratized. Corruption problem of Korean society is a serious problem that should be
Idressed. According to "Corruption Perceptions hidex 2009" that was presented by
ransparency hitemational, Korea ranked 39"" among 180 countries." Comparing to
:onomy scales of Korea, which ranked 13"", the corruption perception of Korean society
� not satisfactory. Furthermore, the Korean church's one person or one group-centered
iadership structure has made it worse among local churches. CACR's counseling cases
emonstrate this very well. According to a report of CACR's ministry in 2007, among 31
Dunselmg cases, 10 cases were related to financial problems. Financial transparency is
crucial element for church renewal in Korea. This effort has two aspects about how to
perate and how to use.
About how to operate, Yein Church and Didimdol Church have regulations to
^Wi (riiWii XXXilO-ilWl C4.X 1 Wb>W ^ \./ A WU.1. i-J* i-*- ' ^ LW r U-OXXX^ kXiw WiX Cix VXX XXXXCAXX^i/ wo 1 W X WC4.X ijr
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Transparency International, "Corruption Perception Index 2009," accessed 19 November 2009;
ailable from http://www.transparencv.org/policv surveys indices/2Q09/cpi_20Q9 table: Intemet.
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Woonhung Jung ed., The Mmisln\ 39.
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d to open it to their church members regularly. Nadulmok Church and Holy Light
�vangsung Church also open financial conditions regularly to their church members.
pening church finances to the public helps not only to let the church members know
>w the church's finances are used, but also to help churches use their finances cautiously.
vo organizations, CACR is recently trying to suggest healthy financial operation of the
lurch through seminars with some groups.
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
<;^cp V
:acr
Yein
idimdol
adulmok V
wangsung V
Figure 9.13 Financial Transparency and Using for Outside
The selected cases are also interested in reforming the use of the church financial
;sources for the outside work. Using church finances for the outside means using it for
lissions and social services. To save finance resources for the outside, churches must
lake an effort. There are many churches in Korea that have huge and luxurious church
Liildings and most of the Korean churches hope to have such buildings. However, it is
ue that to have their church buildings, quite a few churches obtained loans and spend a
reat deal ofmoney every month to pay the debt. In this case, much of the church finance
as to be used for keeping up the church buildings. Three of the case churches, Yein,
lidimdol and Nadulmok do not have church buildings and have leased some random
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lilding for their worship and church activities. Yein Church calls this policy that saves
lances for outside works, "minimum possession, maximum sharing."
In Confucian culture, one of the most essential items of virtues is ^(^M:
tegrity). In this culture, any leader who lost this virtue cannot be respected in Korean
�ciety. In this sense, if the church or church leaders cannot show this integrity, the
lurch and its leaders cannot be respected. The way the Korean church can recover its
>cial credibility is by its integrity financially and socially in this materialistic world.
hurch Separation Plan
Even though Snyder's theory emphasizes community and the small group
ructure, it is not easy for large churches to keep a strong community as the Bible shows.
[ a Korea that has many mega-churches, what is the way to have an authentic
)mmunity as the Bible shows and to prevent negative symptoms due to the large number
f church members?
As mentioned earlier in my explanation of ecclesiola, two churches�Yein Church
id Didimdol Church have plans to separate their churches when their members grow to
DO and 400. When one thinks about the Korean churches' passion for church growth,
lis is a very noticeable renewal effort. Their basic thinking on this plan is that a small
Dngregation is more capable of experiencing true church as an authentic community.
here is a better chance of negative symptoms in a large congregation.
In relation to Confucian cultural sense, the church need to think about ^ :i:(f^
I: thrifty) and moderation). The competition for expansion in numbers and
aving huge and luxurious buildings are problems of the Korean church that non-
hristians often mention and criticize. Koreans consider moderation and being thrifty as
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credibly important. In their eyes, the Korean mega-churches do not have the virtues.
ccordingly, it is right that this church separation plan can be a crucial element for
lurch renewal.
<ACP
:acr
Yein
idimdol
adulmok
wangsung
Absence Weak Neutral Agree
V
Active
V
V
Figure 9.14 Church Separation Plan
Fforts for Conceptual Reform
Another method of the church renewal movement in Korea are efforts for
)nceptual reform. Conceptual reform means awakening Christians to the necessity of
lurch renewal and to discuss how to do it.
According to Snyder's mediating theory, rediscovering the Gospel is the starting
)int for church renewal. It is truly important and essential for conceptual renewal of the
lurch.'^'* However, for the Korean church, unfortunately, it could be a difficult step
;cause Korean Christians tend to be too conservative and resistant to change, especially
)nceming the gospel and the church. It is the reason why this effort is necessary for the
orean church. Because of its conservative cultural characteristic, thinking of church
newal is not easy, especially for lay believers. This effort can be divided into two ways;
I educational way and issue fighting.
Snyder discovers the conceptual renewal as one of the dimensions of renewal movement. See, p.
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As a pastors group, KACP often holds forum and open conversation conferences
discuss important issues related to the Korean church situations and renewal. CACR
IS an educational program for church renewal called, "Church Reform Academy."
mong case churches, Yein Church holds an annual seminar, "I want to go to such a
lurch." Didimdol Church participates in this seminar as a partner These seminar, forum,
id conferences are becoming opportunities to share and discuss church renewal ideas
id develop them through the results.
Issue fighting is mainly practiced by CACR. The reason why this method should
I mentioned for conceptual reform is that through this issue fighting, the problems of
e Korean church are revealed and known to other Christians. Many mainline churches
id their leaders usually say that through issue fighting, the problems of the Korean
lurches are revealed, and these problems are informed to non-Christians. For them, it
sturbs evangelization and church growth. Although it has such a danger, why is issue
ghting used for church renewal movements in Korea? For them, concealing the
�oblems of the local churches makes the Korean church spoiled.
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
<:acp V
:acr V
Yein V
idimdol V
adulmok V
wangsung V
Figure 9.15 Efforts for Conceptual Renewal
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Due to shamanistic tendencies, rehgious hfe of Korean Christians is more
notional than rational. For them, faith is not something to understand, but is a religious
:perience. This tendency makes the Korean church ignore various structural problems
;cause Christian faith is considered only for believing, and the church is considered as
e sacred place for this. This element for the Korean church renewal is to awaken
orean Christians and to suggest altematives.
fforts for Recovery of Social Credibilitv of the Korean Church
Snyder's theory emphasizes daily contact with the society and the poor In fact, it
one of the most important renewal pattems in Korea too. However, Snyder does not
lention it in terms of a recovery of social credibility of the church. Recovery of social
"edibility is the most urgent and important task for Korean church renewal because
orean Christianity's social credibility is at its worst in history in Korea. Bad social
�edibility indicates the church is not playing a good role in Korean society, and it makes
le church difficult to evangelize to non-believers. It can be said that bad social
-edibility is the most serious block for the Korean church's ministry in Korean society.
he selected cases all realize this problem very well and make some efforts for this. From
s establishment, KACP has had a consciousness about this and is recently more serious
Dnceming it. Christmas sharing and presentation of statement on social issues are their
irect activities for this. Most of CACR's renewal efforts are being practiced in this
Dnsciousness because their renewal concem is not only about the church, but about the
jciety as well.
All social services by Yein Church and Didimdol Church are practicing because
ley are sure that indifference and laziness on social responsibility of the church made the
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'cial credibility of the Korean church bad. As an urban church, Nadulmok Church
irticipates in social missions finding what to do in various non-humanisfic urban
)ntexts and sharing burdens with people who are in difficulfies. From its establishment,
oly Light Kwangsung Church has considered social service a main mission of the
lurch.
It can be said that the renewal movement ofKorean at this fime is a movement to
icover the social credibility of the Korean church in Korean society
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
idimdol V
adulmok V
wangsung
Figure 9.16 Efforts for Recovery of Social Credibility of the Korean Church
fforts for Spiritual Renewal through Retreat, Revival, and Prayer Meetings
Snyder's theory discusses spiritual renewal. However, it does not show practical
fforts for it. In Korea, many renewal efforts focus on the structural aspect. Therefore,
tactical efforts for the spiritual renewal need to be specifically menfioned.
Even though two groups and four churches are different in forms of renewal
fforts, one common element among them is that they all have efforts for spiritual
mewal. KACP has retreats for pastors and CACR has a monthly prayer meeting and has
;cently held a revival; selected churches all have various prayer meetings and revivals
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r spiritual renewal. In the Korean church, one cannot fmd any separation between
�iritual renewal and structural renewal. The selected cases understand both in a deep
lationship. It is one of the unique points of the contemporary renewal movement in
orea. It must be because the Korean church has a legacy of the Great Revival of 1907,
id the Korean church is still waiting for the breaking out of such a revival again.
As mentioned in chapter one, due to Shamanistic culture, most of the Korean
lurches have culturally Pentecostal form in its worship and prayer meetings. The
;newal movement must not break this at all. However, it is necessary for the Korean
lurch to lead this in the right direction for church renewal. Their passionate worship and
rayer can be strong spiritual root to renew their churches.
Absence Weak Neutral Agree Active
KACP V
CACR V
Yein V
�idimdol V
fadulmok V
Iwangsung
Figure 9.17 Efforts for Spiritual Renewal
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Figure 9.18 Renewal Pattems in the Contemporary Korean Church
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
Renewal Pattems in the Contemporary Renewal Movement in Korea
Concluding this case study, I will suggest a theory of renewal pattem in the
mtemporary church renewal movement in Korea as developed from the mediating
lodel by Snyder. These pattems are based on the interaction between Snyder's theory
id the contexts of the Korean church.
Rediscovery of the depth and width of the Gospel in terms of the Kingdom of God
As Snyder picks this as the initial pattem of renewal movement, rediscovering of
le Gospel is at the core of the church renewal movement. The selected cases
smonstrate that. However, considering the unique situation of the Korean church, they
idiscover the Gospel in relation to the Kingdom of God that has been absent in the
orean churches' ministry for a long time. It can be called, "The Gospel of the Kingdom
f God" and is quite biblical, as Luke for example, constantly talks about Jesus' ministry
5 proclaiming and bringing the good news (gospel) of the kingdom of God. In particular,
ley think that the gospel in the Korean church is pretty focused on individual salvation
id blessing weakening its social and practical meanings. For them, this narrow
iderstanding of the gospel among Korean churches has made Korean Christians have a
cry exclusive and self-satisfied tendency and a loss of social credibility. In addition,
nong Korean churches, the Kingdom ofGod has been understood m a fiitunstic sense.
1 other words, the gospel and the Kingdom of God have been considered the way for
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ivation and the final goal of the gospel. For them, these two need to be understood
)listically.
Through understanding the depth and width of the Gospel in kingdom
dnsciousness, the renewal movement figures out the problems of the church and the
rections it has to go. In particular, it helps the church fmd its mission in this world in a
Dlistic sense.
Constant prayer meetings for spiritual renewal
Secondly, I located this element because it is a foundational element for those that
)llow. The selected cases do not forget that renewal involves trusting the Holy Spirit
'ho is capable of renewing the church. Snyder's mediating model emphasizes the
laintaining of an emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the basis of authority. The
elected cases also recognize this and have prayer meetings for their spiritual renewal. In
ther words, to create church renewal they want to be a prayer community.
The Korean church, due to its cultural characteristics, has passion for prayer and
'orship and many worship and prayer meetings are held in local churches. The selected
ases do not deny the importance ofprayer meetings and worship, however, they
mphasize that prayer meetings and worship must be spiritual gatherings for spiritual
mewal, not just for seeking individuals and numerical church growth.
The prayer meetings are not temporary special events, but constant spiritual
atherings that hope for spiritual renewal. The forms of these meetings are different
ccording to the context of each church. However, renewing the church starts with
ecoming a prayer community and worshipping God recognizing and depending on His
ower and reign.
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Small groups that can operate independently under the direction of lay leaders and thus
irticipate in a variety ofministries
As the small group structure for church renewal is mentioned by Snyder, the
;lected cases also agree or actively practice this. The unique point from the selected
ises is that the small groups are independently operated and lay leaders lead the small
roups. In this sense, the small groups become ecclesiola and the ministry field that the
ly leaders work. Small group systems among Korean churches are popular due to the
!onfijcian family oriented culture. However, it is also true that it is mainly operated for
tiurch growth ignoring its meaning as ecclesiola. In this sense, for selected cases,
mewing the small group system is directly connected to renewing the church because
mall groups can be understood as groups where members can experience Christian faith
1 a community sense.
Furthermore, these small groups are, differently from Snyder's theory, not only
Dr the fellowship or bible study, but also for participation in various ministries. As
cclesiola, these small groups or house churches work independently for missions and
ocial services. Therefore, small groups become vanguards for communication with the
ociety and recovery of the social credibility of the church through it.
�. Networking with renewing churches and renewal groups
To avoid falling into self-satisfaction and to improve their renewal efforts
onstantly, renewing churches have a connection with other renewing churches or
enewal groups. Snyder s theory menfions the structural link with the existing church.
lowever, as seen in previous analysis, it is very difficult to work for church renewal
vithin an existing church and denomination setting. The selected cases agree with the
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linking that structural links are necessary, but they do not practice it a lot. Rather,
;newing churchs and renewal groups have a network with each other Even though the
elected case churches are all churches which have renewing efforts, they have quite a
;w differences. They need to cooperate with each other to evaluate their efforts and to
ave joint works that influence the larger churches in the cultural and political situations
lat cannot work effectively in structural link.
Furthermore, this effort can be a good example to Korean society which has had a
)t of schism historically although its Confucian culture emphasizes harmony, hi this
uhural sense, if they cannot work together, their renewal movement cannot have strong
ifluence to larger churches and cannot provide a good impression in the Korean society.
, Mission-oriented ministry that flows from its nature and avoids being seduced by
umerical growth goals
Snyder's theory argues that the renewal of the church becomes a witness to the
/orld; that church renewal and missions are a very intimate relationship. For vitality
mong Korean churches, the selected cases have strong thinking that the missions came
ut of its own nature. This means that missions come out of congregations not pastors. In
slation to renewal, when the mission comes out of its nature, it can be understood as a
ood sign of renewal.
In this aspect, another thing that the selected churches practice is that they focus
n missions not growth. The ministry of the selected cases focuses on missions that flow
ut from the congregation not numerical growth. Numerical growth is not their priority,
ut the result of healthy ministry and missions. Also, some of these churches have a plan
3 separate or divide their church when it becomes larger than 300 members. This will
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�eate a healthier community. Furthermore, in Confucian culture which emphasizes
loderation and thrifty, this effort can provide a good impression in Korean society.
. Communitv through effective communication regardless of the time and space between
tiurch members and people outside the church, not only face, to face but also through the
itemet
As I mentioned in my analysis, the concept of community should be understood
nd practiced newly in the Korean church context. One of the important things is that the
ommimity, in the Korean church renewal movement, means a group that can
ommunicate relevantly and share the same spirit among its members. Even in busy
lodem life, the selected churches pursue a face to face relationship through house
hurches or small groups, but they also use intemet systems as well, hifluence of the
Itemet in Korean society can never be ignored.' Making an Intemet space such as
omepages, blogs, and other Intemet media help church members communicate with
ach other, share their life and thinking with other church members and Christians
utside the church, and deliver the gospel to non-Christians as well. The selected
hurches have a well-stmctured website that visitors can easily figure out what this
hurch is doing for the Kingdom ofGod.
The other aspect that the selected groups show is that church community becomes
part of local community through aggressive participation in social problems. In
'onfucian and shamanistic cultures, all families become a part of the local community
nd share in all local affairs. The church community, as a family, needs to share the
^ According to "A Summary of the Report on the Actual Intemet Use Condition in 2009," a rate of
Itemet using population in Korea (over three years old) is 77.2%. In addition, 72.3% of Intemet users
3ver twelve years old) say, "Intemet is important in my daily life." Korea Intemet & Security Agency, "A
ummary of the Report on the Actual Intemet Use Condition in 2009," (September 2009).
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roblems that the local cormnunity has. Through this the church community will become
group that the local society can trust.
� Make a democratic system for lav believers to participate in administration of the
hurch through active intercommunication.
For lay ministry, equipping laity through discipleship training or leadership
�aining is very important. The selected cases know about this very well, but they think
lat if the church does not have a system to help laity participate in church administration,
leir roles cannot help but be limited. That is the reason why the selected cases suggest or
dopt a democratic system and bylaws for the renewal of the church. The bylaws include
etailed ways that lay believers can participate in church administration.
This effort to have new forms ofministry and leadership helps the church recover
;s social credibility. Due to its many struggles related to authoritarianism,
uthoritarianism is considered a kind abused form of Confucian culture. The church can
how the Korean society that the church has well-structured and culturally relevant forms
f leadership structure. The church will be an example of healthy and harmonious social
tructure which is transformed in Christian faith.
. Set up a constant and balanced discipleship training program
The selected churches are making an effort for renewal by setting up a balanced
nd constant discipleship training program. This is a pattem that Snyder does not mention.
'he selected churches are sure that without matured faith, they cannot have a stable
ystem of renewal. In fact, many Korean churches have some kind of discipleship
-aining program. However, differently from the programs, the selected churches have
alanced contents dealing with a relationship with God, community, and the world in
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ingdom consciousness. Through this program, the lay believers can be equipped to
ctively participate in church ministry.' This training should be for transformation of the
'orldview. Quite a few Korean Christians still have a mixed worldview between
Christian and shamanistic religions. This mixed or confused worldview has made the
.orean church unhealthy and has made the impression of the Korean church bad. To
ecome a healthy kingdom community, the church members need to be disciples who
ave transformed the Christian worldview through balanced training.
. Make room to communicate with the local societv and serve it in Christ's love
This is the point that Snyder strongly emphasizes and the Korean church needs to
ccept. One of the most serious problems of the Korean church is bad social credibility
nd it came from the isolation of the church from society. In this sense, the selected cases
scognize that the bad social credibility can recover through church renewal. The selected
ases claim that the church needs to have constant room to communicate with the local
ociety because social service without communication can be self-satisfaction. In this
ense, the selected cases all very actively participate in communicating with society and
hey serve neighbors because they believe they are missions of the church. Through
ommunication, churches can feel what their neighbors experience in their society.
^iccording to this, the churches serve the local society in Christ's love for the Kingdom of
}od.
^ About the equipping laity in the Korean church, see Byung Bae Hwang's Ph.D. dissertation,
Developing the Laity for Ministry and Leadership in Korean Churches" (Ph.D. diss. Asbury Theological
eminary, 2008).
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O^inancial Transparenny and Using for Outside
The selected cases emphasize and practice the transparent financial progress in
he church. For them, renewal of the financial operation is one of the church renewal
.spects. They make regulations to show detailed ways to healthily manage church
inances. They also operate financial transparently through opening it publicly to church
nembers because they think that church members need to know how the church
esources are being used and to share their opinions on how to use them.
Another characteristic of financial management by the selected cases is that they
Lse the financial resources outside the church in missions and social services differently
i-om many existing churches that use them for the church themselves. For this, three out
�f the four case churches do not possess their church buildings, but lease public buildings
or their worship and activities.
In terms of social credibility, this element is very important because Confucian
ulture emphasizes the virtue of ^�(/r^: integrity). To recover social credibility of
he Korean church, this financial transparency and right use especially for the outside are
ssential element because without integrity, the church cannot be respected by Koreans
egardless of its powers or abilities.
General Conclusion
This dissertation showed some cases of contemporary church renewal movement
1 Korea and analyzed and evaluated them using Snyder's mediating model for church
snewal. The Korean church, which has grown remarkably, is in crisis. Not only because
:s numerical growth has stopped, but also because it is confused about its role in Korean
Dciety. Even more problematic is that the churches' social credibility is at its worst since
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.hristianity came to Korea about 125 years ago. Some groups and churches are trying for
le renewal of the Korean church. In this case study I picked two groups and four
hurches among them.
Two selected groups, renewal movements ofKACP and CACR, have some of the
ame elements and yet some different ones as well. Although they have different starting
lomts and motivations, they have many similar ideas while looking at the problems of
be Korean church. KACP's renewal movement focuses on pastors and spirituality, while
;^ACR's renewal movement focuses on structures and ethics. I previously suggested the
mportance of networking between two organizations because these two groups can
omplement weak points in each other For example, while KACP is strong in spiritual
lement but weak in structural reform, CACR is strong in structural reform but weak in
piritual aspect. Thus, I claim it will be helpful for them and the Korean church renewal
0 have a strong relationship with each other
Four renewing churches have several common motivations about problems with
he Korean church, but they are different types of renewing churches. They commonly
mphasize participation of laity to church ministry and have a democratic bylaw for this.
n addition, they commonly agree with the need of communication w ith the world and a
ocial responsibility of the church. In general, these renewing churches are not in a
ypical denominational structure because they felt problems from the existing church
tructures and thought that their movement could be limited by any kind ofpolitical
ower However, these churches could create division among Korean churches.
The renewal movement in Korea started from recognizing problems of the Korean
hurch in spiritual and social aspects. To fix the problems and to recover the health of the
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hurch, both bibhcaUy and contextuaUy, some groups and churches appeared. Church
enewal cannot be accomplished without works of the Holy Spirit, so it must be a
pintual movement. However it must, at the same time, be contextual because the church
xists m the society as a social institution even though it is a spiritual body of Christ, hi
tiis sense, Snyder's mediating theory provides a comprehensive model to measure and
valuate the renewal movement. In evaluation, the renewal movement in Korea is going
^ell, in that they pursue both aspects of the church renewal movement to some degree.
lowever, renewal groups and renewing churches in Korea still need the theology and
dstory in the church renewal movement to measure themselves and form some type of
letwork to complement the weak points in each other and to work together to impact the
xisting churches in Korea. In other words, an important idea in the renewal movement is
0 recognize that there is no perfect church. In addition, many temptations can make the
hurch lose its original meaning. Accordingly, renewal movements should be humble and
onstant and practiced in love as renewing energy.^
Suggestions for Further Study
Contextual Theology for Korean Church Renewal
I think that it is necessary to work on contextual theology for Korean church
enewal. In fact, I saw a lot of theological issues while studying the church renewal
lovement in Korea and they are not easy to deal with because of theological differences
mong denominations. Nevertheless, because they all share the common contexts and
ultures, theology of church renewal should be very contextual. In addition, this study
/ill be able to provide contextual theological foundations for renewal efforts.
^ Snyder, "The Energies," 10.
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hurch Renewal of Korean Immigration Churches
Another suggestion for future study is about Korean immigration churches.
.orean immigration churches which are located in various countries have different
ontexts from churches in Korea. Even though they all have Korean cultures and have
tany of the same problems that churches in Korea have, they face some unique problems
ue to its different social contexts.
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Appendix A
Interview for Leaders of the Case Study Organizations
)ate of Interview:
'lace of Interview:
lour of Interview:
. General Information of Interviewee:
. 1 Name of the organization
.2 Position: voluntary or paid?
.3 Name of interviewee
.4 Address:
.5 Telephone/E-mail:
2. General Questions
!. 1 Tell me the story of this organization and your involvement as its leader.
1.2 What kinds ofpeople are involved in this organization?
1.3 Why do you think that the Korean church must be renewed? What are the problems?
What does church renewal mean for you? Are there any socio-cultural and religious
contexts we have to consider, which have affected the Korean church to have unique
forms? What are negative aspects among them?
1.4 Is there any specific biblical or theological foundation of your church renewal
movement?
1.5 Introduce the main activities of this organization.
1.6 How can the activities which are conducted by this organization impact the Korean
church and its renewal?
\. Specific Questions to Measure the Renewed Churches (According to Ten Marks
)fMediating Model)
i.l The core message of Christianity is the Gospel. What is the position of the Gospel in
your church renewal movement? Is the Gospel or the Bible the basic standard to fmd
errors of the Korean church? Does your organization help churches rediscover the
Gospel and its dynamics? If so, how?
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.2 Does your organization exist as an ecclesiola? Ecclesiola means the church within the
church, not any division. In other words, does your movement try to impact the whole
Korean church existing within the church? Why does your organization want to
impact the existing churches?
.3 What IS the way to impact the existing church? Do you think that you need any
structural link between your church renewal movement and the institutional church?
If so, what structural link do you have?
.4 hi the Korean church, small group system has existed as a strategic tool for numerical
growth, hi this situation, what do you think about using small-group structure for the
church renewal? How should they be operated anew?
.5 In fact, since Korean society was modernized, one of the critical problems of the
Korean church has been "local church individualism" and "denominationalism." In
this situation, can you say that your organization committed to the unity, vitality, and
wholeness of the larger church?
.6 What do you think about the relationship between the church and mission? In the
early church, mission is the most important task of the church. Does your
organization encourage churches to become mission-oriented for renewal?
.7 Does your organization believe that the church needs to be conscious ofbeing a
distinct, covenant-based community? I believe that without good community, there is
no renewal of the church. How can the church overcome individualism to have real
koinonia as kingdom community? Furthermore, how do you understand relationship
between the church and the kingdom of God?
.8 Does your organization believe that the church should provide the context for the rise,
training, and exercise of new forms ofministry and leadership? How can the Korean
church overcome the problem of the strong power that the senior pastors have in local
churches in Korea?
.9 Does your organization emphasize the close daily contact of the church with society,
and especially with the poor? For a long time, the Korean church has been criticized
about its indifference to social responsibility. In your church renewal movement, how
important is social involvement of the church? What specific activities are
emphasized for this?
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Does your organization emphasize the Spirit and the Word as the basis of authority?
Focusing on structural and ethical renewal, it is easy to ignore works of the Holy
Spirit and the tradition of the church. Do you think that your organization still keep
emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit for the church renewal and respecting the
tradition of the church?
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Appendix B
Interview for Pastors of the Case Study Churches
)ate of Interview:
Mace of Interview:
lour of Interview:
. General Information of Interviewee:
. 1 Name of the church
.2 Denomination
.3 Name of interviewee (senior pastor)
.4 Address:
.5 Telephone/E-mail:
!. General Questions
i.l Tell me the story of this church, and your involvement as its leader.
1.2 Why do you think that the Korean church needs to be renewed? What are the
problems of the Korean church? Are there any unique socio-cultural and religious
contexts we have to consider, which have affected the Korean church to have unique
forms?
*.3 What biblical or theological principles do you have for renewal of the church?
!.4 What are specific practices conducted differently from other existing churches?
i. Questions to Measure the Renewed Churches (According to Ten Marks of
Mediating Model)
i.l What is the position of the Gospel in your church renewal movement? Is the Gospel
)r the Bible the basic standard to find errors of the Korean church? Have your church
ried to rediscover the Gospel to find what the true church is?
1.2 What do you think where your church exists? Does it exist as an ecclesiola in the
Korea church? Do you want to give influence to other churches to be renewed
through renewal movement of your church?
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'.3 What do you think about structural link bet^\�een your church and other exisiting
churches? Do you think that your church has such a link? If so, what kind of
structural link*? Do you think that it is necessary?
1.4 Do you use any small-group structure for the church renewal? If so, how is it operated?
Is it different from small-group systems that other Korean churches also have?
S.5 Is your church committed to the unity, vitality, and wholeness of the larger church? hi
other words, renewal movement is likely to be seen as a division or a sect. However,
denominationalism and local church individualism in the Korean have been strongly
criticized. How can your renewal efforts contribute to the unity, vitality, and
wholeness of the larger church?
5.6 What do you think about the relationship between the church and mission? What is
the position ofmission in your renewal movement? Does your church become
mission-oriented?
?.7 Does your church is conscious ofbeing a distinct, covenant-based community? I
believe that without good community, there is no renewal of the church. How can the
church overcome individualism to have real koinonia as kingdom community? How
do you understand relationship between the church and the kingdom of God?
3.8 Does your church provide the context for the rise, training, and exercise of new forms
ofministry and leadership? What do you have a different leadership structure from
existing churches?
3.9 Does your church emphasize the close daily contact of the church with society, and
especially with the poor? What efforts do you make for this? For a long time, the
Korean church has been criticized about its indifference to social responsibility. In
your church renewal movement, how important is social involvement of the church?
What specific activities are emphasized for this?
3.10 Does your church emphasize the Spirit and the Word as the basis of authority? What
do you work for these? Focusing on structural and ethical renewal, it is easy to
ignore works of the Holy Spirit and the tradition of the church. Do you think that
your organization still keep emphasizing the work of the Holy Spirit for the church
renewal and respecting the tradition of the church?
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Appendix C
1.1 s .in .
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1 o] 7]^^ Slu-j^A^ %c^o\] nfltl] ^Vs^^l ^^^^tfl ^/ijo.
ii7 5)7j Alois]- ^310]S} ^^o^ ^ ^ %i0.^ul^]-7
2.4 ^^11 ^^5- o] 7l^o] -51 H5l75Al^ ^s^^^fl
3. HS]75^oi o]^32]. ^5i�l (Howard Snyder ^^4^ ^^�14
H2]75^^:� 7|-^i:-ll o^nl^ o^;^]^ ^<>loiq^].9 o]
HSl^ 7^^^:� 7}^13llA^ fV^JilS]^ s o^o] ^1-51
iasl^J^ll- ^y] 7i]�^>^ ^}^^ ic^^ tflo^^^q^].?
9X^^^}? O] C^^ll7} ^xl] t>^Jil5l5] 75A]o11 c^^l:0. ^|.u^o^
3.3 77] ^]7] 7]^ I^S\^S}oi, ^S^i^
4^ Jii5l75^ ^^4^ 9^^^^ y}^]^ Tji^q^l-?
3.4 JIL5]7S^# ^^11 ^Hf- ^>-g-�f^ ^^711
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3.5 o] ^^g^ ^^^^^^ ^^^S\2] t-A^5)-i
7>^o^ ^ ^^1^ c^7^7]:r SX^^^, fV^ins]^ ^"t-a- ^^11
3.6 IILS\9\ A]^o^ ^;^|o^^ ^^1^ o^^^l ^J4*|-^M4'? �1 ^^fl^
3.7 ^.o. 0^0] i[75|o] 7^^]^ 0^0^^ ^ o^^ji
M-5}4 HSISI ^Tlli o^^^ T^V^^fl ^4^.
3.8 O] cfxll^ ^5]4 ^^^^^ ^]]^^ ^Efll- 7Hi 7j-^^4^>? ^1
3.9 o] ci-^^]^ j2s]sl 47]], 7>\+t.> 41:4^ 47^11-
^44 ^*fl h^n^ *f^^4?
3.10 msl^ -^4^ A^^4 i^v^o^ ^A]-ej-j7 -^^^4. o] c^^^i^ A^^4
^^^4 ^^1- 7oV2:^q4? 7|Alo]l olo^A^ ^^^o| ^A]-^
4^1i ^^M4?
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Appendix D
1. 91^]^ 4^J-4^1 tfltl:
1.1 JEslolf.:
1.2
1.3 S.A\^
1.4
1.5
2. <^a^J:^<e]
2.1 Ji7 5]o^ ^A]-4 ^A]-^o^ ^l-o^oil 4^-^l ^s^^^fl ^^il-Q-
2.2 Sfl *>^JiI5l7> 7^4^ ^4 tlr^i ^544^1^4? ^^fl^-^^
^711 01^4? ^A] oje^^V ^7l]l:cl tV^o^ -51-4 ^Ii7:5]oi
S.^Aj4 cg^SjC^ 014J7 ^^1^4?
2.3 iilS]7jA]^ ^4^^ ^^^^ ^-^ ^^^91 7]^^^^
^3J^^1^4? 4^1 ^rt4 ^4^'^]7fl %[0]A-] Jil5]75A]0l5^
^^l?i^M4?
3. ins] 7^4^ �1^4 4^4 (Howard Snyder 44^ ^^S.^^
^Al 0_^)
:s5l7S4^^ 7>^t:-ii o^ni4 ^^1^ ^oioiu^49 o]
7^4^^ 7l-^t:-114 4^i2^^ ^^1- ^3. ^1-51
514441- 1^7] 7i]�^v:g 4si^ ^^-i: 4^^^44?
3.2 4^iii4 4<^14 ^1 ^4^}^ c>]i^4ji ^
^^M4? ^1 ^5]7]- 4^fl 4^JiIS]5] 7^Alo11 <:�^l:^ *>4o]
ecclesiola 9] IILs\)S. ^7l]f-u^4?
3.3 4^iSS]oll oj^t^ 77] 7] ^�1] o] JT75]4 4^ 7]^ W5]^4o^
^3:^4 4^^^1 44^ ^^1^4? 444 ^4
4^^^M4? 4^ iii2]7S4 ^^4^ 4^^� 7]-^]j7 ^1^44?
3.4 iilS]754^ A>-g-�>AgL-]47 7]^Jil2]l-o]
H5]Aj^i-^ 4^^^^ 4-g-4^ ^^f- s^4 ^4
4^1 4?
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3.5 o] ^^o^ 754^-�-^ 4^jii5lo:i %44'^1 ^4444?
44 44^^^ ^4 s 44^ ^^4 44^-] ^^l^l
^^M4. 444 iii4^o:m yflinsl ^^^^^ ojn] t^^jusjo]
44 ^44^ 4^1^-11-^-. 4^ia5ls] o^^^ o]v^
3.6 iil2|4 47]]oll tfl^l] o]r^7]] ^544^^4? ^4^4
44^^i 4^4 4^]oi] 01^^47 o]
3.7 4^ ^^:^ll 0^0] ji72]o] 7^A]^ 0^0]^
444M4. ^1 ins]^ 4^5]j7 7]14 ^4^4 44^ 44^
^^44 5]i4 4^ ^^-i: 7}x]i 4w^4? <^^7fl 444
44^ ^^4^4 4^^4 ^o]iiM41- ^4 -fs^ Af^o]]
4s] 5E]7i7U 01^ 7i]4^^1- ^41- ^ 4^^4? 444
444 44^] 44 44^^ 4f^4 ^4-^.
3.8 o] ^s]4 s^u-i^^o^ Afl^^ 4^^4? ^1
iil5]4 ^^711 7]^ *V^iIl3:]l-4 4^ ejU-]^ ^^2:1- 7^ JI
4^^ 4?
3.9 o] JUs]^ A}s\^ illslo] ^^]^ 7|.^^> 4#4^ 4711^
7o>s4q4? o] 3^^o^ 7^4^^ 7l-^i:-ilA^ jiis]5] 451^4 4*^-^
444 #-S.4i^4? ^1^^ 44 ^4 h^n^ 4-^^4?
3.10 ^A].^ A^^4 n^>^0^ ^Af^Jl O] A^^4
4^^ 441- 7j-s^u]4? H5l 7^4^1 4^4 ^^^^ ^4^
^4 4^1^1 4#M4?
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